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Editorial . 

HOW ARE THE mighty fallen! Acorn, once the darling of the Unlisted 
Securities Market, has been forced to restructure itself with financial aid 
from Italian giant Olivetti. Commodore UK has halved the price of its new 

Registered at the Post Office Plus/4 micro and parted company with its general manager Howard 
paper Stanworth. Even Sinclair has cut back on production and postponed the 
~iag US launch of the QL. 
!Drag Nor is this phenomenon confined to the UK. Sord, once described as 

the "Japanese Apple", has been in discussions with Toshiba about 
possible investment. This follows a sharp drop in profits last year and a 
reduction in market share to little more than four per cent. 

The micro market can fairly be described as "jittery" at the moment. The 
boom years of 1980-83 are over and no one is quite sure how big the 
market will be in future. This, in turn, has had a knock-on effect among 
book and software publishers. 

Dragon users, of course, are quite familiar with this situation having 
experienced the troubles associated with Dragon Data's demise. Thus, 
they are well placed to advise their fellow micro owners that all is not 
"doom and gloom". Any machine which establishes a large user base will 
continue to be served by software and peripherals for some time, even if 
the manufacturer ceases to exist. 

Hopefully, once excess production capacity has been shed, the market 
will settle down again. The question occupying most peoples' minds at 
the moment is just how much capacity is excess - no one is taking any 
bets on the answer. 
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This is the chance to air your views - send your tips, compliments and complaints to Letters 
Page, Dragon User, 12-13 Little Newport Street, London WC2H 7PP.Letters 

Son et 
lumiere 
I AM writing with reference to 
the Sound-to-Light program 
by Robert Strange published 
in Dragon User in January. 
This program can be improved 
by altering the following lines: 
120 T=500 
140 C=INT(A/7) 
150 IFC=O THEN T= r2.1 
160 IF C>=B THEN C=B:T= r2.1 
170 IF T> 1100 THEN T= 1100 
180 IF ABS(A-E) < 0 THEN 130 
210 E=A: IF E=O THEN CLSO 

The program will now re
spond much faster to the 
changes in pitch in the music. 

Peter Davis 
95 Curzon Road 

Bradford Moor 
Bradford 

West Yorkshire 

Avoid the 
SAM sting 
I RECENTLY had the misfor
tune to blow the 6883 SAM 
chip in my Dragon. The symp
toms on cold start are a 
screen full of characters which 
are unaffected by inserting a 
cartridge, resetting, or using 
the keyboard. 

Attempts to buy this semi
conductor from my local deal
ers proved fruitless. All the 
dealers in an electronics 
magazine also failed to stock 
this item. Eventually, I found 
two electronic stockists who 
carried this chip. The sting 
was the price of £33.62. 

An advertisement in an 
American magazine showed 
that I could obtain one cheap
er in Silicone Valley. A Visa 
order placed on an After Eight 
phone call to DOKA Y Compu
ter Products in Santa Clara, 
Los Angeles and five days 
later the chip was delivered to 
my home for a total cost of £19 
plus postage. Quite a saving! 

Mike Corrigan 
Formby 

Merseyside 

Readers' 
poll plea 
I WONDER on what basis 
your software Top 1 O is calcu
lated? By far the best games 
for the Dragon (namely Tim 
Love's Cricket by Peaksoft, 
Back Track by Incentive and 
Return of the Ring by Winter
soft) have never even reg
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istered in this chart, which I 
should imagine is based on 
shop sales! Well, you try get
ting a new Dragon game in 
any shops?! 

Surely, a better way would 
be to run a readers poll , a la 
Popular Computing Weekly, 
then I'm sure these great 
games would attain their right
ful position at the top of the 
Dragon charts. W Miles 

37 Clarence Road 
Fleet 

Hampshire RG9 7AQ 

TOP 1O charts and their 
accuracy, or lack of, have 
long been a subject of de
bate. But, it is true that 
many shops have shown a 
marked reluctance to stock 
new Dragon software fol
lowing Dragon Data's de
mise. We would be very in
terested to know what other 
readers think about the idea 
of a readers' poll. 

Sheffield 
shuffle 
I THOUGHT I ought to write to 
correct a notice given in a 
recent issue of Dragon User. It 
concerns the Sheffield Dragon 
User group. Your last Dragon 
Clubnet showed us as the 
OS9 user group of Hudders
field. 

I have had a number of calls 
concerning OS9 (which have 
been welcomed , since I 
actually use OS9 myself) , .but 
the club does not specialise in 
OS9. One of the calls was of 
interest, however, since the 
gentleman concerned was 
willing to answer further en
quiries regarding OS9. His de
tails are as follows : 

Alan Kendrick 
5 Henry Avenue 
Havercroft, Nr Wakefield 

I would be grateful if you 
could update our club details 
- we now meet only at Shef
field City Polytechnic (during 
term time) on the last Monday 
of each month. Incidentally, 
you may be interested to know 
that I have had enquiries from 
places such as Ireland and 
Germany! Your magazine cer
tainly gets about. 

Richard Crampton 
Sheffield Dragon & 
Coco Users Group 

131 Herringthorpe Valley Rd 
Rotheram 

APOLOGIES TO the Shef
field Dragon User group for 
placing you in Huddersfield. 

Americans 
Dragons 
THIS IS a plea from an un
known number of Dragon 
owners in the USA. We have 
been left with no peripheral or 
software support after the 
Tano Corporation unsuccess
fully tried to crack the over
crowded American market
place. 

Any articles aimed at US 
readers would be most 
appreciated. In particular, we 
need information on foreign 
mail order problems and on 
the possibility of interfacing 
Color Computer disk drives 
and controllers. Any personal 
information and advice from 
your readers would be wel
comed. 

Ricky Berkey 
229 Elva 

Anderson 
IN 46014 

USA 

Dragon
•miners 

COULD YOU please tell me 
where I can get a copy of 
Manic Miner for the Dragon? I 
have searched everywhere, 
but failed to find it. Hope to 
hear from you soon. 

Conor Wymberry 
IF YOU can't find a copy in 
your local shops, you can 
always buy the game mail 
order from Software Pro
jects, PO Box 12, Liverpool 
L25 7AF. 

Key friend 
I WOULD like to congratulate 
you on your excellent maga
zine Dragon User. It is a great 
relief to see a magazine de
voted solely to the Dragon 
even though the company 
went bust. I buy a copy every 
month. 

I am writing to ask you to 
publish my name and address 
as I would like a computer pen 
friend. 

Andrew Bartlett 
30 The Moors Drive 

Middleton Cheney 
Banbury 

Ox on 

Flex 
RE GO FLEX by Brain 
Cadge - Dragon User Febru
ary - this article was unfair in 
that Brian expressed a per
sonal preference for OS9 
which some readers have take 
as an unqualified recom
mendation. No factual com
parison of OS9 and FLEX 
facilities were made to justify 
this opinion. Some of our cus
tomers, who have bought and 
used both systems, were out
raged at such a shallow re
view. I note that a recent 
review by Radio West came 
down heavily in favour of 
FLEX and DBASIC. 

I feel that you owe Dragon 
users a more detailed com
parison of the two operating 
systems. Both have their vir
tues and are well worth ex
amining in detail. It is a tribute 
to the power and versatility of 
the 6809 processor that two 
such excellent operating sys
tems are available. 

Stan Opyrchal 
Compusense 



________ _ 

•••• 

Get this into an envelope 

If the programs you are writing involve To TcJ u=l~ i=REEPOST. Port T.tlbot,West Gl.1mo= Ll ~ 

sophisticated graphics, you have two Plemc sm rl mcjrfl' Ti)/(dm1r1slcr /11cmt11rc. ou ~1:; · I 
choices, a severe headache or Touchmaster. I NameObviously you'll want to consider the Imatter, so in the mean time send away for 
your free Touchmaster literature and fmd I Address L_______ 

out more about the best value/ performance I 
graphics tablet available . .. or take two 
pain killers! I I 

Make ofTOUCHmASTER ~puter
""-... Touchmaster Limited, PO Box 3,
'¥" Port Talbot, West Glamorgan, SA13 lWH . --~--=.J 
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Atari & Commodore 64 owners, eat your 
hearts . . . this has got to be the best Grand 
Prix game ever. Fast action, super smooth 
scrolling "crisp" graphics, and loads of 
extras, such as . .. 4 circuits to choose from , 
a tyre change if they burn their tyres out too 
quickly, plus a set number of cars to pass in 
order to qualify. Its fast and very very good. 

C~< ~~: ::~~ F /.:::·.: :·::=. L :) 
t!ililt§l~lilil ., ' ' ' ; ; ' ; ; ; i ; ! k'.Ck-{k?i"; 

"". . . :·:: · f ~: ~ :· : 

Pa~~~~~Op Ta e £8.00 

Here's the one everybody with a Dragon or 
Tandy has been waiting for. A track and field 
game for 1 or 2 athletes with great graphics 
and 6 arm wrenching incredibly tiring 
events. 
1 Joystick required 

TANDY COLOUR VERSIONS ONLY 
AVAILABLE FROM TANDY STORES 

ICE 

lf'e{eJlrtiaf 
Completely Menu controlled 
Audible Alert if wrong information entered 
Draw Strings automatically recorded for quick tape
reference Change PMODES at the touch of a key 
Simple cursor movement by means of arrow keys £4 95 
full UPPER & LOWER CASE • 
Large and small Rubber p t & 
User Define keys os 
plus SIX OTHER USEFUL FUNCTIONS Packtng 50p 



6809Show 

THE SECOND 6809 Colour ing on stand No 45-46. There 
Show for Dragon and Tandy will be a wide selection of 
users will be held at London 's current and back issues of the 
Royal Horticultural Halls on magazine on display, together 
March 30 and 31. Exhibitors with a number of Dragon 
will include Tandy, Microdeal , books from Sunshine, all for 
Compusense, Design Design , sale to the public. 
Slaby and Voltmace. Admission to the show, 

A new modem for the Dra which will be open from 1 O am 
gon will be launched by Dealer to 6 pm , will cost £2 for adults 
Deals. The Demon modem and £1 for children under 12. 
can handle baud rates from Further information is avail 
300 to 1200 and will cost able from the show organis 
around £50: The price of the ers , Computer Marketplace 
accompanying software has (Exhibitions) Ltd , 20 Orange 
not yet been fixed . Street, London (Tel: 01-930 

Dragon User will be exhibit- 1612) . 

Last November 's 6809 Show - busy as ever 

Dragon roars Jet Set 
A SPEECH synthesiser for the 
Dragon is being retailed by JDragon Morrison (Micros). 

The Speakeasy synthesiser 
IF YOU have ever tried to plugs into the printer port, and 
climb the Banyan Tree, get is powered from the micro. It 
under the Security Guard or has a built-in speaker, and will 
perform a Quickafleeg , then come with two software pack
the chances are that you have ages to demonstrate its capa
played Jet Set Willy on a bilities. 
Spectrum. Now, Software Pro The package will cost 
jects is launching Jet Set Willy £24.95 from J Morrison (Mic
on the Dragon. ros) , Dept DU385, 4 Rein Gar

Jet Set Willy is the sequel to dens, Tingley, West York
Manic Miner and again fea shire, WF3 1JR. 
tures the adventures of Miner 
Willy. The game is set in Wil
ly's mansion and there are 
some 60 locations to explore, 
each with their own hazards 
and hidden surprises. Watch 
our for guards on the battle
ments and the entrance to 
Hades. 

Matthew Smith 's epic , 
which was converted to the 
Dragon by Roy Coates, costs 
£7.95 and is available from 
Software Projects , Allerton 
Road , Woolton, Liverpool L25 
?SF. 

Compusense imports 
Dragon 64s 
EUROHARD has appointed prices inclusive of delivery. 
London based Compusense Both the Dragon 64 and the 
as its UK Dragon distributor. disk drives will be on sale at 
Compusense is now shipping the Compusense stand at the 
Dragon 64s and Dragon disk 6809 show on March 30 and 

drives for sale in the UK. 31 at London 's Royal Horti

Single disk drives will cost cultural Halls. 

around £240 and double disk More information from Com

drives about £450. The price pusense , Box 169, 286D 

of the Dragon 64 has been Green Lanes, Palmers Green, 

fi xed at around £195 . All London N13 5XA 


ScreamingNew 
Abdabsreleases 

LANCASHIRE BASED A&F 
SLABY Computer games will Software has just released a 
be showing four new releases new program for the Dragon 
at the 6809 Show. - Screaming Abdabs. There 

Copter Snatch, based on are 35 complex screens, with 
Scramble, Star Swoop, a ver various monsters, icicles, col
sion of Galaxian, and Star 1apsi n g floors and other 
Defence, a Defender type hazards to prevent you from 
game, are all £1.99. reaching your goal. 


The fourth game, Hubert, is 
 Each screen contains a key 
a version of Q-Bert, and will which is necessary to access 
cost £3.99. the next level. 


John Bailiss, the company's 
 The game , which costs 
managing director, says that a £6.90, is available from A&F 
video display will be running Software, Unit 8, Canalside 
full-time at the show to allow Industrial Estate , Woodbine 
customers to take a look at the Street East, Rochdale, Lan
programs before buying . cashire OL 16 5LB. 

A copy of the demo video 
has also been sent to Justo 
Alvarez of Eurohard. 

Mysterious 
THE Mysterious Adventure 
series originally released by 
Channel 8, will now be put out 
by Adventure International, 
publishers of the Scott Adams' 
range of adventures. 

This follows the announce
ment that Brian Howarth , au
thor of the Mysterious Adven
tures , has joined Al to head 
the programming team. 

He will be working on Dra 
gon conversions of the entire 
Al range - Spiderman will be Incentive 
next, followed by a Gremlins 
game. Confuzion 

The Mysterious Adventure THE NEXT Dragon program 
games are £7.95. from Incentive Software will be 

a version of the arcade game 
Confuzion, £6.95.Mastertronic 

Ian Andrew , Incentive 's 
MASTERTRONIC is convert managing director, says that 
ing its successful one armed Confuzion will be converted as 
bandit simulation , Vegas soon as the. programmer has 
Jackpot, for the Dragon. It will finished the Ket Trilogy. 
be in the budget range , at For more details, contact 
£1 .99, and will appear towards Incentive Software, 54 London 
the end of March. Street, Reading RG1 4SQ. 
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COLOSSAL ClVE IDVEITUBI 

The original classic adventure game for Dragon 64 with disk drive ..... :.............. only £9.95 


FLEX 
For DRAGON or DEL TA disk systems 
with Editor and Assembler £86.25 
special price with DBASIC £99.99 
a reliable and easy to use operating 
system. It is the ideal operating system 
for the DRAGON - especially when 
combined with our DBASIC package. 
Requires DRAGON with 64K RAM. 
e 48K Bytes FREE USER RAM 
• 	 51 by 24 Hi-Res Screen with true 

lowcase, autorepeat , redefinable 
character sets , windows, etc 

• 	 Supports single and double density 
for interchange with other FLEX 
systems 

• 	 Includes over 30 standard utilities 
• 	 Powerful Macro Assembler 
• 	 Versatile Text Editor 

CROSS 
ASSEMBLERS 
FOR ANY FLEX SYSTEM 
6800/2 6801 /3 6301 6805 6502 8080/5 
Z80 macros, library file calls - all the 
features of the FLEX 6809 assembler 
£51.75each all7for£201.25 

DYNAFAST 
with DYNAMISER/DYNAXREF 
DRAGON BASIC COMPILER with 
Optimiser and Cross Reference Utilities 
Cartridge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £29.95 
Dragon DOS disk ... .. .... .... .......... £19.95 
DRAGON FLEX disk ....... ........... £19.95 

DYNAMISER 
DYNAMISER OPTIMISES YOUR 
BASIC PROGRAM BY ... 
1) removing redundant space and 

characters 
2) deleting unnecessary REMS 
3) 	 combining several lines into one line 

DASM/DEMON 

As featured in 'DRAGON MACHINE 
CODE' by Ian Sinclair. An easy to use 
6809 assembler (DASM) with a powerful 
machine code monitor (DEMON). Ideal 
for beginners and experienced 
programmers. All you need to write and 
debug machine code routines 
DASM/DEMON cartridge ..... ...... 
DASM/DEMGN DRAGON DOS 

disk .... ........ .... ...... .... .. ........ .... . 

DASM only cartridge ............ ... ... 

DEMON only cartridge ... ...... ...... 


£30.45 

£19.95 
£18.95 
£18.95 

DBASIC 

£30.00 

Disk BASIC for FLEX. Get all the 
benefits of FLEX and run existing 
DRAGON programs with little or no 
changes 
e 	Standard 32K DRAGON BASIC 
• 	 32 by 16 Screen and 51 by 24 Screen 
• 	 Send Commands to FLEX from 

BASIC 
• 	 Use up to 8 sequential or random 

access files simultaneously 
e 	ERROR GOTO statement to 

intercept errors 
• 	 ERROR command shows you 

•exactly where BASIC detected an 
·error 

• 	 Load/Save programs as FLEX disk 
files 

• 	 Includes 5 example programs 

SEND SAE 

FOR FULL 


PRICE LIST 

AND CATALOGUE 


EDIT+ 
EDIT+ is a Full Screen Editor and 
Programmer's Tool Kit. It's an excellent 
aid for writing programs in BASIC and is 
easy to use for the novice as well as the 
experienced programmer. EDIT+ 
includes all the facilities of HI-RES. Up to 
23 lines of your program are displayed 
on the screen and can be changed by 
overtyping, inserting, or deleting 
characters. Functions include: Find 
String, Change String, Copy Text, Goto 
Specified Line, Scroll up Down, Append 
From Tape and Enter Basic Command . 
No Dragon is complete without an 
EDIT+ 
Cartridge £34.50 
Dragon DOS disk £24.00 
Dragon FLEX Disk £19.95 

DYNACALC £69.95 

Full feature spreadsheet written in 
machine code for speed features: 
e Runs under DRAGON FLEX with 51 

by 24 character screen 
• 256 Rows by 256 Columns 

e HELP Facility 

• 	 16 Digit arithmetic 
• 	 Mathematical , Scientific , 

Trigonometric , Statistical , Logical and 
Business Functions built in 

•Windows 
• 	 Plot Graphs 
• 	 Print all or part of spreadsheet 
• 	 Save/Load Spreadsheet on disk 
• 	 Delete Move Replicate Row/Column 
• 	 Execute FLEX commands 
• Horizontal and Vertical Titles 

e Sort 

Data saved to/loaded from disk by 

DYNACALC may be passed to/created 

by other FLEX programs, eg RMS, 

BASIC, PASCAL, COBOL, text editor 


RMS £69.95 

A complete DATABASE 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. 
Versatile and very easy to learn to use. 
Ideal for accounting , business records, 
management information systems, 
customer records, customised data entry, 
stock control and much more. RMS can 
be readily configured to do many 
different jobs which require : data entry, 
online data retrieval/update and printing 
of reports without any programming 
knowledge. An RMS database is stored 
as a standard FLEX random file and is 
accessible to user written programs 

PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
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THE DRAGON 

IS BACK 


I/I 

SEE USAT 

SlhOond 
ec ~ 

,z~l@~~"'__
LcoLouR sHo~ 

FOR DRAGON AND TANDY USERS 
SATURDAY 30th and SUNDAY 31st MARCH 


THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL HALLS 

10 am UNTIL 6 pm 


EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS 
COMPUSENSE LTD 
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Artist 

Brian Hinson explains how to turn your keyboard into an 

artist's palette 

ARTIST IS a program for all the tamlly to 
enjoy! You can just doodle away to your 
hearts content, or you can use the save 
and load features to create screens for 
games and illustrations, using all the bright 
colours from your Dragon. 

The program starts by clearing all the 
Dragon's high resolution screens. It con
tinues by asking questions to set up the 
Pmode, Screen, Start page and Colours 
you want to use. The colours you choose 
for your background and pen must be from 
those available in the Pmode you have set, 
(refer to page 96 of the manual). Joystick 
or keyboard control is included. Keyboard 
control is easier to use for fine control but, 
joysticks are better for speed . Try ex
perimenting for yourself. 

You should now have a small flashing 
dot that you can move around the screen. 
Press 'C', for control, and the computer will 
'Beep' whilst waiting for a command . Now 
press 'I ', for ink, and the dot will leave a 
line of your pen colour. To change colour 
press 'C', followed by the code number for 
the colour you want, (eg . 4 = red in Pmode 
3) . 

If you want a line at a difficult angle, or to 
join two points you need to enter 'Box' 
mode. Position the dot at one end of the 
line and press 'C' - 'B'. Dragon will 
remember this point. When you are ready, 
position the dot at the other end of the line 

required and press 'C' - 'B' - 'L', and 
your line will appear. 

Box mode is also used to draw squares 
and rectangles. First register the starting 
point as before, then move to the diagonal
ly opposite corner and press 'C' - 'B' 
'B'. Hey presto! a box. Make sure you have 
not left a hole at the corner and you can 
paint it. Move your dot inside and press 'C ' 
- 'P' - follqwed by the number code for 
the paint you want , (eg. 2 = Yellow) . Box 
mode is also used to pick up some part of 
your picture, however big , and PUT is 
elsewhere. As before register the diagonal 
corners, 'C' - 'B', then 'C' - 'B' - 'G' 
and the box will be remembered in array 
" F' ', (see line 90) . 

Did you know that you only need 1/32nd 
of the memory reserve the Dragon manual 
says you need for GET and PUT routines 
on pages 120/1? You don't need to worry 
about this to use 'artist ', but for use 
elsewhere remember your array size need 
only be ' x ' length multiplied by 'y' length 
divided by 32 and rounded up to a whole 
number. For example, the whole screen in 
Pmode 3 is 255 x 191 = 48705, divide by 
32 to get 1522.03. So you could DIMen
sion an array F (1523) to pick up a whole 
screen 's worth! 

Having GOT your detail , move the dot to 
the top left corner of the position you want 
to PUT it in and press 'C' - 'G ' the detail 

appears. If you need another copy of the 
same detail you only need to PlH it with 
another 'C' - 'G' and the array will 
continue to hold the same detail until the 
next time you use 'C' - 'B' - 'G'. 

To draw a circle , or ring , press 'C' - 'R' 
followed by the radius you want. As the 
control routine uses keyboard input direct I 
have used the ASC II value of the key 
pressed , less 48, so you can have a circle 
of radius from '1' to '2', (ie 1 to 74). 

Made a mistake? Use 'C' - 'E' to obtain 
an eraser, and rub it out! Finished or want 
a rest? Press 'C' - 'X' and you will enter 
the save routine. You will now be offered a 
choice of tape or print dumps. The tape 
dump is supplied in listing 1, but you will 
have to add your own printer dump as a 
subroutine from line 1770 if you want this 
refinement. 

To recall your picture for use in another 
program, include a line CLOADM " pic
ture'', and record the picture just after the 
program on the tape. Now your picture will 
auto load , probably much quicker than it 
could be drawn in Basic, and using less 
memory. 

When you have become proficient at 
drawing you may wish to use the 'Perspec
tive routine' to create three dimensional 
pictures. First, decide on the vanishing 
point , position the dot and press 'shift'. A 
target will appear and Dragon will remem
ber its position even if you rub it out. From 
now on any time you want a line of 
perspective press 'shift' . You will have to 
rub out the parts of the lines you don't want 
and things can get a little confusing, but 
the results are super! If you are really 
advanced you can have two or more 
vanishing points by saving the part 
finished picture on tape, 'breaking ' the 
program, 'run ' and reload the picture and 
establish a new vanishing point. Have fun! 

10 ~ **** ******ARTI ST************ 
20 
30 ' *** A DRAWING PROGRAM FOR* *** 
4 0 ' *** ALL THE FAMIL Y TO USE**** 
5 0 
6 0 ~ ***BY br·i an hinson 1 '~8 4 *** 
7 0 
80 ' **************************** 
90 CLEAR 200: PCLEAR 8: DI M F 1140ru 
100 PMODE4,l : PCL S: PMOD E4, 5 : PCL S :PMODE3, l 
110 CLS : F·F: INT:ill60, .. DO YOU RE1;w IF:E INSTF.:UCTIONS "'" 

PF.:ESS ' I' IF 
YO U DO IF NOT AN Y OTHER KE Y WILL DO . 
12 0 K$=INKE Y$ : IF K$= "' "' THEN 120 
1:30 IF f': $ c :.-· 1 ·· THE N 15 0 
140 •30SUE: 1400 
150 K$= "'" " : CLS6:F'F.: INT:ill0, "' AF.:TI S T "'; : F·F.: INT :il ·:-6, .. DO 

YOU WI SH TO DF:AW A NEW F' I CTUF.:E OF.: 
F:ECOVEF.: AN OL D ON E FF:OM T APE .'' IN /Cl> .. ; 

160 N$ = !Nf<E Y$ : IF N$ = "'"' THEN 160 
17 0 IF N$ ="'0 "' THEN 11 00 
180 IF N$ ="'N '' TH EN 190 ELSE SO UND 100,2:GOT 0 150 
190 
200 PF.: INT:il2 26 ,'"'._i OYSTICf::: .,, IY/ Nl "'; 
2 10 J$=INKE Y$ : IF ._1$ ="' .. THE N 210 
220 IF J $= "'N"' THE N J =O: GO T0270 
230 IF J$ C> '' Y'' THEN 200 
2 5 0 PR I NT:il 2 26 , "' USE F.: I GHT .JOYST I Cf( .. 
2 6 0 J= l:GOTO 275 
2 7 0 PR JNT@226, "'U SE AR ROW KE YS 
27 5 PF.: JNT:il290, "'"';: JNPUT "' PMODE ((l TO 4) "';M 
2E:O PF: I NT:il :322, .... ; : I NPU T .. ST AF:T F'A13E .. ; P 2 
2·;, o PF.: I NT:il:354, .... ; : I NPUT .. SCREEN 1 . .. ; S 
300 IF N$= "' 0 "' THEN L=l: GO TO :34 0 
3 10 PF.: I NT:il3:o:6, .. "'; : INPUT .. E:A Cf:'. 13F.:OUND IO TO :o: 

FF:OM COLOUF:S AVA I LAE:LE ) . .. ; L 

320 PMODEM , F'2 
:33 0 F'CL SL 
3 4 0 PR INT:il450 , "'"';: I NPUT "' 
350 PMODE M, P2:SCREEN l ,S 
360 O=O: P= O 

PEN "; LI 

3 7 0 C=L 
380 F"SET <::<, Y, Ll l 
390 r~ $ = JNKEY$: IF K$<:>"' C"' THEN 520 
4 00 SOUND 100 , l: K$ = INf<EY$ : IF f( $ C>'" "' THEN 4l <Y 

ELSE 400 

41 0 COLOR Ll , L : E= O: IF K$= "' I "' THEN C=Ll:(\OTO 520 
4 2 0 IF K$ = "' 0"' THEN C= L :GOTO 5 20 
4 :30 THEN E: 5 0IF K$= ">~" 
4 4 0 IF f:'. $ ="' R "' THEN 10 :30 
450 THEN GOSUB 1240:GOTO 5 20IF K$= "' E "' 
4E~ THE N GOSUE: 1400 : SCREEN l ,S :GOTO 520IF f':$="' H "' 
470 IF K$ = "'G"' THE N GOS UE: l730:GOTO 4 00 ' 
4:o:O I F f( $ = .. E: .. THE N 12""0 
4•;,o IF f( $= "' P "' THEN 770 
500 iF ASCIK$) C5 8 AND ASCIK$l > 47 

THE N C=L: Ll =ASC IK$l - 48:C=L l 

510 IF K$="'C'' THE N 400 
520 
5 :30 O l =O:Pl=F' 
540 IF E = l THEN GOSU E: 1240 
550 PSET IO. P, Ll l 
5 60 IF J= l THE N 620 
570 IF PEEKl341) = 223 THEN P=P-1 
5 80 IF PEE Kl34 2l =223 THEN P=P+l 
590 I F PEEKl34 3l =223 THE N 0=0-1 
600 IF PEEKG44l =223 THEN O=O + l 
6 10 GOTO 670 
620 H=~JYSTK I Ol : V =JOYSTKl l ) 
e::30 IF He :=: THE N 0=0-1 
640 IF H>56 THEN O=O +l 
6 50 IF V c8 THEN P=P  1 
660 IF V>56 THEN P=P+l 
670 I F Pco THEN P= O 
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680 	 IF P>191 THEN P=192 
690 	 IF OcO THEN O=O 
700 	 IF 0~255 THEN 0=256 
710 PSET <01,Pl,Cl 

720 A=PEEK~5280J 


730 IF A=63 OR A=191 THEN 740 ELSE 750 

740 GOSUE: 1160 

750 IF C=L THEN 760 

760 IF INKEY$="C" THEN 400 ELSE 5 :30 

770 	SOUND 50,1 
7:30 PSET CO, P, U 

7'~0 kF= I NKE'i'.$ 

800 IF K$="" THEN 770 

810 L2=ASC 0<$) : L2=L2-48 

820 IF L2>8 OR L2c(l THEN L2=1 

830 PA I NT CO .· Pl , L ~'', L 1 

::::40 	 K$="C" :GOTO 400 

850 	CLS4:PRINT " YOU STOPPED! IF YOU WISH TO 

SAVE YOUR MASTER PIECE THEN PRESS 'S' _ 
ANY OTHER KEY WILL RE-START_,, 

860 G!$= I Nf,:EY$ 
870 IF Q$="'' THEN 860 
8:=:o IF Q$= .. s.. THEN 920 
8'~0 INPUT"DO YOU WANT A CLEAN SCF:EEN (Y /N) .. ; CS$ 
900 IF CS$="Y" THEN F'CLS 
910 N$="0":GOTO 200 
920 CLSO : PF: I NT:il 12'~, "DO YOU WANT TO SAVE ON TAPE 'C"'; 
·~30 K$=INf<EY$: IF f<$=" .. THEN ·:no 
940 IF f,:$= "Y" THEN 9'~0 

950 PRINT@193,"DO YOU WANT A PRINT 

PF: I NT:il257, " " ; 
960 K$=INKEY$: IF f<>f=" " THEN 960 
970 IF K$c•"Y" THEN PRINT"i do not 

under-stand";: FOR DL= 1 TO 1000: 

NEXT DL:SOUND1~5~3: :GOT0350 


980 GOSUB 1770:GOTO 350 

990 	PF: I NT" SET TAF'E TO CORRECT AREA. ": MOTORON: 


LINE INPUT"WHAT IS THE TITLE OF YOUR 


PICTURE? <UP TO 8 CHARACTEF:Sl "; T$ 


1000 IF P2 c l OR P2>8 THEN P2=1 

1010 CLS4:PRINT'' RECORDING 


"T$: CSAVEM T$, CP2* 15361 , 13:=:2:3 , <F'2* 1536) 

1020 PRINT''i've finis~1ed~'':SOUND 180~5 :FOR 

DL=l TO lOOO:NEXT DL:SCREENl,S:GOTO 380 

1030 SOUN[> 70,1 
1040 K$=INKEY$ 
1050 IF K$="" THEN 1<):30 
1060 F: l=ASC (K$J .:R l=F:1 -4::: 

1070 IF Rl > lOO OR Rlcl THEN Rl=l 

10:=:0 CIF:CLE CO, F') , F: l, Ll 

1o·~o ~< $ = .. c .. = 1:.;oro 400 

1100 'SUB TO LOAD PICTURE FROM TAPE 

1110 CLS3:PRINT ''SET TAPE TO CORRECT AREA ,, 


MOTORON:L!NE INPUT ''NAME OF PICTURE 

SOU13HT?"; T$ 


1120 CLS4: F'R I NT " LOAD I N13 PI CTUF:E "T$ 

1130 ~:LS:SCREENl , 0 
1140 CLOADM T$ 
1150 GiOTO 200 
1160 'SUB TO DRAW LINES OF PERS-PECTIVE . 

************************ 
1170 SOUND50,2 
1180 IF Wc> O THEN W=l:GOTO 1220 

1190 03=0:P3=P:CIF:CLE ((i:3,P3J ,4,Ll 

1200 W=l 

1210 17:iOTO 12:3(1 
1220 LINE <03, F':3J - CO, Pl , PSET 
1230 A=PEEKC65280l :RETURN · 


1240 'ROUTINE TO ERASE************* 

1250 C=L 

1260 LINE <0,P) - <0+5,P+5J , PF:ESET,BF 

1270 IF E=O THEN E=l 

12:30 RETUF:N 

1290 'ROUTINE TO DRAW BOXES 

1300 IF Bl=O THEN 1390 

1310 C!$=INKEY$:SOUND 230 , 1 

1320 IF 0$="" THEN 1:310 

13:30 IF Q$="8". THEN 1370 
1340 IF Q$=''G'' THEN GOSUB 1680:81=0:GOTO 520 
1350 IF 0$="L" THEN 1360 ELSE 1310 

l360 LINE<O,PJ - OJ4,P4) ,PSET:GOTO 1380 

1370 LINE (0, Pl - <04, P4l , PSET, 8 

1380 B1=0:04=0:P4=0:GOTO 520 

1390 04=0:P4=P:B1=1:SOUND 75,2:GOT0520 

1400 'SUB TO GIVE INSTRUCTIONS 


***************************** 
1410 CLSO: PF:INT:il13, "ar-ti st";: PF:INT@7:3, 

"*i nst..-ucti ans*";: PRINT:il12 8," THE AF:TIST 
PROGRAM CAN BE USEDWITH OR WITHOUT JOYSTICKS 
YOU CAN USE THE 'SHIFT' BUTTON TO GIVE YOU 

LINES OF PERSPECTIVE <MORE LATEF:_) " 

1420 GOSUB 1550 
14:30 CLS2:PF:INT" FIF:ST dt·a ·~on WILL ASK YOU 

SOMEQUESTIONS TO SET UP THE SCREEN_ HAVING 

SET THE SCREEN YOU HAVE AFLASHING DOT.MOVE 

THIS WITH THE AR~JW KEYS Op THE JOYSTICK. "; 


1440 PF:INT:il224," TO DF:AW F'RESS 'C' FOF: CONTF:OL. 
d..-a9on WILL BEEP WHILE HE AWAITSYOUR COMMANC•." 

1450 PF: I NT"********************************"; : 
F'RINT" IF YOU NEED helF· AT ANY TIME 

PF:ESS 'C' THEN 'H' _ " 
1460 GOSUB 1550 

1470 CLS:3: F'F: I NT:;J :32, " COMMANDS CAN BE: - " : 

PRINT@96," I - NOW THE DOT LEAVES A LINE 
IN YOUR PEN COLOUR. 0 - REMOVES 

THE PEN FROM THE PAPER _ X - STOPS 
THE DF:AWIN1;; F:EADY FOF: TAPING. " 

14:=:0 PR I NT" E - TUF:NS YOUR DOT INTO A LAF:GE EF: ASER . " 
1490 PRINT" 0-8 - CHANGES PEN COLOUR AFTER 

REMOVING PEN FROM PAPER. 
<VALID COLOURS ONL YI " 

. 1500 GOSUB 1550 
15 10 CLS 4:PRINT@32," B - TAKES YOU INTO ~JX MODE. 

FI RST TIME ROUND dr-a·~on F:EMEME:EF:S WHEF:E YOU 
AF:E- NE~<T TI ME F:OUND HE WA I TS CE:EEP I NG> 

FOF: EITHER ____ 'E:' ___ HE DF:AWS A E:O >': 'L' . .. HE 
DF:AWS A LINE_ 

1520 PF: I NT" ' 1;;' - _ _ HE 13ETS · THE BO:'< _ " 
1530 PRINT:PRINT'' G - dra9on WILL PUT BACY THE 

PART OF THE DRAWING YOU HAVE ALREAD Y 'GOT' 
IN BO>': MODE." 

1540 GOSUB 1550:CLS7:GOTO 1580 
1550 PRINT@481," PRESS ANY KEY FOR NE XT PAGE 
1560 IF INKEY$=···· THEN 1560 ELSE RETURN 
1570 CLS7 
:L5:=:o F'F: INT:il 10.4, .. F' - dr-a90•·· WILL WAIT <E:EEF'INm , 

FOR THE NUMBER OF A VALID AVAILABLE 
COLOUR. HE WILL THEN PAINT UNTIL 
HE MEETS THE PEN LINE COLOUR." 

15'~0 GOSUE: 1550 

1600 CLS5:PRINT@64," R - dra9on WILL WAIT 

<E:EEF'INl3l FOR A RIN13 SIZE FF:OM 1-Z . 

( YES zed ' ' HE WI LL THEN DRAW A CI F:CLE 
OF THAT SIZE." 

1E.1 0 GOSUE: 1550 
110.20 	 CLS:=:: PF: I NT:il 10, "*F'EF:SF'ECT I VE*" ; : PF: I NT:;J·~6, " 

THE FIF:ST TIME YOU F·F:ESS THE ' SHIFT' 
BUTTON dra9on DRAWS A SMALL TARGET AND 
EVEN IF YOU RUBIT OUT HE WILL REMEMBER 
WHERE !TWAS . ANY TIME YOU PRESS THE 

'SHIFT' BUTTON AGAIN HE WILL DRAW A LI NE 
110.:30 F'R I NT" FF:OM WHEF:E YOU AF:E TO THE CENTRE 

OF THE TAF:•:iET _ " 
1640 GOSUB 1550 
1650 CLS7: F·F: I NT:il 96, " TO SAVE A PI CTUF:E PRESS: 

' C' ' ;,_,;, 'S' dt- a9on WILL THEN SWITCH 


YC•UR PECOF:D EF: ON ANC1 WA IT FOF: A 
TITLE.HE WILL THEN SAVE IT IN MACHINE CODE 

FOR 	 YOU TO USE IN ANY SUITABLY ADAPTED 
F'F:OGF:AM " 

1E·E·O PRINT;i):352 , " now ·:.:iet drawin-;i~press any key " 
::TF INKEY$ THEN 1660 

1670 F:ETUF:N 
1680 ' SUB TO GET & PUT********* 
1690 IF Gc>O THEN 1730 
1700 •3ET (0,Pl - <04,P4J ,F,17' 
1710 05=ABS (04-1)) : P5=ABS (F'4-PJ 
1720 G=1 : GOTO 1760 
1730 06=0+05:1F 06~256 THEN 06=256 
1740 P6=P+P5:IF P6>191 THEN P6=191 
1750 PUT (I), Pl - (1)6, P6J , F, PSET: 1~=0 
1760 F:ETUPN 
1761 '************************************** 
1770 ' SUB TO PRINT PICTUF:E TO PF: INTER 

********************************************* 
1 7:=:0 ' INSERT YOUF: PF: I NTEF: F:OUT I NE HEF:E 

********************************************* 
17·~0 RETURN 
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paniment of suitable sound effects. 
Full instructions on playing the game are 

included in the program. Good luck. 

Program notesBattleships 
10-90 Get started and draw grid 
100-360 Dimension arrays, see if in

structions are needed and set
Mark Beckham sets out to search and destroy. positions of ships 

360-480 Get player's shot, check for hit 
THIS PROGRAM provides a computer plots the positions of both its ships and 490-660 Random hazards, computer's 
simulation of the game 'Battleships'. In this your vessels . The computer then sets up a shot 

version, you are pitted against the compu random search pattern for its shots while 
 670-790 Sound of missile and hit 
ter and must destroy its ships before it you can pick any spot'on the grid and fire . 790-1090 Graphics . 
sinks your fleet. A successful shot is greeted with a picture 1100-1430 Random haza~ds , plot grid,

The computer draws up a hi-res grid and of the sh ip being blown up to the accom- instructions • 

18 ~~~E~k~A~cE~APHICS PAG~S NEEDED,CLERR HI - RES SCREEN 

30 REM DRAW GRID 

40 FOR YT=30 TO 190 STEP 1 ~ 

50 LINE (d~ , VT~-f?~~ VT~ P~r-T 


,:~ 1::=1 f.Jr-':.'T ",-'T 

~?1::1 J:' f)P •..•f..k,4r:1 Tn ::=·r:.w1 ·:=:Tr::r::o 1~ =. : 


~~ L!NE(VN,30)-r VN , 190),PSET 

·=10 t·JE>::T VN 

100 REM DIMENSION ARRAY FOR PRINTING 8 BLANKING OUT OF TORPEDO.CLEAR SCREEN 

11 rJ CL.::; 

120 DIMTP(12,12) 

130 DIM 8l(12,12) 

141:) l?H1 Hf'..L.LU 

l '.':;\~1 F.:Et•! (;FT ::;Tf.~l?Tt=T: • . o::i~ F· TF. I 1·:: t~ i:;· fJFr-r:i·::; Tf·,i:::;TPI W:T T1~1f .J :: ; 


1~i::1 pi:;:- r f.ITi'i) ::=.·::=:::::. 11 ::i::tcci r·WUTF F« F:F1TTLE::::f-1Ip::;;:t:t11 , FOR f:::"' 1 TO 1i::Kw1 , t·H:::;:.::T 1< 

110 PF: I t.n "tlEED I t·l'.::n::ucr :r rn·r:.;? 11 


1:::0 t·JU$"' :r tW:E"i'$, IF t·m$~~ 1111 THU·I1 ::::o 

11 \' 111:=.!o :r F 1.. !CJ$=~ THEt·I 1:;o:::uE: 1 :::::::~121 


200 REM SET UP SHIPS 

210 A=RND(100) :8=RND<100) :C=RND<1 00 ~ = n=P~nr100~ 

?::::1::1 i:;:·r=M f "· ~~t:: f":V i='f"!R PFPFi:=i-n;r:if..IJ IMl=:P;·:=; 

~~0 JF R=8 QP ~:C nR A=D nRB=C OR B=D OR C=D THEN 21.0 

240 c:t..::::; , i:·F.: I tn 11 "i'OUF.: :::;f-1 Ip::; HVi:: r=1T 11 


250 PRINTA :PRINTB :PRINTC :PRINTD 
= 


260 F'R I tH II HIT At·JY f<E"i" l.•JHD-·I F.:EHD\' II 

270 L.$::: I tW:EY~f.i : IF !__$:.::" II Tf-!Et..1270 

~:::~::0 CLS 

290 REM SET UP ro~P 8HTP~RrHF~V r-nP RFPFRT OF NO 

·::i::1i::1 i::·,,,i:;:•f.1r:11" 1 1;j1::1 ·:i: Fc-:::f;'.'f·~[)( l ~710) : G:::::F.:t·J[)( 1. IJO ): f-l:::::f?ND( 100) 

310 IFE =F ORE =G OR E=H OR F=G OR F=H OR G=H THEN300 

:::::::::~) F'R I t-n 11 THE crn·wuTEP 1-H::; ::;ELECTED THE: F·1y:;; IT I m..1 oF IT .. :::; :::1-1 IF·::;. 11 

::::::::0 F'R :r t·n 11 H1 T RN\' t:::E\' l·lHEJ·I Vi::Y1f)\' 11 

34i:1 :=<':!:;:::I t·H::J::: "!''.-b : :r r- /'h::.' 11 11 T1--1c:· f.1? .:t1::1 


3S0 PFM GET DnSTTTON OF SHOT~ CHECK FOR HIT 
1 1 11 

·:.:: : :i: f .JF'uT c or·1M1;1 t·H:iFF:. RT l·JH 1cH F·i::i::::; IT I m..1 oo \'OU l·I :r :~;H TO F1RE :;:; I F::i: 1-11x1) 11 .; M, M=F 1::·::i:: M 
):IF M=101 THEN GOSUB1350 
380 IF M>lOO OR M<l THEN CL.S:GOT0370 
390 REM BRANCH TO SOUND OF MJSSTIF srrTTnN 
.Jm) i:~ i-::3 1 11=.:c:~~r:1 


410 PFM RPRNCH Tn P~TNTTNG nr- GPTn SFCTION 

.:1;:::c1 1~1y:; 1. n::: 1??l:1 

4?~ RFM CHErK TO SEE IF A HIT HAS BEEN MADE .IF ONE HAS BEE N MADE THEN SET THE VA 
RIABLE WHICH STORES THE SHIPS CO-ORDINATE TO ZERO SO THAT TT CAN NOT BE HIT TWI C 
E, At·ff:t Fl[)f) Clt·1E:~ TO TH~~ 1 .~ TT ,-· r- 1 11 f.ni: ~;· -p ..1p.J ~=:~·f:lf1CHTf"I THF:: HT T :::;FCT T. Ot·J. 
dd~ T~M=F THFN F=0 :ZA=ZA+l :GOSUB730 
450 IFM=F THEN F=0:ZA=ZA+1:GOSU8730 
460 IF M=G THENG=O ZA=ZA+l GOSUB?30 
470 IF M= H THENH=0 ZA=ZR+ 1 :G08UB730 
480 REM COMPUTERS SHOT&CHECK FOR HIT 
490 CLS: JF ZA=4 THFN840 
500 PQ=RN0<1~~i ·T '-PQ~ 10 TWr-N ~n~llR11.~~ : RFM nNF OF THE RANDOM HAZARDS HAS OCCURED 
510 TF Z8=4 THEN850 
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--, 

520 IF PQ=19 THENGOSUB 1160= REM Fl RANDOM HA ZARD HAS OCCURED 
530 IF Z8=4 THEN 850 
540 REM GIVE THE COMPUTER HIS SHOT 
550 O=F.:t·1[:11:: l ~~1(1 )
560 PF.: I tH II THE C:CW!PUTFP HR::; •::;i:·1 F' l- Tl=T• pi-, TIH II : 1·1; II ~=1:=: TT ' :=: Tf=tF·1:-:;E:TII : FOP t·H·1:::: l TO 301J : t·1 
~~ '.=< T ~·H·l 

570 REM BRANCH TO SOUND OF MISSILE SECTION 
:i:::t1 GO::;J.JE:6'.30 
590 REM CHECK TO SEE IF COMPUTER HAS SCORED A HIT, IF IT HRSTHEN SET VARIABLE STO 
RING POSITION OF SHIP TO ZERO . ADD ONF TO s rnRF rntlNTFR AND BRANCH TO HIT SECTION 
~00 TF O=R THENA=A=?B=ZB+l =GOSU8730 
610 IF O=B THENB=0 =Z8=Z8+1 =GOSUB730 
620 IFO=C THENC=0 =ZB=Z8+1 =GOSU8730 
630 IFD=D THEND=0=ZB=ZB+1 •GOSUB?30 
640 REM IF THE PLAYER HAS LOST THEN TELL HIM SO. 
650 IFZB=4 THEN850 
66(1 F.:EM8RAt·1CH TO r •·lPl..IT n~=· P1 i::i·.,.. r.p:: : q~rn ':=:r;: c:T Jn•·1 
".)71::-1 CL <.:: · 1-::;r1TC1'::70 
~8~ PFM SOUND OF MISSILE 
690 FOR V=150 T0120 STEP -1 
70~1 '.'.=:out·U/...' . 1 
710 t·1EiH'·/
72(1 F.:ETUF.:t-1 
73(1 GOSUBB9f1 
740 REM SOUND OF HIT 
75(1 PLA\' II T100 11 

760 FOR Q=l TO 30 
77(1 PLAY 11 04V31RG 11 

780 t~E:x:TG! 
79~3 CL. :;:: 
800 REM A HIT HAS BEFN MR~E . 
r:: 10 PP! ~nr;.2 ::.::::: . " .:1 h i. +. 11 

' FOF' ~:::;M= 1. rc1 6~~~1 ' t~D·: T ::;M ' FOF.: HA= 1 T04 'PLAY" T50 .; 02C:DEFGAB03C 
DEFGAB04C:[:oEFGAB II : t·lE>=:T HR 
820 F.:ETURt·l 
830 REM SOMEBODY HAS WON 
84€1 PR I tH II YOU BEAT THE COMF'UTEF.: ! ! II GOT0860: 

850 PR ItH" PLA'r'ER 1, ALL \'OUF.'. :;:;HI p:;:; RRF t_ry::.;r 1HR . HR Tl-IE r::Of1F'UTER I~; THE l.JI t·lt·lEF.'." :GOTO 
87f1 
€:60 PLAY 11 o::n t GT 4GR-A-P4r1 u::r:;T2A-GFE -L2DF'6L5R+G+L 17GFG+FA+PE:L4G+GFE- 11 

870 I t~PUT II Rt·10THER GO II ,; I I$ : IF I I$< >"\'II THEt·1F'R I t·H II CH I Cf(:Et·l" ; END EL:::E RUt~ 

880 REM DRAW BOAT WHICH IS TO BE HIT BY MISSILE 
890 PMODE4•SC:REEN1,1 •PCL.S 
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COLOUR SHOW 
FOR DRAGON AND TANDY USERS 

SATURDAY 30TH AND SUNDAY 31ST MARCH 

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL HALLS 


10 A.M. UNTIL 6 P.M. 

Everyone said the first show was good! Large gangways and spacious rest areas 
"Over 7,000 people attended ... queues will make sure you can see everything 
formed early ... "Dragon User, Jan 85. and sit in comfort when you want. The 
"The show was a tremendous success" second 6809 Colour Show is a family 
Dragon Users Group. show, a good day out. 
"Many thanks for the very worthwhile 
6809 show" Grosvenor Software. HOW TO GET THERE 
This show will be even better!! The Royal Horticultural Halls are just off 
Even more to see and choose from. The Victoria Street a few minutes walk from 
very latest hardware, software, Victoria or Parliament Square. 
interfaces and peripherals will be there Buses 11, 24, 29, 70, 76 and 88 run up
together with all your old favourites. Your Victoria Street.
chance to get up to date, try and buy all 
thats new. And pick up some amazing Underground stations; St. James Park 
bargains. (District and Circle lines), Victoria (District, 

NCircle and Victoria lines). ;;;
Over 60 companies and organisations will 
be exhibiting with special offers on their There is an NCP car park in Abingdon 
products. Street, a few minutes away. 

We'll also be organising events and This exhibition is organised by: 
competitions with lots of prizes. The Computer Marketplace (Exhibitions) Ltd., 
manufacturers will be staffing advice Part of the Rushworth Dales Group, 

20 Orange Street,centres to help with all your queries. 
LONDON WC2H 7ED 

To: Computer Marketplace (Exhibitions) Ltd., 20 Orange Street, London WC2H ?ED ·----------------------------------------------------------· 

Please rush me 'fast lane' tickets for the Second 6809 Colour Show. 

D (Qty) Adult tickets at £2.00 D (Qty) Under 12 year old tickets at £1.00 


I enclose cheque/P.O. to the value of£, ___ or debit my Access/Diner/American Express card 

No. Signature_____ ___________ 


Name---------------------------------~ 
Address ____________________________ ______ _ 

Postcode --'---------Telephone _ ___________ 6809 is the registered name of Motorola Ltd . 
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Dragon bulletins 

WITH THE demise of Dragon Data, many 
Dragon computer owners feel very let 
down with many software companies 
abandoning the Dragon for more lucrative 
markets. 

However, now you have a chance once 
again to put your humble Dragon to work 
and open up new horizons. On February 
17 a new bulletin board went on-line. This 
bulletin board is operating in conjunction 
with REACT United Kingdom 's (a volun
teer communications organisation) bulletin 
board. As well as providing information 
about REACT UK and what local teams 
are doing in the community, there is also a 
section for Dragon computer owners. 

If you are the owner of a Dragon 64, all 
that you will require is a telephone modem 
with a 300/300 baud operating rate, and 
some software to drive it. Owners of the 
Dragon 32 will also require an RS 232 
interface. However, this need not cost you 
a fortune. 

I have been trying out the communica
tions packages supplied by Cotswold 
Computers of 6 Middle Row, Chipping 
Norton, Oxon , who can supply a complete 
communication package for the Dragon 32 
for £169. Disk drive users can still use their 
drives as the RS 232 interface and DOS 
cartridge will work in tandem if you use a 

mother board. Dragon 64 owners having 
an RS 232 interface built into their 
machines only require a modem and soft
ware which will cost about £115. 

If this sounds like a lot of money to 
spend to access one Dragon bulletin 
board , bear in mind that once you have 
purchased your comms unit you will be 
able to enter the fascinating world of Micro 
Communications. If you have never ex
perienced the joy of your home computer 
talking to , and being answered by, giant 
mainframes I can assure you that it opens 
up a new world of exciting possibilities. 

ABBS, the new bulletin board , caters for 
Dragon computer owners who have sadly 
been neglected by most of the other 
bulletin boards. There will be facilities to 
leave messages for other Dragon users , to 
swap ideas and problems on the 
Noticeboard section , and even sell your 
unwanted bits and pieces . If the demand is 
there, it will also have facilities to upload 
and download free software. But, the most 
important thing about ABBS is it is for 
Dragon users to communicate with other 
Dragon users to help and further the use 
and understanding of the Dragon compu
ter - and its FREE. 

ABBS will be on line 24 hours a day, 
except for Saturday mornings between 9 

am and 12 noon when the system will be 
updated. The system runs on a Dragon 64 
with specially written software and ·several 
disk drives. 

To access ABBS first connect your 
modem and run the software - make sure 
the modem is set for 300/300 baud . Dial up 
ABBS on 0376 518818. After one or two 
rings the auto answer modem will transmit 
a tone; then switch your modem on-line and 
and replace the telephone receive. You 
should then receive the opening page 
which will tell you that you are connected 
to ABBS. 

You will be asked to enter your name 
and password . Please enter your correct 
name as this will be used at a later date to 
let you know if there are any messages for 
you. As you will be a first time user, enter U 
to the prompt PASSWORD. You will then 
be asked if your computer will accept lower 
case letters ; answer Y if yes, if not answer 
N. You will then be presented with a menu 
of options that you may access. You will 
not be able to use the Noticeboard until 
you register as a user - this is to prevent 
abuse of this section. Registration is FREE 
and facilities are available on the bulletin 
board for you to register. 

We want you to have fun using the 
bulletin board , but please remember that 
any bulletin board is only as good as the 
people who use it, so your contributions 
and comments are very important. • 

Brian Lloyd 
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Forth Protocol 

Mark Varney explains how Forth is used as a language 

FO RTH IS probably o ne of those least unde rstood but most versatile and useful 
programmmg languages ava ilable today . Versions of FORTH see m to be 
avai lab le for almost every type of machine today - even including the new 
32-bit processors. While end-users of the language (including both programmers 
and hardware design engi neers alike) see m to e ndless ly extol its virtues , 
FORTH does not seem to have developed the following or popularity it 
deserves. This is unfortun ate, especia ll y to people like myse lf who seem to have 
been mi sta ke nly labe lled with the title of "software gurus" because we dabble in 
a language which is ne ithe r primitive (machine code) nor high-leve l (eg Basic) , 
and use computer jargon that is no t in common use. 

FORTH is, admittedly, not an easy 
language to understand at first glance. The 
immediate impression a newcomer to 
FORTH would get is that the language 
consists only of " words" - there are no 
line numbers - and that numbers have to 
be entered in before the operators. A 
program would , therefore , consist of 
several words all on one line, or on 
several , separated by blanks and con
tained either in a " dictionary" or within 
" screen-files" (both convenient areas of 
RAM which can be saved in the same way 
as a Basic program listing). The difference 
between them is that the dictionary will 
hold words which can be used immediately 
by typing them in at the keyboard. Screen
files, on the other hand, contain words 
which have to be loaded into the dictionary 
before they can be used. 

An extremely useful feature of FORTH is 
that "words" , which carry out different 
routines designed by the programmer, can 
be called anything you wish . This flexibility 
can be a valuable asset in aiding the 
" documentation" of a program - for 

example, the following sequence of four 
FORTH words : 

GET-DATA-VALUE 
TAKE-SQUARE 
MULTIPLY-BY-PI 
PRINT-VALUE 

needs no explanation as to what happens 
to the DATA-VALUE. The use of English 
(in this case) means that programs can 
employ an application-specific vocabulary 
of words that will clearly be understood by 
the user. 

Another useful feature is that this se
quence of words can all be defined within 
yet another FORTH word so that only one 
word , eg AREA, need be typed in, instead 
of all four, in order to "execute" the 
routine. The sequence of defining words 
within words can go on ad infinitum, and it 
is this procedure that gives writing prog
rams in FORTH the name " bottom-up" or 
"structured programming". 

The process of building up routines and 
defining words in this way, and then 
entering them into the dictionary is known 
as " compilation " . All high level languages 

have a dictionary of sorts - you 'll find one 
if you PEEK around the Basic ROM (from 
&HA049 onwards) inside the Dragon, for 
example. 

FORTH's dictionary begins in low mem
ory, and expands up sequentially towards 
high memory, so, for example, AREA 
would be the last entry if no other words 
were defined afterwards. When it comes to 
" executing" the word AREA, FORTH will 
load an " instruction pointer" with the 
address of the last word in the dictionary 
and, if it corresponds to the word typed in, 
will start to run that routine. If the two 
words do not correspond then the last 
word in the dictionary will itself contain 
another pointer to the previous word be
fore it in the dictionary (actually called a 
" link address"). If this does not fit then the 
next word is " linked" and tested, and so on 
until (in the case of a typing mistake) the 
whole dictionary would be searched from 
top to bottom . 

Elementary routine 
If the word definition is a very 

elementary routine - like adding two 
numbers together, or the LOOP instruction 
(similar to Basie's FOR... NEXT) - then 
the procedure used to carry it out is written 
immediately after the dictionary entry, and 
in machine code. The elementary words 
are termed " primitives", since you cannot 
do much else without them. Because the 
" primitives" are so useful they cannot 
usually be erased from the dictionary as 
can other words. 

It is for these reasons that some people 

l-liqh memory ---.} 

________....~ 
.32 bytes 2 bytes 2 bytes 	 as many 

bytes as 
necessary 

Link Code ParameterAddr for Pa rameter.tlddr ofHord ,, eq • Hor d" eq. 
addre ss field field.A. RE Afieldpr e ~Ii ous codeV.A.LUE 

(Pf- A) (LFA) address<CFA.JNord in 
i.e.di cti on ary 

( LF A.J ...______ ________.. 

Figure 1. 
Schematic diagram of a FORTH Nord as seen in the 

dictionary. The Nords are divided into four 'fields ' holding either 
code or an address pointer . The code field address contains a 
pointer to executable ma c hine code or to the parameter field. The 
address pointer for the vocabulary is held Nithin the parameter 
i'ield. 
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use FORTH alone - because of the 
linking nature between words the lan
guage is fast (much faster than Basic) and 
for certain cases can be as fast as 
machine code if properly " tuned ". That, 
indeed, should be sufficient incentive for 
anyone to learn FORTH who requires 
speed but does not wish to learn machine 
code/assembler! 

Words which access other pre-defined 
words or do not act on numbers alone will 
have a similar structure, but will branch off 
to other addresses in the dictionary and 
jump back again, using these routines 
exactly as subroutines. Actually , when it 
comes to examine FORTH words in more 
detail (which is not usually necessary) , 
they contain more address codes which 
link the word to various other parts of 
memory (figure 1 ). But it is this structure 
that "forces" FORTH to have a very low 
memory requirement , comparable to , and 
in many instances less than the equivalent 
assembler routines! For example, if a 
particular application were being de
veloped (word processor, editor, debug
ger, etc) then the final program might be 
compressed into an area as little as 
2Kbytes! 

This makes FORTH an ideal language 
to have on small microcomputers where 
memory size is naturally at a premium. 
Where one might consider, eg , the writing 
of a routine for an EPROM blower or 
communications network too complex, it is 
actually an easy matter in FORTH (once 
you know what to do) . Even complex 

subjects such as artificial intelligence prog
ramming , or digital signal processing , are 
easily implem.ented on the FORTH sys
tem. 

FORTH is used extensively in my work 
in electrochemistry for the generation of 
signals applied to electrodes and the 
collection of data. Under most circumstan
ces, FORTH is fast enough to deliver and 
capture signals at rates up to several 
hundreds, and even thousands , of Hertz. 
On the odd occasion when higher data 
sampling rates have been required , 
FORTH , again, has the facility to enable 
machine code to be used in place of 
FORTH words. 

Assembler written in 
So, instead of having to load up a 

separate assembler/editor to " code" a 
particular routine , and then have to deal 
with complicated USR calls from within 
Basic, an assembler is written into the 
FORTH dictionary and the resultant 
machine code is used just as another word 
would be. This is a perfectly natural 
process because FORTH is, itself, a series 
of machine coded routines that are 
"threaded" together through the use of link 
and calling addresses. My own philosophy 
has been to write everything in FORTH , 
and then , if a particular portion of a 
program needs speeding up (eg the 
graphics) , then those rate-limiting steps 
would be re-coded in machine code. This 
is, in fact, probably the easiest way to learn 
machine code/assembly language be

cause FORTH is so close to it itself. 
However, the major disadvantage is that 

FORTH relies heavily on the programmer 
to detect and correct mistakes. FORTH 
does not have all the extensive error 
checking facilities of Basic, so it does not 
automatically monitor (for instance) the 
"zero" condition when one number is 
divided by another, or the " over-range" 
condition on multiplication . 

Indeed, the representation of numbers 
in general terms is poor; the 6809 Dragon 
versions of FORTH do not come with 
floating-point arithmetic . Mathematical 
routines have to be done in integer arith
metic - the variety of words for handling 
integers is actually much better than Basic. 
However, it is not difficult to write your own 
fixed- or floating-point software routines 
(figure 2) , and this is where I think much of 
the misunderstanding comes in . 

FORTH has never had a "standard" in 
the same way as Basic has, and it prob
ably never will because different people 
use it for different applications. Not every
one wants an extended arithmetic capabil
ity, and, for them, it would only take up 
valuable memory that could be used for 
other purposes. The flexibility of FORTH 
has meant that there are no programming 
barriers - the ultimate performance is 
only limited by the ingenuity of the prog
rammer. Sine, cosine, logarithms, etc, are 
quite easy to code yourself (figure 3) once 
you have been shown how to do it. 

The concept of the "stack" and handling 
of numbers is perhaps the hardest feature 

Fiqure 2 
FORTH defini t ions for some elementary fixed arithmeti c 

expressions 

SCR £ 1 
@ @ VARIABLE At @ VARIABLE A2 < 
1 @ VARIABLE Bt @ VARIABLE B2 < 
2 : D* At / A2 / Bt / B2 / ( DOUBLE PRECISION HULTIPLY ) < 
.J B2 @ A2 @ U* B2 @ At @ U* DROP + < 
4 81 @ A2 @ U* DROP + ; < 
5 : FIX DPL @ @( IF S- >D @ DPL / ( FIXED-POifff FUNDAHENTAL OP ) < 
6 THEN DPL @ 4 SHAP DO 1@. D* LOOP ; < 

F+ D+ ( FIXED-POINT ADDITION ) <7 : ; 
8 : F- -1 D+- D+ ; ( FIXED-POINT SUBTRACTION ) < 
9 : F* D* DUP >R DABS t@@@@ HIHOD ( FIXED-POINT HULTIPLICATION ) < 

t@ R> @( IF DHIHUS THEN ROT DROP ; < 
11 : F. SHAP OVER DABS (£ £ £ £ £ ( FIXED-POINT PRINT ) < 
12 46 HOLD £S SIGH £.> TYPE ; < 
t .3 < 
14 ;S < 
15 < 

The numbers first have to be converted into fixed point 
numbers by th e FI X command which counts the number of digits to th e 
right of the decimal place and traps out integers. If this were not 
done, the numbers would on l y be entered a s double precision values. 

E.i.:amples o·( use: 

{LJ. !.!ii FIX FIX F+ F. .5.1.!JHJf.!J OK·-'
C' 

HJ FIX f.!J.@2 FIX F* F. {LJ. 21.!JrtJ(iJ OK 

-4. f.!J2 FIX -2. 111 FIX F* F. 8. 48t1 2 01< 


...... •""\ C'.3.1415 FIX .a:: • .a::·-' FIX F- F. f.!J . 891 .5 OK 
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SCR 
0 
1 

J 
4 
c 

·-· 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
1.3 
14 
1 .5 

SCR 
0 
1 
2 
.J 
4 
:5 
6 
7 
S 
9 

10 
11 
12 
t.J 
14 
1 .5 

Si ne a n d co s ine 

£ 2 
: TABLE <BUILDS 0 DO 

SU.AP 2 + @* 
10000 9998 9994 9986 

9848 9816 9781 9744 
9397 9336 9272 9205 
8660 8 .572 8480 8387 
7660 7 .547 74.31 7314 
6428 629 .3 6157 6018 
.50eJ0 4848 4695 4540 
3420 32:56 .3090 2924 
17.36 1564 1 -391 1219 
0000 

91 T.4BLE SI NT ABLE 
: S180 DUP 
IF 180 SUAP 
SINT ABLE • 

£ 3 
: SINE 360 

90 > 
- ENDIF 

HOD 
DUP 0 ( IF 
DUP 180 .> 
IF 180 
ELSE S180 

.360 + ENDIF 

5180 HINUS 
ENDIF , 

detinit1on s wi th res ult sca l ed b y 10000 . 

, LOOP DOES > < . ( STACK TO DICTIONARY ENTRY ) < 
9976 :~962 994.5 9925 990.J 9877 
970.3 9659 961.3 956.J 9511 94.55 
9135 906.J 8988 8910 8829 8746 
8290 8192 8090 7986 7880 7771 
719 .3 7071 6947 682@ 6691 6561 
5878 57.36 5592 5446 .5299 5150 
4384 4226 4067 .391(}7 .3746 3548 
27.56 2 .588 2419 22.50 2079 1908 
1045 	0872 0698 052.J 0349 017.5 

( 91 VALUES PLACED 
( .4ND THEN PUT IN 
( TESTS IF GREATER 

( 

( 

( 

< 
< 
( 

< 
( 

ON ST ..o.c;~ ) < 
DICTIONARY ) < 


THAN 90 DEG .>< 

< YES? SUBTRACT 180 DEGREES .> < 
( AND THEN TAKE SINE .> --> < 

< BRING RANGE UITHIN +/- 360 .> < 
< ?GREATER THAN 180 DEGREES ) < 
< YES? SUBTRACT 180_. NEGATE SIN.> < 
< NO? TAKE STRAIGHT SINE ANGLE .>< 

( 

: COS .360 1'10D 	 ( PREVENT OVERFLO HEAR .32767 .> < 
9eJ + SINE _. 	 ( COS=SINE + 

;S 

Examples of u se ; 
·::;·(iJ SI NE 1 (ii (i)!!) (;) 0 1\ 

405 SI NE 71!>7.t or: 
2C:.S SI NE ·····9 '? 62 01< 
~:~' ·.::)(.~' cCJ s 3421!1 Of; 

of FORTH to understand. There are two 
stacks : a parameter stack and a return 
stack - the return stack is not encoun
tered often except for very specialised 
operations. Anyone who has had either a 
Sinclair or Hewlett-Packard calculator will 
be familiar with stacks and " reverse Polish 
logic", as it's called! 

Temporary store 
Any stack is si mply a contiguous area of 

memory where data may be temporarily 
stored . Each stack location may hold a 
single value, and the position of the last 
value added to the stack is held in a " stack 
pointer" (as an address). Putting data on 
to the stack is much like piling cafeteria 
trays up - the last entered value is the 
most " visible", those below cannot be 
accessed until the top value is removed , 
but you can see how big the pile is. So , to 
add two numbers together, for example, 
both numbers should be entered on to the 
stack, then the mathematical operation for 
addition performed (the stack pointer is 
automatically adjusted at each step). 

Getting used to the stack and manipulat
ing numbers once they are on it is a matter 
of experience , but again , stack operations 
at first sight can seem a little peculiar. For 
example, the equivalent of FOR ... NEXT in 
FORTH is DO... LOOP but where Basic 
would specify the beginning and end limits 
of the counter as I = 1 TON, the two limits 
have to be placed on the stack first and in 
reverse order so that the " 1" comes off 
first , ie N 1 DO... LOOP. But the stack 
operations are a very powerful feature of 
FORTH : it is possible to SWAP the top two 
numbers on the stack, ROTate them, copy 
one value OVER another, DUPiicate or 
DROP the top value, and so on . An 
example of using the stack to advantage is 
instead of writing a separate subroutine 
that uses specific locations in memory to 
hold initial , intermediate and final calcula
tions, a 16 by 16 or even 32 by 32 bit 
multiplication can be carried out on the 
stack - this will almost certainly run faster 
than the equivalent machine code version. 

No language is perfect for all program
ming tasks. For example, Basic is an easy 
language to learn and acceptably good at 

90 DEG PHASE SHIFT) ( 
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< 
< 
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string handling , but it is extremely slow and 
is limited in extended arithmetic opera
tions. Attempting to write a fast 32-bit 
integration routine or an interactive data
base management system would push the 
language far beyond its intended scope. 

Greatest strength 
As a language, FORTH is not exactly 

the " bees knees '', otherwise it would be 
far more popular than it already is - but it 
promotes the development of efficient, 
logical , straightforward and compact prog
rams (even by inexperienced program
mers). FORTH programs are usually port
able across different machines even hav
ing completely different operating sys
tems. The greatest strength lies in the 
building-block approach to programming , 
permitting segments of code to be im
mediately tested and debugged on their 
own. FORTH contains both "system" and 
" program" development aids, including a 
compiler, screen or text editor, input/output 
drivers and memory management - all of 
which are directly under the control of the 
user. 	 • 
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What's your best source 
of information on 
color computing? 

Now you can improve your colvr computing skills . . . 
and it's easy to do. HOT CoCo gives you more practical 
information on the Dragon* than any other publica
tion. Nearly 150 pages a month! 

Every ~ue is packed with exciting new things for 
you to do. We won't waste your time with filler stories. 
You'll get instructive columns: 

•Elmer's Arcade-enjoy old-fashioned arcade 
style games on your computer 

•The Basic Beat-learn everything you need 
to program in Basic 

•The Educated Guest-discover how to use · 
your computer as a teaching tool 

•Doctor ASCII-get answers to your 

technical questions 


•Graphically Speaking-create eye-catching 
designs that add appeal to your programs 

You also get a dozen easy-to-understand articles every 
month. Games .. . utilities . . . programming techniques .. . 
tutorials .. . graphics .. . education ... hardware projects. 
They'll help you expand what you can do. And complete 
program listings show you how to use what you learn. 

That's not all. HOT CoCo saves you money too: 
•Candid. reviews help you make every 
purchase a sound investment. 

•Informative ads let you comparison-shop 
from home. 

•New-product announcements tell you what's 
available before it reaches the stores. 

With all this at your fingertips, your subscription 
could pay for itself with one wise purchase. 

And HOT CoCo is risk-free. If you don't like your 
first ~ue, just write "cancel" across the invoice and 
return it to us. You won't owe a thing. 

Subscribe to HOT CoCo today. Twelve big ~ues are 
only $44.97 (US funds drawn on a US bank). Simply fill 
out the coupon below and return it right now to: HOT 
CoCo Subscription Dept., PO Box 975, Farmingdale, 
NY 11737, USA. 

\ 
/ 

___ \~\ ~ ________ ~ ~r~o~ ~ '.'.._'~~~t~a'!:":.o~~~D~a~o~ ~~t~~~ __ 

YES! Help me improve my computing skills. Send me 
12 ~ues of HOT CoCo for $44.97 (US). I understand 
that with payment enclosed or credit card order I will 
receive a FREE ~ue, making a total of 13 ~ues for 
$44.97 (US). 
Get a 13th issue FREE when you enclose payment or 

charge it on your Mastercard, Visa , or American Express. 


D CHECK/MO D MC D VISA D AE 

CARD #---------~XP. DATE_____ 

SIGNATURE_________________ 


NAME___________________ 

ADDRESS__________________ 


POSTCODE______COUNTRY_______ 

HOT CoCo • 80 Pine S.treet • Peterborough, NH 03458 • USA 
73DFDU 
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Dragonsoft 
Masterstroke 2 
Program: Masterstroke 2, screen as well . In addition , we 
PiKaDee Software, 35 Parker also have a facility whereby 
Street, Preston , Lanes. Price: the 10 number keys can be 
£6.95 programmed as function keys 

when used with the right arrow 
THE NUMBER of utility pack pressed . These keys have
ages appearing for the Dragon already been given default
emphasise just how much of a values but it is also possible to 
programmers' machine it is. All redefine any of them for your 
the potential it has to accept own particular needs. 
new modifications to the ori  Program listing speed can
ginal software. I only wonder also be changed, which nor
why Dragon Data did not in mally needs a POKE to set
corporate many of these ideas unless you have Master
into their original BASIC Inter stroke installed. Another 
preter. useful utility is a command to 

Masterstroke 2 is a useful convert a Tandy Co Co Basic 
addition to any Basic program program into Dragon Basic.
mer's supply of commands. A Various other commands give 
number of the rather obvious more options on the appear
omissions from the Dragon ance of the display as well as 
Interpreter such as a MERGE the ability to strip off all the 
command to merge BASIC REMs in a program automati
1program files ; Autorepeat of cally . 
keys ; Inversion of the screen Just in case the advantages 
dispiay (green on black or of the Semigraphics modes 
orange on black are avail are not apparent to the user, 
able) ; and full error messages they have supplied a program 
are included along with a host written to demonstrate this 
of other useful commands. facility in use. This is another 

Also made available from version of that old favourite of 
BASIC are the Semigraphics ancient Apple users, the little 
mode described in Keith and Brick Out game, and it serves 
Steven Brain 's book Advits purpose well. 
anced Sound and Graphics for All in all we have here a very 
the Dragon. In this case they useful utility package, pro
are called by GMODE. A num duced at a very reasonable 
ber of special graphics com  price of £6.95, with a well
mands are supported GLINE, written set of instructions. 
GDRAW and GSET are rather Once you have mastered the 
similar to the ordinary PMODE usual Basic fairly well then you 
commands with similar could well find this to be a 
names. It is also possible to worthwhile purchase . With the 
have text mixed with the facilities it offers at the price it 
graphics. cannot but be very good

Special commands are value. 
available for scrolling the Iola ap Gwynn 
screen contents in all fou r 
directions. Scrolling can be 
restricted to a part of the 

Money, money, money! 
Program: Moneybox, Harris Also incorporated is an 
Micro Software, 49 Alexandra auto-repeat for the keyboard . 
Road , Hounslow, Middlesex If anything, this is the most 
TW3 4HP. annoying part of the program 
Price: £14.99 (Disk) because they have made the 

delay before a repeat is reg
istered much too short . I have ON RUNNING this program 
not been able to time thethe display is converted into a 
delay, but it seems to be less 42 by 24 character on the 
than a second . graphics screen by a Machine 

Code routine, which is held on With Moneybox it is possi
the disk and called upon run ble to set each of the files (up 
ning the main program. The to 99 separate ones) for a 
display created is very good, totally different purpose and 
and even includes the £ sign. account structure. Each file is 

0 

New software for review should be sent to Dragon 

User. 12-13 Little Newport Street. London WC2H ?PP 


divided into 12 periods, and draft you will have in a year's 
the day upon which each time! 
period starts can be defined It is designed to be used 
by the user. Within each file also by a small business as a 
there can be up to 80 simple cashbook accounting 
accounts. Fifty of these are system . A comprehensive 
already defined , but can be book of instructions comes 
changed very easily, whi lst 30 with the disk, and needs to be 
are left blank for any extra read carefully before attemp
headings which may be re ting to use the program. If 
quired. The first 20 are identi  anything , the only criticism I 
fied as Sources of funds The have of the program itself is 
next 20 are sources of that it takes quite an effort to 
income. learn how to use it. 

Finally , account numbers 41 Personally , I prefer the 
to 80 are for expenditure. spreadsheet approach to this 

Moneybox can then man type of task. In that it is easier 
ipulate the data on these files to follow, especially in asking 
to keep your bookkeeping up " what-if" types of questions 
to date, including VAT calcula  etc. Having said that , this still 
tions if required . All receipts , is quite a good package and 
payments, etc, are easily re would be very useful for any
corded and from these you one wishing to do such work. 
can print out reports on to the Iola ap Gwynn 
screen or a printer, prepare 
budgets and make forecasts 
of just how much of an over-

skills and you think you areDownland 
getting on top, it brings out a 

Program : Downland, Mic  few new surprises, just to 
rodeal , 41 Truro Road, St Au make life interesting . 
stell , Cornwall . Price: £7.95 The sounds are quite good 

and the highest resolution
AS WE have come to expect graphics are used , which
from Microdeal here is another means that you have a choice 
quality arcade type game writ between black, green or buff 
ten in machine code The backgrounds . Having said
general idea this time is that that , the quality of the graphics 
the little character which are good and the little walking , 
appears on the screen has to jumping and climbing man is
be controlled by means of a quite realistic. I particularly
joystick and its button through ·liked the bit where he is trying 
a series of caverns. to climb through a closed

On the way, he has to jump door!
to grab various items or "Trea· If you are into challenging 
sures" as well as collect a games like this then this is a 
key to pass through doors. In must!
places he also has to climb Iola ap Gwynn 
ropes in order to negotiate 
some of the more difficult 
parts of the caverns . Controll ~~~~~ 
ing the jumping from the ropes 
is not easy even without the 
various horrible cavern-living 
creatures such as poisonous 
ants and birds which seem to 
appear at random and fre
quent intervals . 

At first, it is not that obvious 
how to control the little man. 
Specific points have to be 
reached on the ropes before 
jumping for a ledge. The jump 
itself must be made with the 
joystick in the correct position. 
All of this has to be learnt as 
you are playing the game. At 
first your three "lives" do not 
seem to last very long , but as 
you learn how to play the 
game and learn the necessary 
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The Dragon Roars 

Pam D'Arcy shows how to make your Dragon talk back to you 

A PROBLEM with using sound in BASIC 
on the Dragon is that it can be too pure and 
slow for many modern day sounds to be 
produced. What amazes me is that pro
ducing sound in machine code is unbeliev
ably easy. As with graphics, the difficulty 
lies within ourselves - either you are good 
in ideas and design, or, like me, you 
struggle' 

Rather than getting bogged down in a lot 
of detail first , as it is quite a short exercise, 
try the sample 'SOUNDBOX' and I am 
sure that you will want to read on and 
begin constructing your own particular 
'box of sounds' to use in conjunction with 
your BASIC or machine code graphics 
programs. 

Sound box 
Listing 1 - SOUNDBOX HEX DUMP. 

Following complimentary remarks from us
ers of the HEX LOAD method accompany
ing my Disassembler article, I have re
tained that formula. 

Listing 2 - HEX LOADER (Basic). 
This is the Disassembler Hex Loader 
Program with changes to just three lines 
(numbers 3,42,47 for those who have 
retained their copies). For readers who did 
not see or use it, please turn to Figure A for 
instructions. 

Listing 3 - SOUND SELECTOR 
(Basic). A self explanatory sound menu 
program allowing you to call up and repeat 
sounds at the touch of a key (you couldn 't 
type EXEC in fast enough for proper 
appreciation of some of the SOUNDBOX 
effects) . 

Using HEX LOADER , enter the 
'SOUNDBOX' machine code (Listing 1 ). 
Save the code (CSAVEM 
" SOUNDBOX", 28001 ,28300,28001 ). En-: 
ter and save the 'SOUND SELECTOR' 
program. RUN the SOUND SELECTOR. 

The machine code program that you 
have been using is position independent 
so will work if placed elsewhere in mem
ory. It is structured so that, using an 
Assembler , simple amendment to the 
'SOUND ROUTINE TABLE' will enable 
you to add or delete specific sound 
routines, building up a composite library of 
sounds that can be instantly called from 
BASIC programs by a simple POKE and 
EXEC. With machine code being so eco
nomical in memory, why not put all your 
sounds into one box, so to speak? Indi
vidual sound routines may be changed at 
any time and the re-assembly will auto
matically generate the correct current 
SOUND ROUTINE TABLE values for you. 

The CONTROL ROUTINE switches on 
the sound source, executes the required 
sound routine according to the parameter 

passed across (POKEd) by BASIC , 
switches off the sound source and returns 
to the BASIC program. I used DREAM with 
PCLEAR1:CLEAR200,10000. Source 
code (object code $6D61-$6D83) : 

If you commence machine code routines 
with a Long BRAnch to the program entry 
point proper, as with this routine , the area 
immediately following the LBRA instruction 
may be used for passing information be
tween BASIC and machine code (who 
says not to use EXEC because you can 't 
pass parameters? I find this method far 
easier than USR) . With this technique, no 
matter how many changes you subse
quently make to the machine code routine , 
you are unlikely to need to go back to the 
BASIC programs to amend the EXEC or 
POKE addresses. The method used to 
branch to the specific sound routines has 
many advantages: 
a) it generates position independent code 
(PIC) enabling SOUNDBOX to work re
gardless of eventual load position. 
b) there is no upper or lower limit on the 
number of SOUND ROUTINES supported 
by the program. 
c) maintenance is easy as should amend
ments cause actual start addresses of the 
individual routines to change, an Assembly 
automatically generates an up-to-date 
table of values. 

Use of the PIA has probably been the 
most consistently contentious issue in 
Dragon User. Should anyone dispute what 
I have to say about it or sound, or my 
explanations, my only defence is that I am . 
neither a scientist nor musician and this is 
how I understand things to work in my 
layman's terms - and work they do. 

There are two means of producing 
sound from within the Dragon other than 
through the external sources of cassette 
and cartridge ports. One way is known as 
the 'single bit sound signal' (that I have not 
yet found exciting) and the other, discus
sed here, is the very flexible and easy to 
use DAC (Digital to Analogue Converter). 

Sound is produced by switching on the 
equipment that controls the DAC, the 
MULTIPLEXER CONTROL LINES, and 
outputting a series of values 0-63 to the 
DAC itself. The actual sound made then 
depends on : 

VOLUME 
or 

AMPLITUDE of the 
or sound 

LOUDNESS made 
or 

STRENGTH 
PITCH 

or 
FREQUENCY of the 

or sound 
DURATION made 

or 
RATE OF 
CHANGE 

******************************** 
** SOUNDBOX <C> P.D"ARCY 1984 ** 
******************************** 

LBRA START 

*sound sel. param. from BASIC* 
BPARAM FCB 111 

* equates 
EDAC EQU $FF20 ;addr of DAC 
EE NAB EQU $FF23 ; SND ENAB. 
EE NON EQU $1118 ;sound on 
EENOF EQU $F7 " off 
ESSEL EQU :f:BD41 ;sound select 
ESDAC EQU $111111 ;select DAC 
EROAR EQU $8111111111 ;start "ROAR ' 
EROARE EQU :f:C000 ;end of ' ROAR ' 

******************************** 
******* CONTROL ROUTINE ******** 
******************************** 
START PSHS D, X, Y,U 

BSR SNDON 
LEAX SNDTAB,PCR 
LDA BPARAM,PCR 
ASLA 
LDD A, X 
J SR D, X 
BSR SNDOFF 
PUL S D, X, Y,U.PC 

SOUN D ROUTINE TAB LE****** ***** 
* BP A RAM 
SNDTAB FDB LASER-SNDTAB ;111 


FDB PHASER-SNDTAB ; I 

FDB ROAR-S NDTAB ; 2 

FDB EXPLDD-SNDTAB ; 3 

FDB GUN-SNDTAB ; 4 

FDB FREQ-SNDTAB ;5 


I am told that the ear contains a number 
of receptor cells , each one of which 
responds to a specific frequency. It is able 
to recognise a number of different frequen
cies of sound simultaneously. All sound is 
made up of amplitude and frequencies. 
Most noises are not a single sound but a 
simultaneous mix of sounds at different 
frequencies. 

The Dragon is able to output sounds at 
frequencies far higher than the human ear 
can detect, so often output needs to be 
slowed down to make it audible to hu
mans. If you can analyse ti1e sound that is 
needed, then it can probably be recreated 
on the Dragon. Analysis of sound for 
translation to computer terms should make 
a very interesting article - any takers? My 
efforts are produced by trial and error. 

The greater the difference 

between any two consecutive 

values output to the DAG. 

the louder the noise is 

to the ear. The maximum 

difference is 63 (range = Oto 63) 


The longer the duration. or delay, 

between changing the values 

output to the DAG. the lower 

in PITCH the noise sounds. There 

are no limits to the intervals 

between outputting consecutive 

values to the DAG. but there are 

limits to what the ear can detect. 
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Listing I 
SDUND8DX 	 HEX DU"P 

2Blll lb II Bl Bl 34 7b BD IB 3B BC S49 
2BBll BC Ab BC FS 4B EC Bb AD BB BD 14SB 
2BB21 IF 3S Fb Bl S3 BB 63 Bl 7E Bl 63B 
2Bl31 BD Bl AA II D2 34 46 Cb II 80 IB31 
2Bl41, BD 41 F6 FF 23 CA BB F7 FF 23 1S37 
2Bes1 ·35 Cb 34 B2 86 FF 23 B4 F7 87 1339 
2BH61 ~FE 23 3S B2 34 12 4B 4B 34 12 72S 
2BH71··86 FF 2e B4 B3 AA E4 87 FF 2e 1472 
2BIBI .32 61 3S B2 34 84 SA 26 FD 35 B2H 
2Bl91 B4 BD E3 BD FS 39 1e 34 82 A4 1161 
2B1H1 BC FA BD F3 3S 82 C6 Bl B6 3F 13S3 
2Blll BD EB 4F BD EB SC Cl CB 26 F4 1595 
2B121 39 e1 10 BE e1 es B6 3F A7 BC 724 
2B131 F6 BD BB 4A 26 FB 6A BC EE A6 ISB7 
2B141 BC EB 26 F3 31 3F 26 EA 39 BE 1239 
2BISI Bl HI C6 14 A6 BB BD BD BC Cl 1312 
2Bl61 HI 26 F7 39 B6 3F A7 BC 87 BE 1171 
2Bl71 BB II C6 14 A6 Bl BD AF IF II 1113 
2BIBI C4 FF 26 13 6A BC AS BC Cl IB 1235 
2Bl91 25 EC 39 BE BB II Bo 3F A7 BC llB4 
2B2HI 97 C6 14 B6 3F BD BC 4F BD B9 12B4 
28211 Cb 14 A6 BB BD 89 IF II C4 B3 1136 
2B221 26 F4 6A BD FF 7E 26 EE 39 Bl 1243 
2B231 HI Bl BB II BE Bl 9B B6 FF A7 B59 
2B241 BC F3 86 II A7 BC EF A7 BC ED 16BB 
2B251 A7 BC EB 6A BC E6 26 BC BD 24 1245 
2B261 B6 78 A7 BC DD 31 3F 26 Bl 39 991 
2B271 6A BC D6 26 B7 BD 17 86 3C A7 1131 
2B2BI BC CD 6A BC CB 26 DE BD IF B6 1344 
2B291 IE A7 BC C2 2B D5 86 3F 2B IA IB15 
2B311 B6 BA 2B B6 6A BC 82 Ab BC AF IBB7 
28311 17 FF 17 4F 17 FF 13 39 SB ee 712 

OVERALL CHECKSUM TOTAL 36415 

The MULTIPLEXER CONTROL LINES 
are governed by the Dragon locations 
$FF01, $FF03 and $FF23. The appropri
ate $FF01 and $FF03 settings can be 
carried out for us by using a BASIC ROM 
routine at address $BD41. It requires the 
sound source to be set up in Register B, 
the sound sources being : 

$00 DAG 
$01 Cassette 
$02 Cartridge port 

Bit 3 ($08) of location $FF23, the 
SOUND ENABLE BYTE, then needs to be 
set= 1. When we have finished using 
sound, this bit needs to be unset, that is, 
made zero, but no equivalent to selecting 
the sound is needed. Sound source : Turn 
DAG sound source on (object code 
$6D84-$6D94) and turn DAG sound 
source off (object code $6D95-$6DAO): 

******************************** 
********* SUBROUTINES ********** 
******************************** 

*** turn DAC sound source on *** 
SNDON 	 PSHS D,U 

LOB #ESDAC 
JSR ESSEL 
LOB EENAB 
ORB #EENON 
STB EENAB 
PULS D,U,PC 

*** turn DAC sound sour-ce off ** 
SNDOFF 	 PSHS A 

LOA EE NAB 
ANDA #EENOF 
STA EE NAB 
PULS A,PC 

Sound Subroutine 
Sound is actually caused by writing a 

series of different values to the DAG. The 
PITCH depends upon the frequency, or 
time, between changing the values, the 
longer the duration , the lower the pitch . 
The VOLUME emitted depends upon the 
difference between the consecutively 
written values, the greater the difference, 
the louder the noise, the loudest being 

Listing 2 	 Figure A 

1 REM HEXLDADER WITH CHECKSUM 
2 REM PAM D ' ARCY CC> 1984 
3 CLEAR200,28001:B=10 
4 PA=128:PS=193:PC=131+CB*2l 
5 DIM H<B*2l , M <Bl 
6 CLS:PRINT"HEX LOADER PRDGRAM":PRINT 
7 INPUT"START ADDRESS " ;A 
8 IF A=0 THEN END 
9 CLS:C=0:E=0:PE=PS:PS=CHR$C128l 
10 PRINT@PA,A;" CS";HEXS<A>; ")" 
11 PRINT@PC,"CHKSUM" 
12 IF E=0 AND PE=PS+CB*2) THEN 30 
13 IF E< >0 THEN PRINT@PS+E, "" 
14 PRINT@PE+E,PS:S=PE-PS 
15 K$=INl<EY$:IF KS="" THEN15 
16 IF S=B*2 THEN22 
17 IF KS< "0" THEN22 
18 IF!<$( ":" THEN K=VALCK$l:GOTD21 
19 IF KS < "A" THEN15 
2111 K=ASC<KSl-55: IF K< 10 DR K>15 THEN24 
21 H<S>=K:PRINT@PE,K$;:K$="":PE=PE+l:GOT012 
22 IF K$=CHRSC12l THEN6 
23 IF l<$=CHRSC8) AND S<>0 THEN PE=PE-1:GDTD12 
24 IF E=0 THEN15 
25 IF KS=CHRSC09) AND S=B*2 THEN 29 

created by writing O and 63 alternatively. 
Thus, a value of 20 followed by a value of 
25 gives the same loudness as writing a 
value of O then 5 or 58 then 63. The DAG is 
address location $FF20. 

Only 6 of the 8 bits of the DAG byte are 
used in creating sound, hence the range of 
values being 0-63, thus: 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 bit number 

128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1 bit value (decimal) 

x x 1 	 1 1 1 1 1 

value 63 ($3F) 

However, the six bits used for sound in 
the DAG byte are not bits 0-5 but 2-7. 
Furthermore, bits 0 and 1 are used by the 
Dragon for other things and must not be 
altered by our routines. The source code to 
do this is as follows , the actual value being 
set up for the routine in Register A (object 
code $6DA 1-$6DB4): 

***** ma~e sound in Reg.A ****** 
SOUND PSHS A 

ASLA 
ASLA 
PSHS A 
LOA EDAC 
ANDA #$1113 
ORA 111,S 
STA EDAC 
LEAS 1 's 
PULS A,PC 

The PITCH SUBROUTINE is quite 
simply a DELAY LOOP (ie FOR N=1 to 
500:NEXT). It is the time to be idled away 
before writing the next value to the DAG. 
The longer the delay, the lower the pitch of 
the current sound being made. The source 
to do this is as follows, the delay count 
being set up for the routine in Register B 
(object code $6DB5-$6DBB): 

***** pitch (delay=Reg.Bl ****** 
PITCH PSHS B 
PITCHD 	 DECB 

BNE PITCHD 
PULS B,PC 

26 IF KS=CHRSC09) THEN PE=PE+l:GDTD12 
27 IF KS=CHR$(13) THEN31 
28 IF K$="S" THEN PE=PS+ <B*2> ELSE GDTD12 
29 PRINT@0,"":PRINT@PS+E,"" 
3 0 PRINT@PE,"":PRINT@PE,"";:INPUT C 
31 N=0:FOR S=0 TD B-1 
32 MCS>=<H<S+Sl*16l+HCS+S+l) 
~~ N=N+MCSJ:NEXT S 
3 4 IF N<>C THEN37 
3 5 FOR S=0 TO B-1 
3 6 POKE A,MCS l :A=A+l:NEXT S:GOT09 
3 7 PRINT@0,"CHECKSUM ERROR - EDIT" 
38 PRINT@PS+ <B*2>," "; 
3 9 E=32:PE=PS:P$=CHR$(94l:GDTD12 
40 REM************************* 
41 REM OVERALL CHECKSUM CHECK 
42 T=0:FDR N=28001 TD 28320 
4 3 T=T+PEEK<Nl:NEXT N 
44 PRINT T:END 
45 REM************************* 
46 REM RECHECK LINE CHECKSUMS 
47 N=28001 
48 T=0:FOR N=N TD N+9 
49 T=T+PEEK CNl:NEXT N 
50 PRINT N-10;T 
51 K$=INKEY$:IF KS="" THEN51 
52 IF K$="R" THEN RUN ELSE48 
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The NOISE SUBROUTINE makes Fig 'A data entered so far, but always using the 
SOUND in Register A with PITCH in USING THE HEX LOADER PROGRAM final CSAVEM command helps avoid unwit
Register B). Pitch is needed quite often, (HEXLOADR) (Listing 2). The program ting errors. 
but not always, which is why SOUND is assists in speedy but accurate entry of When you wish to continue programe data 
supplied as a separate routine. The machine code data by use of a CHECKSUM entry, reserve machine code memory 

after every 1 O bytes. It also contained an (CLEAR200,28000) . CLOADM the lastNOISE routine simply calls both SOUND 
EDIT facility so that a whole line of data saved disassembler program data file,and PITCH subroutines. Source (object 
doesn't need to be re-entered because of an CLOAD the BASIC hex loader program, code $6DBC-$6DCO): odd typing slip. Anv amount of data may be RUN and input the marked restart point as 
entered in one session , allowing you to pick the start address, etc. **make soundlAJ with pitchlBI * 
up and put down programme entry as suits Once the program data is fully entered, asNOISE BSR SOUND 
your mood or convenience. Type in the prog a further precaution, particularly if loaded BSR PITCH 

RTS ram and save it.·RUN. over more than one session, check the 
Input the starting address for the code to overall checksum by exiting from the hex 

Having put these sounds together, even be entered - 28001 or the restart point if loader and type in RUN42< enter>. This will 
cannot understand why they actually continuing from a previous session. Input tot up the values in locations 28001 /28320 

sound as they do. Apparently, a lot of it is each line of the hex dump (listing 1) as a inclusive and ..Jisplay the total. The overall 
to do with the ear making what it can of the stream of 20 consecutive hex characters checksum is 36405. If it does not agree, 
air waves sent to it - the air waves being (0-9,A-F). The space character between RUN47 will proceed to tot up and display 

each pair of hex characters ( = 1 byte) is for each line's checksum tot1;1I. In this phase, altered by the values written to the DAC 
easier reading and checking and is not to be once you spot a discrepancy, x,R-.. will (which causes changes in its voltage) and 
typed in . re-RUN the hex loader program (press any the rate at which the values are written. I Aiter entering the last pair of character in a other key to continue the tot up process).

suggest that if your understanding of line, the checksum is types in and Once a clean bill of health is confirmed,
sound is as non-existent as mine, you, too, < ENTER> pressed. If the data entered save the program , CSAVEM 
simply experiment with values until you agrees with the checksum, the values are "SOUNDBOX",28001,28320,28001. 
come up with something that sounds right POKEd into the designated memory loca

Hex loader adjustments tions and the screen prompts the nextto you . Adjust the hex loader CLEAR (line3) address. Pressing < CLEAR> at any time My version of LASER ZAP is created by and checking routines addresses (lines abandons any current line being entered andrepeating the same loudness of · noise by 42,47) if you wish to set up the program returns you to the 'START ADDRESS'writing a pair of values alternately (in this data at a lower address (you canscreen. Enter an address of zero to termin
instance, the loudest possible, 63 then 0) · always adjust its final loading position ate the program. 
but increasing the duration from 1 (LOB by CLOADM with offset and CSAVEM 

#1) by 1 (INCB) between the repetitions, 


Should the checksum check fail , EDIT 
from that point once the program has mcide is entered, allowing you to use the left 

thus smoothly lowering the pitch. I end the and right arrow keys to position !he editor's been entered). 
HEXLOADR may be of use for other up arrow marker below any offending charsound when the duration count reaches 

similarly set up hex dumps - but they acters and to overtype them with correct200 (CMPB #200). Experiment yourself 
may not be 1 O bytes per checksum. values. < S> instantly positions you at the 

checkSum value should that be where the
with loudness and pitch and you may find a Adjust 8=10 (line3) as appropriate ZAP that you like better. Source (object the program will cope with a maximum error lies. When editing is complete, press code $6DCB-$6DD9): of 13 bytes per line without needing 

further amendment. Should the check
< ENTER> for the line to be rechecked 
again , etc. 

******************************** sum value b.e given in hex (this dump At any time that you wish to cease
************ LASER ************* has a decimal value) , it can be enteredprogram data entry, mark listing 1 to indicate
******************************** using the standard BASIC facility (asthe restart point. Save the codeLASER LDB #1 can starting addresses presented in(CSAVEM" SND1 etc" ,28001 ,28320,28001 ).LASERL LDA #63 hex) of prefixing it with &H .Strictly speaking, you need only to save the BSR NOISE 

CLRA I have started from ROM address $8000 BSR NOISE ******************************** 
(ROAR LOX #EROAR), given each sound*********** PHASER ************* 


CMPB #200 

INCB 

a duration of 20 (LOB #20), continuing ******************************** 
VLEVEL FCB 121BNE LASERL until address $COOO (CMPX #EROARE) 
PHASER LDY #5RTq is reached. You may well realise that thePHASEB LOA #63 

STA VL.EVEL, p'cR potential maximum value contained in a
I don't know the . official definitions of byte is 255, so the maximum volume of 63PHASEC .BSR SOUND

laser zap or phaser noises, but to me, DECA may be exceeded. The SOUND routine 
sounds that I have heard described as BNE PHASEC lops off the two most significant bits of the 

DEC VLEVEL,PCRphasers seem simply to b.e more or less a value passed to it in Register A when itLDA VLEVE.L, PCRrepetitive, whippier type of zap. For fuller repositions bits 0-5 to bits 2-7 for the DACBNE PHASECappreciation, the routine repeats the byte, so a maximum value of 63 is stillLEAY -1,Ysound cycle five times (LOY #5). You may BNE PHASEB written. This may be used to good effect 
like to vary this value. · RTS Figure B ·deliberately in creating sounds by running 

My version of a phaser runs through a ·your own crackly sound value sequence through a series that exceeds 63 (after 63, 
cycle of gradually reducing volume levels, the next value will be 0 etc). Source (object that decreases in volume as it progresses, 
starting at the maximum (PHASES L,DA $6DF6-$6E04) : but a popular idea is that of using a chunk 
#63), decreasing by t. (DEC of fairly random values in the Dragon .. 
VLEVEL,PCR) until a starting level of zero ******************************** memory - and where better to find :a ******** THE BASIC ROAR ********is arrived at. Duration (=pitch) is not used. mass of readily available assorted values ********************************Instead, after writing the starting volume to ROAR LOX #EROARthan program instructions - notably, the 
the DAC, that individual sound is modified LDB #2121· Bf.SIC INTERPRETER (ROM) which is
by writing a further series of values to the ROARD LDA ,X+always there? 

BSR NOISEDAG, the series being the start vol.ume The following program - BASIC ROAR CMPX #EROARElevel (PHASEC BSR SOUND) reduced by · - will give a noise akin to the sheet of BNE ROARD1 (DECA) until it reaches zero. Different RTScrackly sound heard when moving a TV or
types of phasers can be achieved (fast/ radio tuner between stations. This is
slow/loud/quiet) by varying values. Source known as 'white noise'. The sound gener The fade of an explosion is known as
(object code $6DDA-$6DF5): (Figure B) ated by the BASIC ROAR, for all practical 'noise decay'. What we need to do is to 

Explosions tend to sound · ragged, or pwposes, can be te'rmed 'White noise', ensure that the maximum volume at any 
crackly, to the ear and they tend to fade ·although the purists will disagree. II· is a:n one time is in line with the decay required, 
away over the duration. You could set up excellent basis for explosions. be it fast to start, then gradual or whatever. 
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This example gives a simple, but effective, 
steady decay over the 16K of the BASIC 
ROAR ($8000-$COOO) . 

Technically , what is needed is to lop the 
tops off the spikes of volume that exceed 
the maximum volume (=difference be
tween consecutive values written to the 
DAC) of the DECAY LINE. 

The easiest method , although if you 
work out precisely what happens you will 
see that it may actually reshape a sound , 
is to apply a 'logical AND mask' of the 
current maximum permissible volume (ie 
as per the decay line) prior to making each 
sound. This will ensure that even if the 
previous value written was zero and the 
next one is 63 or greater, only the max
imum permissible sound at that time will 
actually be output. 

Back to the ROAR , the volume range is 
64 (0-63) so if we divide the 16K by the 
maximum available steps in volume , 
(1024*16 /64) , we need to reduce the 
permissible volume level after every 256th 
sound made. The AND mask starts at 63 
(EXPLOD) subsequently being reduced 
(DEC). 

Rather than introduce extra count bytes , 
the current ROM address itself is used to 
determine when 256 bytes have been writ
ten - as the address starts at a 256 byte 
boundary, every 256th byte written will 
have an address with the least significant 
byte=O (try it) , hence the source TFR 
X,D/ANDB # $FF/BNE EXPLOK. The 
pitch, or duration , of 20 is retained . 
Source : FADE ROUTINE (ANDs the value 
in Register A with the current fade 
(VFADE ,PCR) mask before calling 
NOISE) - object code $6DC1 -$6DCA: 

**** fade the noise in Reg. A *** 
VMASK 	 FCB 0 
FADE 	 PSHS A 

ANDA VMASf< ,PCR 
E<SR NOISE 
PULS A,PC 

EXPLOSION WITH FADE (object code 
$6E05-$6E21): 

******************************** 
****** EXPLOSION WITH FADE ***** 
******************************** 
EXPLOD 	 LDA #63 

STA VMASK,PCR 
LOX #EROAR 

EXPLOG 	 LDB #20 
LOA 0, X+ 
E<SR FADE 
TFR X,D 
ANDB #$FF 
BNE EXPLOI< 
DEC VMASK,PCR 

EXPLOK 	CMP X #EROARE 
BLO EXPLOG 
RTS 

GUNSHOT can be created by a short 
explosion sequence, with or without fade , 
as preferred by you . My version com
mences with a single burst at the highest 
volume and fades the noise after every 
four writes to the DAC, ending when the 
fade mask is zero. The sound is given a 
duration of 25. Please excuse the un
necessary second LOA # 63 - it doesn't 
seem worth the effort of reprinting every
thing and changing addresses within the 
article for such a small point - but I mention 

Listing 3 10 REM SOUND SELECTOR 
2121 EA=28001:EP=EA+3 
30 CLS 
40 PRINT"SOUND SELECTOR MENU" 
50 PRINT 
60 PRINT" 1 LASER" 
70 PRINT" 2 PHASER" 
80 PRINT" 3 BASIC ROAR" 
90 PRINT" 4 EXPLOSION" 
1121121 PR I NT II 5 GUNSHOT II 
11121 PRINT" 6 ALARM" 
120 PRINT" Q QUIT" 
130 PRINT 
140 PRINT"SELECT OPTION" 
150 l<$=INl<EY$:IF 1<$="" THEN150 
160 IF l<$="Q" THEN END 
17121 SN=VALCI<$) 
180 IF SN<l OR SN>6 THEN3121 
19121 PRINT SN 
21210 POKE EP,SN-1 
210 EXEC EA 
220 GOT03121 

it as the hawk-eyed readers of Dragon User Omission of the BSR FREQS3 line results 
are bound to comment' in the buzzer sound alone. Source (object 

Experiment yourself until you have code $6E46-$6E9E): 
found a gunshot that you are happy with. 
Source (Object code $6E22-$6E45) : 
******************************** 
****** GUNSHOT WITH FADE ******* 
******************************** GUN 	 LO X 

LDA 
S TA 
LOB 
LOA 
E<SR 
CLRA 
BSR 

GUNSHT 	 LOB 
LOA 
BSR 
TFR 
ANDB 
BNE 
DEC 
BNE 
RTS 

#EROAR 
1163 
VMAS~'. , PCR 
11 20 
#63 
NOISE 

NOISE 
#20 
0,X+ 
FADE 
X,D 
#$03 
GUNS HT 
VMAS K,PCR 
GUNSHT 

The FREQUONICS (ALARM) routine is 
demonstrating mixing sounds. It shows 
that you are not limited to setting off a 
sound and waiting for it to finish before 
doing something else (be it further sounds 
or other, for example, graphics, proces
sing) . The sound was arrived at purely by 
experimentation with different values for 
volumes and durations - I recommend 
you to dabble further. 

This offering is HARMONICS (not har
mony). Harmonics is the production of 
sounds of different amplitudes, or volume, 
or loudness, being output at different 
frequencies , or repeated at different rates. 
To keep the sound easier on the ear, the 
frequencies are multiples of each other 
(=HARMONICS) , that is: 

******************************** 
***** FREQUONICS <ALARM> ******* 
******************************** VFREQV FCB 
VFREQl FCB 
VFREQ2 FCB 
VFREQ3 FCB 
FREQ LOY 

LOA 
STA 
LOA 
STA 
STA 
STA 

FREQA DEC 
BNE 
BSR 
LOA 
STA 
LEAY 
BNE 
RTS 

FREQB DEC 
BNE 
BSR 
LOA 
STA 

FREQC DEC 
BNE 
BSR 
LDA 
STA 
BRA 

FREQSl LOA 
BRA 

FREQS2 LOA 
BRA 

FREQS3 DEC 
LOA 

FREQSS 	 LBSR 
CLRA 
LBSR 
RTS 
FCB 

0 
0 
0 
0 
#400 
#255 
VFREQV,PCR 
#1 
VFREQl ,PCR 
VFREQ2,PCR 
VFREQ3,PCR 
VFREQl,PCR 
FREQB 
FREQSl 
#120 
VFREQl,PCR 
-1 'y 
FREQB 

VFREQ2,PCR 
FREQC 
FREQS2 
#60 
VFREQ2,PCR 
VFREQ3,PCR 
FREQA 
FREQS3 
#30 
VFREQ3,PCR 
FREQA 
#63 
FREQSS 
#10 
FREQSS 
VFREQV,PCR 
VFREQV,PCR 
SOUND 

SOUND 

0,0 

Sound 3 frequency (or pitch or delay) = 30 
2 	 60 
1 	 120 

However, as the volumes are not as 
would be expected of harmonics, I have 
called it FREQONICS. The overall effect is 
of a warning background buzz with a 
clanging , bell-like alarm superimposed. 

Simple experimentation can be speeded 
up if you know how to use a MONITOR. 
Even a few lines added to the SOUND 
MENU PROGRAM to allow you to input an 
address and POKE a new value is suffi
cient. I look forward to reading of your 
sound creations to add to my SOUNDBOX 
in future issues! • 
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NEW SPEECH SYNTHESISER 

Smart looking unit comes complete with connecting cable 
for Dragon , instructions for Dragon and 2 programs: Word 
Factory and Compiler. Just type in English. Unlimited 
vocabulary. 

£24.95 inc VAT + carriage 

MONITORof your battle ostrich, specially trained to joust. 
£3.95 Two pass global type. Supports labels of six characters. 

Directives : ORG. RMB, FCB, FDB, FCC, REM. Hexadecimal CHESS 
Arithmetic. Powerlul debug Monitor includes 14 commands plus 

8 selectable levels of skill , cursor control of set break points, selection of useful sub-routines and Dis
moves, supports Castling and En Passant. assembler. 
£3.95 Altogether a powerlul program package with information for the 

serious user or interested beginner. Suppl ied on cassette. MAURICE MINOR 
NOW ONLY £7.95 Out for a quiet drive in your Morris Minor you 

inadvertently wander on to a race track and find 
vourself in the middle of a Grand Prix! £3.95 

J. Morrison (Micros) Ltd Add 50p p&p ORDER NOW! ~~ ~ Telephone (0532) 537507
Dept DU385, 4 REIN GARDENS, for orders ~ and use your Access card
TINGLEY, WEST YORKSHIRE WF3 1JR under £5.00 Guaranl!Jed same day despatch. 

r9 •..t1J •.,,.1,,1,,n.,.. 

The RAINBOW is the biggest and 
best magazine available for the TRS
80@ Color, TDP-100, MC-10 and 
Dragon-32 Computers. 

And no wonder1 It 's over 300 pages 
thick each month pages brimming 
with programs. product reviews, 
tutorials, columns. hints and tips 
about your computer. Yes, it is consi
dered "the" Color Computer maga
zine to buy. 

Don 't delay. For only $28 you can 
get the Rainbow every month of the 
year. Then your Coco will be Kong of 
the Hill too! 

U.K. Subscription rates 
U.S. $65 surface rate 
U.S. $100 air rate 

the Rainbow 9529 U.S. Highway 42 

All action-packed 
100% machine code 

arcade software 

COPTER PATROL 
Fly your helicopter over hostile territory to 
rescue your stranded troops from the enemy. 
Your men will wave to you to attract your 
attention and then run to the helicopter when 
you land. Unfortunately, the enemy fighter 
planes and battleship guns home in on you to 
give you very little time for a safe pick-up. 

RIVER OF FIRE 
An adventure. Superb machine code animated 
graphical scenes make this probably the best 
adventure yet for the Dragon . The volcano 
erupts on your island. Can you save yourself 
and help the hospital patients to safety? You·11 
need cunning and perseverance. £3.95 

CRUSADER 
In quest of the Holy Grail you, our intrepid hero, 
have to overcome seven increasingly difficul! 
stages to reach your goal. No one has yet made 
it! 

SPECIAL OFFER 

1 month only £2.95 1 month only 

J.l'lORRtsoo 11 It ·a:s
MICROS .,,u II~!'.'.__-

VULTURESBON KA 
Galaxian-type game in which a flock of Climb the ladders and dig holes to trap 

the "Meanies" before they kill you. £2.95 vultures guard their eggs. Just when you 
think you·ve kil led them all. the eggs 
hatch! £2.95 

SKY JOUST EDITOR/ASSEMBLER + DISASSEMBLER +
Fight for the supremacy of the sky from the back 

GUARANTEED 
same-day despatch 

POGO-JO 
Q-Bert type game with amazing sound and 
graphics, unlike anything seen before on the 
Dragon. The player can choose to start on any 
one of 15 completely different screens, and 
select one of the 4 skill levels. Features include 
Hall of Fame, return to last screen on which 
killed for next game. positive joystick control. 
£3.95 

TASKSHIP 
This game in the Scramble series has two great 
innovations. The first is that YOU can design 
your own scenario (with rockets, mountains, 
buildings and radar dishes where you want), or 
use the ready designed format. The second is 
the black holes which pull you off course. If you 
are unfortunate enough to disappear into a 
black hole you get time warped to another part 
of the landscape. Brilliant graphics. £3.95 

STARFIGHTER 
The hostile landscape scrolls beneath your 
starlighter. You bob and weave under joystick 

·control and you seek and destroy the enemy 
fighters and ground installations. £3.95 

5021228-4492 PO. Box 209 
Prospect. Ky 40059 

YES' Sign me up for a year (12 issues) al the RAINBOW. 
Name 
Address 
City State EJPayment Enc losed 
Charge VISA MasterC ard American Express 
MyAccount11 Interbank • (MC on ly) 
Signature Card Expiration Date 

Subscript ions 10 lhe RAINBOW ;11e 
528 a year 1n t h e U n1 1ed Sta tes 
Canadian and Mexican rat e 
U S $35. su rf ace 1a te 10 Olhe r 
coun tri es U S 565 air rat e 
U S 5 100 A ll subsc r1pl 1ons 
b egin w1 ! h th e curren t 
issue Please allow 
up lo 5-6 weeks 
lo r f1rs1 copy 
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MONEYBOX 
Personal Accounts Program for Dragon 32/64 

MONEYBOX program for personal accounts can analyse 
your income and expenses, control your bank accoun t, 
credit card , building society, etc, forecast your bank 
balance, estimate your taxable income and much more. 

On Cassette Price £9.99 
DRAGONDOS DISK VERSION : prints 42 by 24 legible 
characters on Hi-Res screen , with true lower-case, £sign, 
etc. Features direct access filing , large capacity, budget
ting, optional VAT analysis. 
"presents itself as a powerful and versatile package" 
- " Home Computing Weekly ·· 
"an easy to use program that builds in a range of 
powerful facilities" - " Which Micro " 
On Dragondos Price £14.99 

MAILBOX 
NEW! 

Stores names, addresses and up to 1O user-defined 

fields . Fast retrieval by full /partial matching. Select batch

es of records by name, town , region and multiple 

user-defined tests . Uses IF/EITHER/OR LOGIC, Inter

field comparisons, " WILDCARDS'', etc. 

Prints address labels, name and salutation , record cards 

and can print or display user-defined reports 

On Dragondos (w"ith Lower-case, etc.) Price 


£14.99 

Cheques/POs/Further details/Dealer enquiries to : 

HARRIS MICRO SOFTWARE 
49 Alexandra Road, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 4HP 

Tel : (01) 570 8335 

~THEMOSTOF 

DRAGON32 MIJK/Nf. THE MO!!T Of YOllR 

Two great books to help 
you tap the power of 
your Dragon 32: 

MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR 
DRAGON, by Clive Gifford , leads 
you through programming the 
Dragon from first principles , and 

I-

includes more than 150 complete ~;;;;i~~,~~ 
programs, including major arcade E 
games. £5.95. 

DYNAMIC GAMES FOR THE DRAGON 32  Tim 
Hartnell and Robert Young. Thirty magnificent games 
for the Dragon are lurking in this 180 page book, to 
make your computer behave just as you hoped it w ould 
when you bought it. Programs include MAGIC CASTLE, 
SNARK ATTACK, SPACE RESCUE, REVERSI/OTHELLO, 
CHECKERS and CUBIK'S RUBE. Just £4.95. ----------- ... I ~nterface Publications, Dept. DU' 9-ll Kensington High St. London wa SNP. I 

I enclose £ . Please send m e the books indicated . 

I O Dynamic Gam es for the Dragon 32 I 
LJ Making the m ost of your Dragon . 

I Name I 
I Address I 

L·-..  - - - - - - _ J 

CRICKET 
" BETTER THAN THE 

REAL THING! " 
Central TV 

" INGENIOUS . .. BRILLIANT" - Personal 
Computer Games 

" REMARKABLE . . . FANTASTIC DETAIL . . . 
GRAPHICS 100% ... VALUE 100%" 

Home Computing Weekly 
"Superb - Many other computer owners wil l wish they had bought a 


Dragon" - IG 

··1 would not hesitate to say that this is the best game I have" - MB 


·· Best of my 50 games" - SF 

"Brilliant - l"ve been playing it for 2 weeks. and I still can hardly believe it"s 


possible '" - DV 


The greatest cricket game EVER produced for ANY home micro. 
Total joys tick control over batting . bowling and fielding. 1 or 2 players 

.................... 
- D"g°"!T'i'' Colo"' '895 ~ ( 


Now with even more great features' 4 
divisions, promotion. relegation, goal 
highl ights , transfers. injuries, goa l 
scorers· table, suspensions , European 
Cup, weekly results and league tables, 
reserve squad , save game. bank loans, 
choose/ch ange team formation , fi xtures/ 
results table. and all the fun. drama and 
frustra tion of managing a league club 

Dragon/Tandy Colour. £6.95. 

PHOTO-FINISH: Superb horse-race ac
tion. Terri fic graphics, authentic race 
cards, odds based on actual form . REAL 
TIME races from 5f to 2 mi les, 'Sporting 
Life' result cards with distances, times, 
etc, and an incredible photo-finish fea
ture. 1-4 players . Dragon1Tandy Colour. 

£6.95. 

APPROVED JOYSTICK i> CRICKET 
If you want to make a big hit at Britain·s 1•"' vr 
No. 1 Dragon game. you need a polenl10 · Ci . . · · . 
meter joysUck that's_ sensitive. sturdy and ( c..- · · -~
re liable. Tim Loves team recommend ._,,,\ · { ..1 

the Pro-Stick for ALL Dragon games ~ '~ 'n'' · ~ 
And at £5.50 each. or £:9 .95 a pair. they ·r@ t.i z:; • . ~ 

won·t break the bank. ~~ ' l\l~i_l~.~~1, · -~ · ·_ . ' .'.·_ ~ ',.r._n-,1~...
Phone your Access Visa number or clip .: ~ ,? . 

the coupon for 24 hour despatch. 
~ No need to wait! Check with your reta iler. clip the coupon. or phone 

~ your Access Visa number. Orders rece ived before noon despatched 


same day by fi rs l-class post. 
PEAKSOFT. 48 QUEEN STREET. BALDERTON. NEWARK, NOTIS. Tel: 0636 
705230 (24-hour answering) 

Tandy Colour versions require 32K - Extended Basic 
I enclose a cheque or PO. post me the fo llowing programs the day my order amves : -----------------

I have a Dragon 32/Tandy (pleas e delele) 

Name ... 

Address .. 
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< Dataperi I A QUALITY LIGHTPEN < Dataperi I 
for the DRAGON 32 microcomputer 

£25 
inclusive of VAT, P&P. Two different drawing programs 
provided free with each lightpen. "SKETCH" and 
"SHAPE-CREATE". SKETCH is a superb high resolution 
colour drawing 
program allowing 
both precise drawing 
and freehand sketching, 
painting etc. 
SHAPE-CREATE is a 
high resolution library 
shape drawing program. 

SUPERIOR PROGRAMS 
* Tapestorageofyourwork 
* Good documentation 
* User routines provided 
on tape and on printout 

Also ava ilable for:-VIC-20, CBM-64 
or BBC B. Please state your micro 

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE 
*Insensitive to ambient lighting 
* Responds to different colours 
* Program accessible LED lamp readout 
*Switch for program control 

" It differs from all other lightpens 
available for the Dragon in that 

it is a far more sophisticated 
beast... This program 

(Sketch)... clearly 
demonstrates 

the superiority 
of the Datapen" 

Popular 
computing 

Weekly, 
Dec. 15th 

when ordering. 

Send cheque or P.O. for£25 to :

D. U.3 Datapen Microtechnology Limited, 
Kingsclere Road, Overton, Hants. RG25 3JB 

Or send S.A.E. for details. Now available from good computer shops. 


Designed and produced by qualified professional educationalists 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

Physics (0 level/CSE Revision) Maths (Revision 12/14 years) Tables (Practice 7/11 years) 

Biology (0 level/CSE Revision) English (Revision 12/14 years) Spelling (Improver 9/99 years) 

Computer Studies (0 level/CSE) Reasoning (11 + Revision) Knowledge Quiz (9/99 years) 

Maths (0 level Revision) English Practice (8/11 years) Sports Quiz (9/99 years) 

Maths (CSE Revision) Mathematics Practice (8/11 years) Typing (Improve your speed and 

Science (Revision 12/14 years) Arithmetic Practice (7/10 years) accuracy - timed tests in upper and 

Chemistry (0 level/CSE Revision) lower case letters -100% high res .) 


UNSEATABLE VALUE AT £4.95 EACH POST FREE 

0 LEVEL/CSE COMPUTER STUDIES 	 PRO-FILE© 
A set bf four cassettes jam-packed with up to date knowledge 	 The original and best cassette-based filing system. Use your 

covering the 0 level/CSE syllabuses. Full tutorial with Dragon as a data filing and retrieval system. Hundreds of 

revision questions. Subject areas include: uses throughout the home and small business - used by 

Data Coding, Data Storage, Computer Arithmetic, Computer doctors, dentists, farmers, etc. 

Logic, Processing Information, Society and Computers, Output to screen or printer., 

Computer Structure, Backing Storage. 	 56-page easy-to-use manual with full instructions. 

" Profile does everything it claims and does it well (WhichAnd much, much more. 
Micro? November 1983). 

Also suitable as a general introduction to the computing " One of the best manuals of its type I have seen, ideal for the 
world (Mums and Dads please note) . novice" (PCW December 1983). 


FANTASTIC VALUE AT £14.50 PER SET POST FREE. £5 less than our .nearest rival. 

£9.95 post free 


MICRO DE-BUG CONSULTANCY 

Dept U, 60 Sir Johns Rd, Selly Park 


Birmingham 829 7ER. Tel: 021-472 7610 

Also suitable for Tandy CoCo Computer 
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11 

DRAGON 

OPEN FILE 


Send us your Dragon programs, beginning with a general description and then explaining how the program is constructed. 
· Take care that the listings are all bug free, enclosing a cassette and, if possible, a prii:itout. We pay £6 for each original 

bug-free program published, double for the program ·of the month. If 'you have any problems with the listings, please send 
your queries to the appropriate author, Dragon User, 12-13 Little Newport Street, London WC2H 7PP. 

' . 

l 

From Vince Gledhill in Northumberland 
THIS PROGRAM simulates those heart , amusement only and not a serious ap
rate testing mac~ines which are beginning plication. The program is calibrated for the · 
to appear in a variety of shops around the average adult's heart-rate and it should Heartbeat 
country. be noted that children's hearts beat faster 

Like the machine it is intended for than an adult's. 

5 'HEARTBEAT <C > V. GLEDHILL OCT 1984 
10 J$=CHR$U28l 
20 J2$=J$+]$ 
30 J4$=J$+J$+J$+J$ 
40 FOR A=l TO 5 
50 CLSO 
60 PRINT@106, "heartbeat";: SOUND100, 2 
70 FOR G=l TO BOO:NE XT 
80 CLSO 
90 FORG= 1 TO 800:NE XT 
100 NE XT A 
110 PRINT@230, "Hant"J$"intr uct ions"; 
120 Q$= HH<EY$: IF Q$="" GOTO 120 
130 IF Q$ () "Y" GOTO 360ELSE 300 
140 CLSO 
150 PF: I NT@ 12 9 , " on " J $ " beat " J $ " t "Jen t J " J $ " p r· es s " J $ " t he " J $ •· spac e " J 2 $ " bar " J $ " a g a i n " ; 
160 Q$=INKEY$:IF Q$ <> CHR$132l THEN 160 ELSE 1 7 0 
170 D=TIMER/50: SOUN D 90,2 
180 C=INTI (20/Dl*60l 
190 PR HIT@262, C; 
200 IF c ~ =60 TYEN PRINT@ 358 , "athletic''; :GOTO 250 
2 1 0 I F C >6 1 AND C<7 0 THEN PR I N T@3 5 8 ,'' we l l " J $ " con d i ti oned " ; : G0 T0 2 5 0 
220 IF C ~ 71 AND C<85 THEN PRINT@358,"av erage";:GOTO 250 
230 IF c :: 86 AND C < 100 THEN F'RINT@35E:, "belm·i"J$"average"; 
240 IF C >=1C>O THEN F'RINT@358, "rna y "J$"need"J$"e xercise"; 
250 FOR X=l TO 2500:NE XT X 
260 PRINT@422, "1•1ant"J$"another· "J$"go"; 
270 Q$=INKEY$:IF Q$="Y" THEN 410 ELSE 280 
280 IF Q$ <> "N" THEN 270 ELSE END 
290 IF Q$="" GOTO 270 
300 CLSO 
310 PRINT@2,"this"J$"prograrn"J$"calculates"J$"your"J2$; 
320 PRINT@33,"heartrate"; 
3 30 PR I N T@9 8 , " used " J $ " proper· l y " J $ " i t " J $ " can " J $ " i n d i cat e " J 2$ " ho 1-'J " J $ " f i t " J $ " You " J $ 
11 are 11 

; 

340 PRINT@194, "but"J$"reme~ber"J$"your''J$"heartrate"J4$"can"J$"alter"J$"dramatic 
ally"J$"after"J4$"e x ercise"J$"or"J$"at"J$; 
350 PRINT"times"J$"of "J$"stress"J$; 
360 PRINT@322,"locate"J$"your"J$"pulse"J$"and"J$"leave"J4$"your"J$"finger"J$"the 

re" J$; Continued on page 31 
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Present:COMPUTERWARE 
QUALITY SOFTWARE .............................. FOR THE DRAGON 32/64 .............................. AT BARGAIN PRICES!! 


NEW LOWER PRICES 


~ M~GIC 

MIDNIGHT 


DEFEAT HIS EVIL CREATURES AND 

GAIN THE SPELL TO FIND 


LACH LAN! 

YOUR TROUBLES ARE ONLY JUST STARTING 


FOR 1 OR 2 ADVENTURERS 


R&P Jnternational 

Programs for the Dragon 32164 

INST ANT GRAPH PLOTTER 1 
Want to know more about the place ol graphs in everday life? 

Want a handy tool lor instant display ol many kinds ol data lor school. work or hobbies? 

Want a package to enter. display and manipulate all kinds ol graph-style data tor 

prolesslonal. technical or sclentllic use ? 

Whichever your need you will !ind that this program meets it 

Up lo six graphs continuously displayed on high-res screen 
Input data and call up numerous lunct1ons and display aids by superbly clear graphics- text 
prom pts 
Cassetle li le storage and retrieval ol data 
Readily accessible Basic - adding your own I unctions easy
* * Comprehensive 28 -page Manual provided /rec From beginner lo expert . Over two dozen 

examples * * R & p wi ll give advice on program use or mod1lication to any user at any level ol exper11 se . 
Free on request 

. . package is amply supported by .. manual. and half an hour spen l wi/11 /his. and using 
/he excel/en/ screen prompls. will make 1/s use sm1plicity ilself . . educational value . 
Gordon Lee (Dragon User January 1985)

* * * Awarded Four Dragons in review * * * 
- highest rating yet for non-games program 

INSTANT GRAPH PLOTTER 2 
An extension ol the popula r " lnslan/ Graph Plo tler t .. IGP2 has /he additional lacilities ol text 
graphics anywhere on screen (horizon tal or vert ica l text. numbers. arrows . etc.). Highly 
display-orientated. a /ew ol /he add1 /1onal lunc11ons ol IGP t have had to be taken oul of th is 
versi on 
Prices: Instant Graph Ploller 1 Cassctle wi th 28-page Manual ....... £7 .50 incl. p&p . 

IGP1 and IGP2 28-page Manual + Manual appendix for IGP2 ... £14 .50 incl. p&p . 
IGP2 not available separately 

NEW 
ENDLESS NOUGHTS AND CROSSES 
On a screen-wide gnd 
Gel live nougl1ls or crosses 1n a row 10 win (across . down or diagonal) . Game tor two . or play 
agains/ the compuler with Hint and Take-back facili ties . Nol tor those wi th an 1. 0. of less than 

Price £5 .50 incl. p&p . 

IGP1 + IGP2 + Endless noughts and crosses lor just £18 .00 incl. p&p . 

For orders received by 30th April 1985. 

Cheo ueicrossed P.O. to: R &P lnternalional , P.O . Box 129 , Wembley, Middlesex HAO 2UG. 

INVEST IN THE STOCK MARKET, 

BUY PROPERTY OR JUST GAMBLE 


IT AWAY IN 


RAT RACE 

WILLYOU BE THE FIRST TO MAKE A MILLION 


FOR 1-4 BUDDING BUSINESSMEN 


PLAYABILITY IS THE NAME OF THE GAME 

GAMES AVAILABLE MAIL ORDER ONLY 

REDUCED PRICE NOW ONLY £5.00 EACH INC. P&P 


MAGIC MIDNIGHT 
30 HANDEL CLOSE, BASINGSTOKE, 

HANTS. RG22 4DJ 

~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ Q ~ ~ 

w; u ~ I I~ 

I . ~CASH 

. ~ BELIEVE 1%10 
~ T W;1 WIJ M 
~ T~HOODED 

~ ~ WAKE ~/, 

~ O IX ~ AWh1 ~ 
~TA N~ RUG 

~ ON % R ~ 
y ~ 0 ~ 

~ @, WIDEN 
~ ~ N 

l'l8l '?F, ~ l~J 

1$?) 

~ 

~ 
~ 

1.1: 

~ 

w. 

rm 
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BLOCKBUSTER QUIZ 
All the fun of the T. V. game adapted for 2 
players. The game contains 500 questions 
~over.ing a wide range of topics and varying 
1n difficulty from easy lo hard . Colourful , high 
resolution graphics are used to display the 
board, from which a player makes his letter 
choices and plots his winning path' 
Only £5.50 

LINKWORD 
The game is for 2 to 4 players, the object 
being to score points by forming words on 
the board using only the lellers randomly 
provided in your personalised 'rack '. The 
computer automaticall y calcul ates all 
scores , for both direct and indirect word 
formations, including double and triple letter 
scores , double and triple word scores , 50 
bonus etc. Full cursor control is provided so 
that letters may be easily placed anywhere 
on the board . The game features bright, 
colourful graphics, with facilities for correct
ing mistaken spelling or exchanging 'difficult' 
letters from your rack. 

A Bargain Game at £5.50 

Also: THE PUZZLER £3.50 

CONNECT 4 (New Edition) £3.50 

" USEFUL PEEKS & POKES" 

The 'booklet describing how to disable 
BREAK. LIST, CSAVE. etc. etc. £1 post paid or 

free on request with all orders over £3 

All prices include postage. 


Chequel POs payable to : 


COMPUTERWARE 
PO Box 318, Stoke-on-Trent, ST6 6UX 

S>
rn 
~13 

DARTS 
An entirely original idea is used to produce a 
near approximation to the actual game. This 
fast game is for 2 players, and keyboard skill 
1s needed to aim and fire the darts so that 
they hit any chosen part of the board . (YES 
even 180 may be achieved!!) . The personal
ised scoreboards are continually up-dated 
by the computer, and standard rules apply, 
including the requirement of having to finish 
each game with a 'double' or 'bulls-eye'! 
Only £5.50 

,-...·-------- ---,· 
!l! 1 l,! JIA. 1 E1f'1· !1

I ! ~ 91' 
· 

• , 

: LJjL~~~ : 
j !JI f3I f5l fA [ lil j 

1:~ .J j.;.~ i• •11~ I f'-~ i 
!LJJ L] ~I L2.J Lil I 
L.___............... ... ___ _____ ..=.J 
PONTOON 
Full -colour high-resolution graphics. Ace 
counts 1 or 11 and special combination of 3 
x 7's, 6, 7, 8 etc taken into account. 
£3.50 

32K  es pecially ii you don' I like th e idea ol losing lo a compu ter al noughts and crosses ' 

48HR. DISPATCH 
QUALITY PROGRAMS ALWAYS NEEDED 
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Continued from page 29 

370 PF:INT" then" J$" press" J4$" the" J$" spaceba.r" J$" and_" J$" start " J$" counting" J$" the" J 
$"beats"; 
380 Q$=INKEY$:IF Q$() CHF:$C321 THEN 380 
390 TIMER=O:SOUND80,2 
400 GOTO 140 
410 CLSO:GOT0360 

• From P Howarth in Manchester 

C 	
CONVERSION is a simple program to centimetres, feet to metres, miles to 
convert numeric measurements of one kilometres, gallons to litres, ounces to0111111ers1on 

llW form into its equivalent number in another. 	 grammes, pounds to kilograms and 
fahrenheit to centigrade. ·I 	 I'-·------------~· This program will convert inches to 

• 	 0 • 

I ~	 . .,----------------------------------------------------------------------~~
10 REM***** P. HOWARTH ***** 370 LET IN=CM I 2.54 

20 CLS 
 380 PRINT@197,CM;" I 2.54 =";IN
30 PR I NT" WHICH CONVEF:S I ON DO YOU R 390 PRINT@230,"IN =";IN
EQUIRE?"; 400 FOR X=O TO 15000:NEXT X 
40 PRINT 410 RETURN 
50 PRINT"(!) INCHES - CENTIMETRES 420 CLS 

II 

430 PRINT@166,"INPUT FEET ";

60 PRINT"(2) CENTIMETRES - INCHES 440 INPUT F 
II 

450 LET M=F * 0.3048 
70 PRINT"(3) FEET - METRES" 460 PRINT@197,F;" * 0.3048 = ";M 
80 PRINT"C4> METRES - FEET" 470 PRINT@230,"M = ";M 
90 PRINT"C5> MI LES - I< I LOMETRES" 480 FOR X=O TO 15000:NEXT X 
100 PRINT"(6) KILOMETRES - MILES" 490 RETURN 
110 PRINT"C7> GALLONS - LITRES" 500 CLS 
120 PRINT"C8) LITRES - GALLONS" 500 CLS 

130 PRINT"(9) OUNCES - GRAMMES" 510 PRINT@166,"INPUT METRES "; 

140 PRINT"(10) GRAMMES - OUNCES" 520 INPUT M 

150 PRINT"C11) POUNDS - KILOGRAMS" 530 LET F=M I 0.3048 

160 PRINT"(12) KILOGRAMS - POUNDS" 540 PRINT@197,M;" I 0.3048 = ";F 
170 PRINT"(13> FAHRENHEIT - CENTIG 550 PRINT@230,"FT = ";F 
RADE" 560 FOR X=O TO 15000:NEXT X 
180 INPUT A 570 RETURN 

190 IF A< l OR A>13 THEN GOTO 180 575 CLS 

200 ON A GOSUB 260,340,420,500,575 580 PRINT@166,"INPUT MILES "; 

,650,730,810,890,970,1050,1130,121 590 INPUT ML 

0 600 LET KM=ML * 1.6093 
210 PRINT@448,"ANOTHER CONVERSION 610 PRINT@197,ML; II * 1.6093 = ";KM 
CY/N)?" 620 PRINT@230,"l<M = ";l<M 
220 A$=INl<EY$ 630 FOR X=O TO 15000:NEXT X 
230 IF A$="" THEN GOTO 220 640 RETURN 
240 IF A$="Y" THEN GOTO 20 650 CLS 
250 CLS:STOP 660 PRINT@166,"INPUT KILOMETRES "; 
260 CLS 670 INPUT KM 
270 PRINT@166,"INPUT INCHES "; 680 LET ML=KM I 1.6093 
280 INPUT IN 690 PRINT@197,l<M; II I 1.6093 = ";ML 
290 LET CM=IN * 2.54 700 PRINT@230,"ML = ";ML 
300 PRINT@197,IN;" * 2.54 =";CM 710 FOR X=O TO 15000:NEXT X 
310 PRINT@230,"CM = ";CM 720 RETURN 
320 FOR X=O TO 15000:NEXT X 730 CLS 
330 RETURN 740 PRINT@166,"INPUT GALLONS "; 
340 CLS 750 INPUT GAL II 

350 PRINT@166,"INPUT CENTIMETRES " 760 LET LIT=GAL * 3.7854 
770 PRINT@197,GAL;" * 3.7854 = ";L 

360 INPUT CM I T Continued on page 33 

, 
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TRACE CHASE 	 £4.95 
A colourful 100°10 machine code game presented in l11gh resolution graphics Move your man 
around the lines ot the grids but beware of the chasers unless you can ·sTOP' them . Nine grids 
are provided . Number of lives . STOPS. and score are continuously displayed One 1oyst1ck 
required . 

STARTING FRACTIONS 	 £5.95 
A teaching program designed by teachers . for primary school children . wh1ct1 presenl s and 
teaches the concept of a lrac l1on. There are lour u111ts conlained m the program. the lirsl th ree 
deal respechvely with HALF . QUARTER and THI RD lhe lo u~ h uni! deals with the concept of 
"Fractions of Numbers·· consolidating the rnatenal learned in the f1rs1 three units Aller each unit 
there is a test to assess readiness to proceed wi th tile next stage 

TIME PORT - The Staff of Life 	 £6.45 
The second adult strategy adventure game 1n ll1e Tune Port series . conta1111ng a complex lexical 
and logic analyser that allows instructions to be input as sentences con tai ning arti cles . nouns . 
verbs . ad1ectives etc A game of logic and man1pula11on struclured to exercise your powers ot 
deducl1on. observation and association . Con1a1ns a game save lacil1 ly 

COMPUTA FRUITA 	 £5.95 
A de-luxe frui t machine simulat ion presented in colourful lligh resolut ion graphics lea tunng. 4 
drums. Spin . Respm. Hold . Gamble . Collecl . Nudge. Bounce . Blind. Cancel. Jackpot. Hi-Lo . 
Bonus . Ro ller. and Auto-Win New drums manufac tured for each game 

TIME POAT I t6 .45 EVICTOR t4 .95 SMASM t3 .95 
DRAGON STAATREK t6 .45 RED ALERT t4 .95 DI SM ON t3 .95 
STRATEGY t6.45 ALIENS+ t4 .95 STA RWORD t2 .95 
DECATH LO N t5 .95 CLOWNS t3 .95 TR IPLET t2 .95 
TOUC HDOWN t5 .95 CRAZI PLUMBER t3.95 SIRIUS IV t2 .95 

WIZARD t2 .95 

All prices inclusive. mail order. cheques or postal orders to: 

WIZARD SOFTWARE, DEPT. DU, PO BOX 23 
DUNFERMLINE, FIFE KY11 5RW 

Send large SAE I7in x Sin) for full program catalogue. 
Royalties paid for machine code DRAGON solrware. 

• 

DRAGON 32 - SUPER SALE 
£1.99 

Bia by 
Miss ion Attack Abrasco Fairground Fantasy 
Star Swoop Q/Silver Mined Out 
Boris The Bold Microdeal Cuthbert Walkabout 
Barmy Burgers Defence 
Perilous Pit Flipper 
Lazer Run Invaders Revenge 
McDougal 's Stand Jerusalem Adv 2 
Darts Pinball 
The Bells Storm 
Do Do Space Monopoly 
Guardian Angel R. Sheperd Transylvanian Tower 
Mutant Wars Super Spy 
Softek 
Ugh! Romik White Crystal 
Ultrapede Audiogenic Golf 
Galaclicians Bix Six 
Monsters 

£2.99 
Microdeal 
Danger Ranger Devil Assult Keys of the Wiza rd 

£3.99 
Bia by 
Olympia Morbid Mansion 
Cosmic Crusader Ruby Robba 

£5.99 
Incentive 
Back Track 

PERIPHERALS 
Centronics Cable £11 .95 
Phono Lead £1. 75 
Vinyl Dust Cover £2 .50 
Padded Carrying Case £13 .95 NEW PRODUCT 

Rotronics Dot Matrix Printer 120 CPS £199.00 NEW PRODUCT 
All prices include postage and packing . Cheques or PO to : 

CAPRI MARKETING LTD. 
Lrn. 	 16 Carter Walk, Tylers Green 

Penn, Bucks HP10 BER 
NB: All software subj9ct to availability. please state alternative choice when ordering 
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FRUITY 

Fruity is quite simply the best fruit machine simulation 

available for the Dragon. 

Features include realistic full spinning reels, nudges, 

gambles, gamble nudges and gamble wins. Just 

CLOADM into Las Vegas! 


Read what the reviews say1 


"Perfectly imitates a rea l fruit macl1ine"- DRAGON DATA 

"It's add ict ive .. . superb mimicry of t11e spinning reels" 

PERSONAL COM PUTER GAMES 
"Nice use of colour and sound and good animation throughout. 
A pleasure to play. A HIT"-PERSONAL COMPUTER NEWS 
"Very good sound and graphics. It could become addictive"

HOME COMPUTER WEEKLY 

folly f ann's CHICKEN RUN 
What strategy will you use to reach Folly's Hall of Fame? 
The hen lays the eggs, and must be fed. The farmer collects 
the eggs and delivers the corn. Your joystick controls them 
both! Watch out for the hungry foxes! Don't let the eggs 
hatch out or the chicks will eat the corn and the hen will 
go hungry. 
ONE OR TWO PLAYERS· NINE LEVELS OF DIFFICULTY · ON SCREEN 
SCORING · TEN NAME HALL OF FAME ·ALL CHARACTERS FULLY 
ANIMATED · FULL COLOUR Hl·RES GRAPHICS · FOUR CHANNEL MUSIC 
100% MACHINE CODE 

I ---------------------To: IMPSOFT, 149 Balham Hill, London SW12 9JD. I 
I Please send me : ....... copies of "FRUITY" @, £4.95 I 


I Name: ....... .... ..... ·. ·.·. ·.·.·.c·o·p· i·e·s.°.f.~~~l~·~·E·~ .~~~.·:.~ .~ ·~···~·~·· ·· ·· ···· · · · I 

I Address :.. .. .... ......... .... ...... ..... ... .... .. ... ........ ...... ... .... ... ... ... ....... ... I 

I ······················· ·· ······················ ··· ·-······ ···· ··········- ················· ····· ··· I
I I enclose my cheque/ money order made payable to lmpsoftfor £. ..... ..... I 
L- - - A.!:;::l~le~~e~n~ra~n~a.!;_rs~n::.n:.:_w~o.:; _ - - ..I 

27 COOMBE ROAD 

SOUTHMINSTER. ESSEX GMO 7AH 


Tel : MALOON 772589 

Computape ·s new calalogue /1as over 260 Sal/wa re Tilles on Tape. Cartndge and Disk Arcade 

Games1Adventure Educa lianal Board Games1Utililies 
MICROOEAL SPECTRAL CABLE SOFTWARE A & F SOFTWAR.E 
Cashman Ice Caslles Superbowl Chuckie Egg 
Peng on ASP LB .DO Zak-son ASP r? .90 
Fury OUR PRICE £6.95 ASP l6 95 OUR PRICE £6.90 
Worlds of Fl1ghl OUR PRICE £5. 95 
NEW PROGRAMS WINTER SOFT HEWSON CONSULTANTS
* Time Bandi l Return of the R111g PEAKSO FT 3D Luna Attack
* Athletyx Ring of Darkness Tirn Loves Cricket 3D Seiddad Attack
* Speed Racer ASP £9 .95 ASP tB .95 3D Space Wars 
* Mu dpies OUR PRICE £8.95 OUR PRICE £7.25 ASP t7 95 

ASP £B .OO Champions OUR PRICE £6.95 

OUR PRICE £6.95 IMPSOFT ASP £6 .95 


Chicken Run OUR PRICE £5. 95 MELBOURNE HOUSE 
OCEAN ASP £7 .95 Joystick Horace Goes Skiing 
Hunchback OURS t6.95 £5 .50 Each ASP £5 .95 
ASP £6 .90 Fruity £9 95 Pair OUR PRICE £4.95 
OUR PRICE £5.90 ASP £4 95 

OURS LJ.95 
Order from the above sending Clieque or Postal Order made payable to Computape and we 'll send our 

Ca talogue free of charge. For catalogue only send SAE . 

Computape THE ONLY SOFTWARE COMPANY TO MAKE YOUR DRAGON CHIPS FRY NOT CRY . 

DRAGON/32 BBC MODEL/B ATARI 400/800 TRSBO CIC 32K ELECTRON 

747 FLIGHT SIMULATOR 

Superbly realistic instrumentation and 

pilot's view in lifelike simulation which 

includes emergencies such as engine 

fires and systems failures. This prog

ram uses high resolution graphics to 

the full to produce the most realistic 

flight-deck display yet seen on a home 

computer. There are 21 rea l dials and 

25 other indicators (see diagram) . Your 

controls operate throttle. ai lerons. ele

vators, flaps, slats. spoi lers. landing 

gear, reverse thrust, brakes. etc. You 

see the runway in true perspective. 


Cassette £9.95 (p&p and VAT included) :Uses joysticks and includes options to 

start with take-off or random landing DACC Ltd (Dept. DU) 

approach. " A real simulation. not just 
 23 Waverley Road. Hindley,

another game" (Your Computer. April Greater Manchester WN2 3BN. 

19 '83) . 	 (Despatch within 48 hours) 
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Continued from page 31 ,, 
' 780 PRINT@230,"LITRE =";LIT 1050 CLS 

790 FOR X=O TO 15000:NEXT X 1060 PRINT@166,"INPUT POUNDS "; 
800 RETURN 1070 INPUT LB 
810 CLS 1080 LET KG=LB * 0.4536 
820 PRINT@166,"INPUT LITRES "; 1090 PRINT@197,LB;" * 0.4536 = . ";K 
830 INPUT LIT G 

840 LET GAL=LIT I 3.7854 1100 PRINT@230,"l<G = ";KG 
850 PRINT@197,LIT;" I 3.7854 = ";G 1110 FOR X=O TO 15000:NEXT X 
AL 1120 RETURN 
860 PRINT@230,"GAL = ";GAL 1130 CLS 
870 FOR X=O TO 15000:NEXT X 1140 PRINT@166,"INPUT KILOGRAMS "; 
880 RETURN 1150 INPUT KG 
890 CLS 1160 LET LB=KG I 0.4536 
900 PRINT@166,"INPUT OUNCES "; 1170 PRINT@197,l<G;" I 0.4536 = ";L 
910 INPUT OZ B 
920 LET G=OZ * 28.35 1180 PRINT@230,"F'OUNDS = ";LB 
930 PRINT@197,0Z;" * 28.35 = ";G 1190 FOR X=O TO 15000:NEXT X 
940 PRINT@230,"GRAMMES = ";G 1200 RETURN 
950 FOR X=O TO 15000:NEXT X 1210 CLS 
960 RETURN 1220 PRINT@166,"INPUT FAHRENHEIT " 
970 CLS ; 
980 PRINT@166,"INPUT GRAMMES "; 1230 INPUT FA 
990 INPUT G 1240 LET CE=<FA-32)*(5/9) I• 

1000 LET OZ=G I 28.35 1250 PRINT@197,"<";FA;"-32>*C5/9) 
1010 PRINT@197,G;" I 28.35 =";OZ = ";CE 
1020 PRINT@230,"0UNCES = ";OZ 1260 PRINT@230,"CENTIGRADE = ";CE . ' 
1030 FOR X=O TO 15000:NEXT X · 1270 FOR X=O TO 15000:NEXT X 

1040 RETURN 1280 RETURN 


Don't lose out- make sure you receive the next twelve issues of your favourite microcomputer magazine by 
sending away for a year (or two years) subscription today. 
Just complete this special subscription order form now, and send it with your cheque or postal order to our 
subscription department. 
And if you subscribe for two years, you can claim a free book. Choose from any one of these superb Sunshine 
microcomputer books - The Working Dragon 32, Dragon 32 Games Master, The Dragon Trainer, Advanced 
Sound and Graphics for the Dragon computer, or Artificial Intelligence on the Dragon computer. 

Subscription type: CJ I claim my free book (title) 
0 1 year at £10 UK 
O 2 years at £20 UK 

plus free book Name ... .. ..... ... .. ......... .... ..... ... ......... .... .............. .. ... .......... ... .. . 

o 1 year at US$33.95 US/Canada airspeed 
O 2 years at US$67.90 US/Canada airspeed Address ...... .. .... ........ ... .. ....... .... .. ..... ·... ....... ... ... ... ... ..... ....... ... . 

plus free book 
O 1 year at £16 Rest of World surface 
O 2 years at £32 Rest of World surface 

plus tree book Postcode ................ ....... ... ..... .... ... ... ... .. ....... ... ... ......... ..... ..... . 
Other overseas airmail rates available on request 

Send this complete form, with your payment, to: 
Dragon User 

Payment Method Subscription Department, Oakfield House, 
0 I enclose a cheque payable to Dragon User Perrymount House Road , Haywards Heath, 
O I enclose a postal order payable to Dragon User Sussex RH16 3DH 
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ADRITE 

Address book/mailing list general alphabetical 
index program for Dragon 32. 
* Up to 800 entries of 55 characters average 

length
* Rapid sorting and execution 
* Advanced coding and formatting features 
* Clear manual 
Cassette and manual £10 including postage and 
packing from 

R. Hadekel 
4 Lalor Street, London SW6 SSA 
Please allow 28 days for delivery 

ACE HIGH 
(MK2) 

Machine gun 
warfare in the 

sky £6 .95 

TIME ATTACK 
The armed 

TIME MACHINE 
£6 .95 

Send £10.00 only for both of these full 32K games : 

Telephone: 021-557 9286. Personal callers welcome 


TUDOR WILLIAMS 

15 Summerhill Road, Bilston, West Midlands WV14 BAD 


QUICK BEAM SOFTWARE 
Presents 

DtCKIES DEN - Poor old Dickie is in trouble again . The bui lders have been scared otf 
by the Ghouls and Ghosts which inhabit the many rooms of his new den. Your task: to 
help Dickie collect the materials necessary to complete his dream home. Produced with 
machine coded action. Keyboard/joystick.. ...... .. .... ... .... £6.95 
DICKIE SPACE MAN - Dickie l ights for surviva l while attempting to re-bui ld his space 
ship on a luturistic planet. Only you can help him defeat the marauding aliens and 
collect the rewards. May the force be with you! !! Pure machine code action wi th 
keyboard/joystick options .. .-... £6.95 

ADVENTURES 
TERROR CASTLE - A classic adventure where you have to rescue the princess 

£5.95 
THE SHRUNKEN SCIENTIST - You are only 1 in tall. wi ll you get to the antidote and 
regain your height? Pick of the Month - March Dragon User .. £5.95 
TOMBSTONE AND COD CREEK - Two classic games on one cassette. Excellent 
value for all the family .. ........ ............... .......... .... .. .. ... .. ... ..... .......... .... ...... .... .. .... ... £5.95 
DUPLICAS 3 - Cassette back-up utility wi ll make back-ups ol mosl ol your present 
software. Even the latest dongle sottware'll " Of the numerous back-up programs I 
have, Duplicas out-performs them all. " D.M., Warr ington .. £7.95 

Please send SAE for full detai ls 
Add 50p P&P to all orders over £1 .00 . See us at the 6809 show , Stand 26 

67 Old Nazeing Road, Broxbourne, Herts EN10 6RN 

GROSVENOR SOFTWARE 
DREAM - DREAMBUG - ALLDREAM - DSKDREAM 

FOR EASIER MACHINE CODE DEVELOPMENT 
DREAM - Editor-Assembler - the most powerful and easiest to use package for 
writing machine code rou tines and programs. " Lives up to its name - a dream to use" 
- M. James " Language of the Dragon" . 

Full screen test editor. auto keyboard repeat. Forwards and backwards scrolling. 

Full symbolic assembler. Supports every aspect of the 6809. 

DREAMBUG - Monitor. disassembler. tracer. For use with DREAM. Examine/change 

memory or registers. Dynamic/single/multiple step machine code instruction tracing 

through RAM or ROM. Supports up to 10 breakpoints. Conditional stop facil ities with 

history command to show the path by which an error occurred. Disassemble/dump. 

Printer support . Converts DREAM to ALLDREAM. Tape £7.95. 

ALLDREAM (DREAM + DREAMBUG)- Cassette £14.95. Cartridge £24.95. 

DSKDREAM - Dragon DOS version ot ALLDREAM. Supports text li les on disk and 

direct disk to memory assembly. Disk £19.95. 

UPGRADES avai lable to conv~rt from DREAM or ALLDREAM to DSKDREAM. 

DRAGONDOS - Programmers guide. Detai led information booklet £3.00 

DREAMPRINT - Letter writing print adaptor for any version of DREAM. Taoe £4.50. 

All supplied witn full manuals. Please add 40p P&P. . 


RADIO SOFTWARE BY G4BMK. RITY - AMTOR - MORSE - BASICODE 

Send SAE for full details 


22 GROSVENOR ROAD, SEAFORD, EAST SUSSEX BN25 285 

Telephone : (0323) 893378 
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New!! - Hardware for robotics, artificial intelligence, 
speech recognition , microprocessor control, etc. 

ANALOG CONTROL INTERFACE 
An Analog and Digital Control Board for Process Control 
and Data Acquisition for hobbyists , schools, colleges and 
industry. 8-bit A-to-D and D-to-A converters, bipolar 
buffered amplifiers, nine lines of TTL 1/0 , led status 
indicators, relay control. 

SPECIAL PRICE £27.00 (+9ap p&pJ 
Detailed Manual with full instructions and numerous 
application notes, along with Basic programs and 
machine code routines for use. Kit available mail order 
only from : 
ELECTROANAL YTICAL TECHNOLOGY 


COMPUTER DIVISION 

8 Access Roadj West Derby, Liverpool L12 4YN 


S.P. ELECTRONICS 

GP ... ... .... .. ... ...... .. .... ... .... ......... .. .... ... . £99.95 
NEC 8023 £199.00 
CPBOA Dot Matrix Printer inc Cables £230.00 
PRINTER CABLE (Centronics) ..... .. ..... £12.90 
CANON PRINTER 160CPS £350.00 

Large se lection of new Salamander and Microdeal software 
SAE for free list 

All prices include VAT. carriage extra 

S.P. ELECTRONICS , 48 Limby Road , Hucknall, Notts 
(Nottingham 640377) 

Complete repair service 

CERTIFIED 

CASSETTE DECK 


Each of these superb Sharp mains/battery cassette 

recorders is tested, adjusted and individually 

certified for use with the Dragon 32/64 before 

despatch. It is supplied with its own signed certifica

tion , and a 1-year guarantee 

£24.95 post free 


(Overseas orders: please add £1.50) 


PEAKSOFT 

48 QUEEN STREET, BALDERTON, NEWARK, NOTTS 


Credit card hotline: 
 111:.~:.u1
0636 705230 (24-hour answering) 

GAMESMANSHIP 
Proudly Presents 

Software For The Dragon 32/64 and All Computers 
Chicken Run ............. £6 .95 Chambers .... ... ..... .... £6 .80 Mansion Adventure 1 .. . £4.99 

Screaming Abdabs . . .. £5.80 Cuthbert in Space .... ... £6 .80 Jerusalem Ad venlure 2 £4.99 

Caverns of Doom .... ... £4.00 Johnny Reb...........£5 .90 Ul timate Adventure 3 .. .. £4.99 

Cuthbert in Cooler ....£6 .80 Draconian ............. .. £6.80 Will iamsburg Adventure 4 

Muopies ............ .. ... . £6.80 Danger Ranger .... . ... .. £3.99 £4.99 

Speed Racer ....... .... . . £6 .80 Ai r Tralfic Control .. . .. .. £3 .99 The Huck.. . .. .. ... £6.75 

Sysygy ... ... .. ......... .. £6 ,. 80 Keys ol Wizard ... . .. .. . £3.99 Arrows ol Death 1 .. .. £5.90 

Siar Spores ........... .. . £4.00 Cu thbert Goes Digging £3.99 Arrows of Death 2 ..... .. £5.90 

World of Flight ....... ... £6.80 Culhbert Walkabout .. .. . £3.99 Circus .. . .. .. £5 .90 

Tim Love's Cricket ...... £7.75 Kalepiller 2 .... . .......... £6.80 Return of Ring ... .. .... . £8.50 

Spectral Ice Castl es .... . £6.80 Chuckie Egg ............. £6.80 Ring of Darkness ....... . £8.50 

Manic Miner .. .... £6 .75 Time Bandit . ............. £6.80 Arcadia .... ........ ...... . £2.99 

Rommel's Revenge .. .. . £6 .50 Dungeon Raid ..... ...... £6.80 Pedro .... ........ .. .. .. ... £2.99 

Tubeway Army .......... £6 .50 Athlelyx ... .. .. .. ... .... .. £6.80 Leggit . . . . .. ......... .£2.99 

Back Track ...... ... .. .. .. £5 .50 The King ...... ...... . ..... £6.80 Frogger .. ........ ...... .. £3.45 


Graphics System .. ..... . £4.99 
* * * Stop Press . Football Manager now in stock only £4.99* * * 


Quickshol lor Dragon 32164 Dragon 32164 only £13 .50 . No Surcharges . Cheques ~1us 1u 

Gamesmanship , 65 Cassiobury Avenue. Bedfonl . Middlesex TW14 9JE 


For friendly service Tel: 01-890 5636 . Tapes guaranteed originals . 

SAE for lull list including special oilers from £2 .99. State Micro 
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I'll BEGIN with a grovelling apology to 
reader Rosalind Redwood of Bristol , who I 
mentioned in the January issue as having 
problems with Calixto Island - she 
couldn 't get the treasure back because the 
transporter disappeared when she'd bar
tered with Trader Jack for the keys. I dared 
to suggest that maybe Rosalind hadn't 
found the treasure after all , but some 
jewellery that appears earlier in the game, 
asing this on the fact that you need the 

maChete from Trader Jack to find the 
treasure, not the keys. 

In fact, Rosalind had already done that , 
but found, as did other readers , that a 
second trade caused the transporter de
vice to disappear. So , how do you get 
round it? Well it seems .to depend on the 
order in which you trade. If you find the 
treasure, then attempt to . trade for the 
keys, the device goes. If you get the keys, 
return to open the desk and read the 
notes, then go back for the machete and 
continue to find the treasure, the device 
will still be there. Sorry for the slur on your 
status as an adventurer, Rosalind . 

A letter this month from Kerry O'Sulli
van, with no address but containing the 
proud announcement that after twelve 
months' hard labour, Kerry too has com
pleted Calixto Island, having had trouble 
with the professor's notes. John Martin has 
sorted out Calixto Island and pol ished off 
Black Sanctum, finding the latter rather 
disappointing, but he 's now stuck in Mad
ness and the Minotaur. John 's problem is 
finding the oil for the lamp. So, if you can 
spare clues, or even some oil , write to 
John at 114 Blackmead, Orton Mulborne, 
Peterborough , Cambs. John 's also 
finished El Diablero, " after a lot of frustra
tion and dead crows ," he says, so maybe 
you can swop tips with him. 

Another reader in need of help is 
Pauline Hampson of 10 Cherry Lane, 
Lawton Heath, Alsager, Stoke-on-Trent 
ST? 3QZ. Pauline is one treasure short in 
Keys of the Wizard, and not even Mic
rodeal can help her. She doesn 't say which 
treasures she's found , but if anyone can 
help do write to her. In return Pauline can 
help with the dreaded El Diablero and 
Calixto Island, and says she can recom
mend Channel S's Time Machine. 

I'm afraid I can 't recommend Channel 
S's Circus as highly as some of the others 
in the Mysterious Adventure series. I ha

ven 't had time or space to look at them all 
yet, but I loaded up Circus the other 
evening to see what it was about. The 
following evening I finished it, without the 
aid of a safety net! In fact that's mislead
ing , you do need the aid of a safety net, 
and a few SAVEs here and there, but with 
only about 33 locations it's not the hardest 
adventure you 'll ever have to tackle. 

The story is that your car has run out of 
petrol on a lonely country road . .. dear 
me, the mishaps that happen to us inno
cent adventurers. As you go trudging over 
the fields and roads you come across a 
circus tent .. . but is it real or haunted? 
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And where's the light that enables you to 
see inside? There's a cage containing a 
sleeping tiger, and a tank containing a 
seal , so with just these two creatures and a 
solitary clown is it any wonder the circus 
closed down? Take care going up to the 
trapeze and the tightrope, and once you 've 
found a source of light you shouldn 't hang 
about as its life is limited. 

The adventure sets you two main prob
lems. One is in finding just the right words 
to solve a particular problem, and this to 
my mind is not what adventures are about. 
You know what you want to do, but what 
are the exact words the program's looking 
for. In Circus there's a chest which you 
know you must have to open , but after 
OPEN CHEST, HIT CHEST, BASH 
CHEST, and a dozen other attempts I was 
about to give up. When I eventually disco
vered what you had to do I could have 
kicked the programmer. 

The other problem Circus sets is that 
you only have a certain number of moves 
before your light runs out, and also a 

certain number when you get into the end 
sequence, so you must work out the most 
economic way of moving things around 
and solving problems. When I did it I was 
on my very last turn as I issued, with 
fingers crossed , what I hoped was the final 
command . By the skin of my teeth then , I 
did it, but I hoped for more than a few 
hours of entertainment from a £9 .95 
adventure. Fortunately, not all Channel S's 
are so simple, and I did have a letter 
recently from a reader who enjoyed Circus 
a great deal , so make your own minds up 
about that. 

Maybe I'm just in a grouchy mood this 
month , because I didn't like the other 
adventure much either! This was Terror 
Castle from Quickbeam Software, whose 
title The Shrunken Scientist impressed me 
last time. When I loaded up this one 
though it looked rather familiar, and sure 
enough it was an adventure that had been 
published and then withdrawn last year 
under the title Horror Castle. Your objec
tive is to rescue a beautiful princess from 
said castle, so I don't know whether this 
will appeal to the many female adventurers 
I get letters from (it's the only reason I write 
the column!). 

What won't appeal to anyone is the lack 
of a SAVE feature, particularly as the 
game takes a delight in killing you off 
without warning . This doesn't matter too 
much early on, but when you're well into 
the adventure you don't want to discover 
that you 've stepped through a door and 
fallen 100 feet into the moat so you have to 
start again . The location descriptions are 
very brief, with no atmosphere at all 
well, how can you have atmosphere when 
you find in this creaky old castle a table 
which has a drawer requiring a combina
tion to unlock it? The combination is on a 
card elsewhere, and it's typical of the lack 
of logic that you can 't read the card in any 
location other than the one where the table 
is. Why on earth not? 

I had been hoping to include reviews of 
the two new ones from Adventure Interna
tional , Spiderman and The Sorceror ol 
Claymorgue Castle, but the review copies 
haven't arrived . They'll be here next 
month, though, if I have to trek to Birming
ham cap in hand. Goodness, I might even 
buy them. Don't tell the editor, though, or 
I'll be drummed out of the Reviewers' 
Union. • 
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OBTAINABLE FROM STAND 8 6809 SHOW 

DRAGON 
32 1 ·99 

,~-.JFill'- ~I : : i:;:-±~ , 
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3.99 TANDY 

COSMIC CRUSADER - Ven ture where no 
man has dared to go before . View the galaxy 
from within the safety of your starship. but not 
for long - no less than 34 screens of inter
planetary alien li fe will challenge your reflexes 

RUBY ROBBA  There is a complex defence 
system guarding the precious ruby Snakes. 
guards and mines. You have only one minute 
to carry out the operation but you can do 1t . I 
know vou can . Tandy Colour £3 .99 

MORBID MANSION - Ten rooms in this old 
mansion must be negotiated before you come 
face to face with the dreaded Morbid . You are 
alone then suddenly the clock gets to 121 10 
screens arcade adventure JS. £3.99 

and fire power. Superb sounds and graphics 
JS/KB. £3.99 

THE BELLS - You have probably 
read the novel or seen the film - now 
you can play the game. Rescue 
Esmeralda from the bell tower 14 
screens of danger for you to challenge . 
JStKB. £1 .99 

QLIALIFY jl u 1 1'40 CPU i 
13,SO,..c 3,.a 12,90 Cf'll ! 

·· -· ·-· -· ·· -· - ··- -· -· ··- ... ·· - - I 
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OLYMPIA - Compete 1n five athletic events 
- 100 metres. discus. long 1ump. hurdles and 
high jump . Fealu res include : high graphics 
sound. worl d records and hall ol fame KB . 

BORIS THE BOLD - Urgent tele
gram for Boris. Stop . Please come 
home. Stop . Beware of the patro lle rs. 
lasers and bombs. Stop . Please grab 

£3 .99 

BARMY BURGERS - Saps. Bur
gers. Cheese and Leltuce. They are 
all there all you have to do is pu t 
them toge the r - sounds easy 
doesn 't it - but not when you are 

PERILOUS PIT - Deep underground 
in the crys tal mines roams the dreaded 
Orbis and his cronies. who are hell 
bent on stopping the attempts of Boris 
the miner to fi ll his truck fu ll of crystals 
- four screens. JS. £1 .99 

MUTANT WARS - Fifteen screens 
of constant zapping for all you arcade 
freaks. Spin ning wheels. ro tating 
ro bots. birds an d the 

DARTS - Open a couple of cans of 
beer. sit back. and get all the exc ite
ment of an evening in the local JS. 

£1.99 spaggly
a few diamonds on your way. Stop. being chased by a fried egg and dreaded Yum Yum monsters. Superb 
JS. TANDY COLOUR £1 .99 sausages. JS. £1 .99 Hi-R es graphics. £1.99 . : . . . 

DODOO . · · 

MISSION ATTACK - Try you r 
hand at flying a Harrier Jet from an 
aircraft carrier at sea, taking on 
crack pilots and missiles. Then on 
to your mission over land. £1.99 

BOMBS AWAY BASIL - Sir MacDOUGAL'S LAST STAND LASER RUN - Fly your star 
Basil is trying to defuse the bombs Jamie MacDougal roams hedges fighter down the trench and take 
before he is attacked by his only in the Scottish Highlands in on Darth Vader's crack pilots . 3D 
known fear, SPIDERS. Yes, the search of his clan·s lost bagpipes. graphics and arcade action . £1.99 
truth is finally out and , the cunning Also roaming out there are two 
natives place Spiders near the Sassanachs disguised as Scottish 
bombs they plant. The first lot are nasties who are out to stop Jamie PLEASE ADD 50p POST ANO l:f.i;t3f·#i·'i'•*·' 
pretty thick - and blind , but don't in his quest. £1 .99. VISAbe fooled , they get very clever PACKING PER GAME. 1 ~ <_·, l iJ I 

indeed. Also all machine code 
with some of the fastest graphics 
you have seen yet on th~ Dragon. BLABY COMPUTER GAMES 

£1.99 
CROSSWAYS HOUSE DRAGON32& [~ 
LUTTERWORTH ROAD, SLABY TANDY COLOUR 
LEICESTER TELEPHONE: 0533-773641. TELEX: 342829 DYNA-G 32K 

ALL TANDY GAMES ARE £3.99 + 50p P&P 
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Pira te A tt c1ck 1 Jus t one o f th e ma11y hazard s encoun tered , 
as you stri ve to become f11 st ever GALACT IC 
MEGAB ILLI O N A IRE1 St1ccess depends on ab1l 1\y to 
make hght n111g dec isi ons accura te lorward planning 
Should you brave the Meteor Sto rm to save precious 
time? Pay the oytiageous pro tec ti on de111;rnded by 
Space Pir a tes? Tl11s massive 28K ga rne p1ov1des 
cu.mpel lrng en tertainment 

WIPE OUT 

BE WARNED - TH IS IS NOT EASY" 
A challenging mul trlevel g raphi c game demanding fast 
accma te reac t1on It begins easily enoug11 bu t gets 
progress ively more d1 fl1cult Fea tu res 4 co lo ur l11gh 
reso luti o n graphics so und bon us point s and t1 1gh 

ATOM HUNT 

A superb fea t o f programm in g to 111ak e yo ur bratn ac t1 e 
and stretch yo ur Dr agons memory ct11ps to tt1 eabso lute 

":: l11111t 11 This game 1s p layed almost entirely 111 th e4 co lour 
'.:: yraphcc modes and features a unique repeat game 
.:~:·:. facillty . 1nd1v1dua l ratings and 1-4 players Uses over 
. . 20K 11 

Are you cool level headed? You need nerves of steel to 
play EXECUTION Standing before t11e awesome firing 
squad you rea li se this 1s your las t chance to receive a 
pa1d on. but time 1s fas t running ou t Features lull high 
res moving g raphics and sound Hours o f fun 
guaranteed 1n th1s massive 30K game 

HILO 

Is 1t sk lll or luck? Can you turn your humb le £50 stak e 
into £1 OOOOOQ'J? This simple ye l highly compel ling 
yame supoorted by excel lent co lour graphics and 
brilli ant sound e ffects Over 20K o f c lever programmin g' 

A IR ASSA ULT 

MAYDA Y! MAYDAY 1You r cripp led t1el1copter IS rap idly 
losing altitude and 1ace cer tam deatt1 un less you blast a 
landing space 1n the deserted ci ty of Kroywen To ta l 
concentration and prec1s1011 requ11ed if you intend to 
s tay alive A super add ictive game suppu 1ted with 
excepti ona l so und and g rapt11cs 11 

Dear Sir, 

Alter PUrchas · 
cassette tor my D;ng Your games 
had lo write and agon 32 I felt I 
I have purcha::~ You are crazy! 
Qames for my D many good 
been Pleased Wit~at~on and have 
games tape is ab em but your 
Value. I can h so/utely amazing 
Would be ha onesUy say that i 
a ny on e :'/Y,'o Pay £3.95 tor 
especially, lnterplh e s e Qa mes . 
Empire and Execi17etary Trader, 
extremely addictive on. They a re 

I want lo Wish . 
the very best Wlfh Y~ ur company 
deserves lo be a this cassette , it 

No. l Se ller. 

Only a crazy person would go nea r WUMPUS 
MANSIO N Yo u however. have ventured INSI DE 1t tu 
Temp ted by hoa rds o f pri celess t reasu res your m1ss10n 
is to rard the mansion and leave through the maze of 
tunnels Will you outwit th e dreaded WUMPI?? Can you 
avoid th e trme bombs?? Incredible fun 11 Uses 29K 

SNAIL PACE 

Tl1e exc itement is almost unbeara bl e as you watch 1-8 
th o ro ughbred racing snails thrash 11 out on tt1e 
racecourse 11 Game features sensible odds an d form 
guide to ass ist you Th is su perb piece of compl ex =·:·. 
p rogram 1rnng suppo rted by magn1!1cen t grapt11cs will :::·: 
ensure hours o f exci tement A massive 26K 11 

EMPIRE 

Fro m a k111 g t1: to a K INGI Can you bu ild up yo ur empire : 
111 th e face o f stiff o ppos 11 1on? W1l l you keep you 1 =.::· 
subrec ts happy and ba lance t11e economy This 1s an :" 
exc1 t1ng mul tilevel game ol s!J a tegy !or up to 4 players · · 
Includes a save game facll1ty 

9 SUPERB FULL LENGTH PROGRAMS ON ONE CASSETTE. AN INCREDIBLE 22QK OF 

IMPRESSIVE PROGRAMMING, SPECTACU LAR COLOUR GRAPHICS AND SOUND EFFECTS!!! 


Send Cheques or P.O. to: DATACOM PUBLICATIO NS DEPT D3, 407F Hockley Centre, Birmingham 


Name ... ..... ... .. ...... ..... ... ....... .. ...... .......... ..... .... ....... .... .. ...... ... . Quantity Required .......... ............ .... .............. . 

Address ..... ...... ........ .... .. .. .... .. .... ... .... ...... .... ..... ..... ... .. .. ... .. ... . Please find enclosed my cheque/ P.O. for. 

£ .............. .... .. .. .. 

.. ..... .. ............ ....... .. .. ... .......... ......... .. Post Code ....... .. .... .. ... . Signed ... ...... .... .... ........ ... ...... ..... ..... .... .. .... .. ... . 

Telephone: Cheque/ P.O. No .............. ..... .. .. ........ .. .. ..... .... . 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOMED: T ELEPHONE: 021 233 1800 

DATACOM PUBLICATIONS DEPT. D 


-
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Classified 

DUST COVERS 

* DRAGON 32 & 64 * 
made-to-measure in quality natural vinyl 
with cut-outs for terminals and leads. 
Just send £2.95 (no stamp r~quired ) to: 

ALLEN ENTERPRISES 
Freepost, Luton LU2 SBR 

Trade enquiries welcome 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPOND
ENCE required , preferably Spanish or 
French speaking , over 30, any comput· 
ing level. G. O'Donnell , 23 Finch Gar· 
dens, Bognar Regis , Sussex P022 
9EQ, England. 

INTERFACE MODULE, just poke and 
peek, 2x8 pit, 2 realy , 2 optos and 
latched ports. Full information. £20.99. 
R. Holland, 17 Weaver Close, Sand· 
bach, Cheshire. 

OUTPUT PORT 
Simply plugs into printer port and is 

easy to use from BASIC or MIC. 

Features Open-Collector outputs 

to drive relays, /ed's etc. Supplied 


with detailed information. 

£14.95 inc. to: 


NCJ Electron/cs 

13 Binfleld Square 


Ella Street 

Hull HU5 3AP 


BUSINESSMAN'S EXPENSES (FOR 
DAD). Calculates VAT and net from 
amount paid; any VAT per cent. Cate
gories : Hotel/Meals, Petrol , Entertain
ment, Sundries/Phone . Sub-totals/ 
Totals, print option; in BASIC to enable 
'Personalisation '. Cassette £4.50. D. 
Jagger, 21 Ashfield Way, Hazlemere, 
High Wycombe, Bucks. 

DRAGON GAMES USERS' GROUP. 
The best Dragon club you can join!! 
Bi-monthly newsletter with reviews , 
discounts, playing tips . D.G.U.G. - the 
best Dragon club! See March for de
tails. 

DRAGON SOFTWARE and OG encod
er and scribe rams. Cut price due to 
scoop purchase of liquidated stock. 
Teletel Communications Ltd, 01-771 
6233. 

DRAGON 32, software, cassette recor
der, as new, £85 ono. 01-267 6374. 

DRAGON SOFTWARE - Dasm/ 
Demon, Spreadsheet, games - '12 
price. Tel : Bradford (0274) 583734. 

CANOE 
How far can you paddle up river? 

First negotiate the gates. If you 

succeed the river runs free, with 

rocks to challenge your paddle 

power. Unique paddle action, in 

100% m/c with hi-res graphics and 


sound . 

Only £3.99. Cheques to : 


COUCHER COMPUTER 

SERVICES 


14 Hiltingbury Road 

Havant 


Hampshire P09 5SE 


STARBASE DEFENCE, War Pilot, 
Kaleidoscope, Bomber, graph analysis , 
instructions. All for only £3. K. F. Kam, 
446 Burnage Lane, Burnage, Man
chester M19 1 LH. 

DRAGON BOOKS for sale, worth £33. 
Dragon software and cartridge compil
er, worth £74.70. Dragon, dustcover, 
joystick, worth over £85 and maga
zines worth £6. Will sell lot for £160 
ono. Reply to M. Belham, 100 Towers 
Road, Poynton, Stockport, Cheshire 
SK12 1DF. 

DESIGN PADS 

Design hi-res screen ·displays quickly 

and easily using our new Graphic Design 

Pads, on A4 paper. only £2.90 each or 


two for £5.50, including p&p. 

ORON SOFTWARE 

64 PRINCE STREET 


ROCHDALE, LANCS OL16 SLJ 


The only figures 

that count 


The circulation of this 
magazine is certified 

independently to 
professional standards 

administered by the Audit 
Bureau of Circulations 

January-June 1984 

35,379 

If ABC fl 

The Hallmark ofAudited Circulation 

H.R.G. SCREEN DUMP to Seikosha 
printer, or any similar seven wire head 
printer. Dumps from all graphic modes, 
choice of dump size and inverse op
tion. Only £5. Cheques to : Croucher 
Computer Services , 14 Hiltingbury 

Road, Havant, Hampshire P09 5SE 

SUPER HI-RES PROFITS GRAPH 
and home accounts programs. £2.50 
to : N. Lambert, 19 Hetleys View, Pan
field , Braintree, Essex. 

DRAGON 32 (mint) , 2 joysticks, 24 hit 
games, books, etc (original price 
£455), £195. Tel: 0376 20375. 

DRAGON SOFTWARE at bargain 
prices. All famous names. Send sae for 
details. 2 Elm Way, Coombe Rise, 
Shepton Mallet, Somerset. 

DRAGON 32, 29 top games worth 
£100, 2 joysticks, leads, etc, sell for 
£180. Farnborough 516774 (Hamp· 
shire) . 

DRAGON DISK DRIVE + DOS car
tridge + manuals, immaculate, £160. 
Upminster 50030. 

FINPACK home finance tool , 12
month budget, bank account, expendi
ture analysis, completely integrated, £3 
inclusive. G. Ryalls , 7 Bruce Street, 
Sacristan, Co Durham DH? 6BW. 

DRAGON 32 SOFTWARE, worth 
£270, and books, £50. 04024-51385. 

NO MORE SPAGHETII 

Organise all those messy leads , recorder, 

transformer, joysticks and Dragon 32/64 in a 


COMPUTRAY . 

Integral carrying handles , all wood quality 

construction, approximately 68 x 40 cm. 


£13 + £2 p&p to: 


A. Samwell , 168 Fllxton Road 

Manchester M31 3DA 


EDIT+ CARTRIDGE £20 , Sprint Basic 
compiler £10, Forth £7. 0704 20164. 

SPRINT COMPILER £8 .50, hardly 
used. 0234 771578. 

FOUR STRATEGY GAMES to test· 
and improve your logic and memory for 
Dragon 32/64. Battleships, Stranded, 
Codebreaker and Simon all on one 
cassette, only £4.95. Send cheque/PO 
to D. Palmer, 12 Haled Close, Ponthir, 
Newport, Gwent NP6 1 GL. 

DRAGON 32 HITEXT. Place text on 
the hi-res screen with this machine 
language utility. Features full upper/ 
lower case. Reverse field and double 
height characters, 51x24, 32x24 dis
plays, 16 CLS colours, 6 display mod
es, £4.95. Super Basic (all Dragons) . A 
machine language utility adding 58 
commands to Basic. Features 4
channel sound, alarm clock, funct ion 
keys, procedures, error trapping, 33 
colours, auto run· on load; plus lots 
more! £4.95 to : R. Thompson, 7 Brind
ley Way, Southall, Middx UB1 3JN. Tel : 
01-571 3610. . 

DRAGON3V64SOFTWARE 
MCP·40/TANDY CGP-115 SCREEN DUMPS 
- any PMDDE, 2 sizes , colour/B&W, bl· 
directional - £4.50 (cassetle) . 
DRAGWDRD - Disk word processor. menu 
driven, 50/40 column display, true lower 
case , print, save, load, merge, delele, 
catalogue, format, simple editing (overtyp
lng), etc - £10.00 (cassette version £8.00). 
DRAGBASE - Disk address storer, menu 
driven, up to 600 addresses per disk, add , 
delete, search , format, catalogue , view, 
optional printer output, etc-£10.00 (disk) . 
DATA REPRESENTATION - Ple·Chart and 
3·D Bargraph programs, 100 per cent hl·res, 
save charts lor later use - £10.00 (disk) 
£8.00 (cassette). 
DISK UTILITIES - 9 simple utilities for the 
disk user- £10.00 (disk) . 
SAE lor more lnfonnatlon on above. 
All disks are single-sided 40-track lor Dra· 
gon Data disk system. 
Send cheques/PDs to Ian Elkington, 11 
Wharledale Gardens, Balldon, Shipley, 
West Yorks BD17 6TN . 

THE TAPE DOCTOR. M/code utility to 
sort out problems on tape. Load dam
aged programs , merge programs, 
catalog including addresses of m/code, 
etc. With comprehensive book. Star 
Program in Jan 85 DU ... " I give it a 
top rating a very good pack
age . . . Only £4.99 inc from COM
PUTIL (Dept DU), 22 Grove Park, 
Burbage, Hinckley LE10 2BJ. 

DRAGON 32, near new, joysticks, 
manuals, three games, books, original 
box, £125. Stalford 49597. 

DRAGON 32 plus £200 worth of soft-. 
ware and extras, £100 ono. 01-455 
7968. 

PROGRAMS WRITTEN to your indi· 
vidual needs in Basic and machine 
code. Also programs altered for Dra
gon 32. Reasonable rates. Telephone 
Hoddesdon 445140. 

DRAGON LEAD.§, 5 pindin to 3.5/3.5i 
2.5mm, £2.80. TV lead, £1.50. Cedar 
Electronics, 1O Hall Lane, Coseley, 
Bilstor. West Midlands, WV14 9RJ . 

CHILDREN'S GAMES, primary ages. 
2 full-length colourful , amusing graphic 
adventures on one tape. Rabbit and 
Gameland. Send £1 .99. S. Waites, 7 
Gentian Court, Colchester, Essex. 

TOPTEAM for the Dragon 32/64. Fea
tures include full match commentary, 
choice of team and tactics , group 
tables, extra time, penalties and signa
ture tune. This is just the start. Highly 
addictive, you have been warned!! 
£5.95. Also for the BBC 'B' and QL. 
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Classified 

MACHINE CODE FACT SHEET, Dra

MEDIA CALC SPREADSHEETgon 32. Graphics, sound, adding Basic 
AMAZ ING VALUE commands. interrupts , £1 .00. SAE. M. + - ...;... x 1% • • Average 

Severs. 22 Dallington Close, Hersham, Plus all Dragon functions supported 756 
Surrey. cells plus overlay leature. 

Full Instructions 'included all for only 
£9.99 inc 

DRAGON 32K COMPUTER assemb MEDIA MAGNETICS, Freepost 
ler games, leads. £55. Suhail . 79 West Bromwich, West Midlands 870 
Mayola Road, London E5 ORF. 986 6BR 

Agents required 1n countries olher than Sp2658. S.A. & U.K. 

DRAGON 32 with joysticks and £200 
DRAGON 32K, joysticks. cassetteworth games. accept £95. Telephone 
player, leads. lots software cassettes 01-894 4546. 
and cartridges. books. mags. bargain. 
£125. Dartford 22017. DRAGON 32 in good condition. £55. 

Telephone 0213 601631 . 
DRAGON 32, joysticks. software. liter 
ature. value £434 . accept £250 ono. 

DRAGON DISK DRIVE, as new, £150. Stephen Kelly. 68 Dechmont Avenue,
0505 28543. Motherwell , Scotland. 

DRAGON 32, 26 games, two joysticks, 
FRENCH DRAGON USER would like dust cover. tape recorder , leads, 
exchange ideas, views with Englishmanual. magazines. books. £120. 550 
users. M. Claeyssen . La Place. Ering

1017. hem, 59470 Wormhout. France. 

DRAGON 32 with dual Dragon disks. 

joysticks and biw TV. £250 ono. Tele DRAGON SOFTWARE LIBRARY. 

phone Downland 53224. 	 Life membership only £6.00. Two 

weeks hire £1 .25. Stamp for details to 
DSL. 6 Neptune Terrace. Sheerness. 
Kent ME12 2AW. JOYSTICKS 


Now with "ACCUTRAK" analogue 

movements lor GAMES CAD CAM ap
 DRAGON 32. Nine games. tapes. car
plications. Still best value at £12.95 per tridge, two Dragon joysti cks. transforpair. Send now to PERITRON, Dept DU. 

21 Woodhouse Road . London. N12 9EN 
 mer, all new, £40 ono. Phone 0268 

41571 5. 

ADVERTISERS INDEX 

B M 
Blaby Computers 36 Magic Midnight ................. 30 

Micro-De-Bug ..... 21 c Microdeal ....... 6 

Caprie... .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . 32 Morrison Micros ................ 26 

Compusense 8&9 MST.. .... 40 
Computape... ..... ............. 32 


0Computer Marketplace 14 
Oasis ........... ... ...... 2
Computer Ware 30 

Cumana .. 18 p 
Peaksoft .............. .... 27 &34 

D aDACC .... 32 
· Quick Beam ....... . 34
Data Pen 21 

Quicksilva .. .... . 34 
E R 

Electroanalytical Technology R & P International ... 30 
34 Rainbow. 26 

sG 
SP Electronics .. ...... ... ....... 34
Gamesmanship 34 

Grosvenor 34 T 
Torchmaster .......... .... .. ..... 4 

H Trojan .... .... ... ... .. .... 40 
Hadekel 34 Tudor Williams 34 
Harris. .......... .. .. . 27 v
Hot Coco 20 Voltmace . . . . . . . . . .. . .' . . ... . . . . . . . 44 

w 
lmpsoft ... 32 Wintersoft 43 
Interface 27 Wizzard . 32 

r------------------------------------~ 

Here's my classified ad. I 

(Please write your copy in capital letters on the lines below.) 

£0 .20 £0.4 0 £0.6G l:0.80 

£1.00 £1 .20 £1 .4G C1 .60 

£1 .80 £2 .00 £2 .20 £2.4J 

£2 .60 C2 .80 £3.00 C3.20 

£3.40 C3 .6C £3 .80 £4 .0U 

£4 .20 £4.40 Please cor1tinue on a separate sheet ol oaper 

I 
I 

I make this .............................. ..... words , at 20p per word so I enclose .. .................. .... .......... . 

I 
I Name ............................................................ .. 
I I 
I Address ........................................................ . I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I ] 

I Telephone ..................................................... . I 
I I 
I Please cut out and send this form to : Classified Department. Dragon User, 12-13 Little Newport Street, London I 
I WC2H 7PP I 

~------------------------------------J
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TOP VALUE LIGHT PEN 
DRAGON 32/TANDY COLOUR 32K/SPECTRUM 48K 

THE NEW ADVANCED PROGRAM 
for the Trojan light pens include the following facilities-

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM GOOD COMPL'TER DEALERS 

. . . DOWN TO EARTH DISK SOFTWARE FOR SMALL BUSINESSES ... READY NOW . . . 
. . . USE STANDARD DRAGONS . . . WITH CUMANA OR DRAGON DRIVES ... NO MODS NEEDED ... 

MST STOCK (PR) STANDARD £30.00 INC. VAT MST-EXE-C (PR) STANDARD £30.00 INC. VAT 
All stock details are held on one-sided floppy diskette to produce screen displays and Super Invoices/Statements formatter with integral Mailer. A working package. Use it to 
printed reports on stock status, stock movement, stock shrinkage, dead stock, stock sales. generate selective Ma1lshots, customer analysis, save typing time for invoices and 
stock purchase, re·order costs, and much more. Records may be referenced by number or statements. Spool documents to disk. and despool to printer. 200 addresses can be saved. 
part-description, and analysis code gives additional flexibility. 1,000 stock items per disk. 

TICK THE APPROPRIATE BOX. PRICES INCLUDE VAT ANO POSTAGE. PR Series 
TAPES £11.95 inc. each D Stock'Control - STANDARD £30.00 inc 
CO DISKS £16.95 inc. each D Business Accounts D MST-EXEC - STANOARO £30.00 inc 
D Mailer D MST-CALC 
D Invoices/Statements D Home Accounts CONSULTRNTS 
D Stock Control D Database 

*DRAW BOX 
* ORAW CIRCLE 

*DRAW LINE 

* ORAW PICTURES FREEHAND 

*COLOUR FILL DESIGNATED AREAS 

* SAVE AND 	LOAD PICTURES 

TO AND FROM TAPE 

* FULL ERASE FACILITIES 

All in Hi-Res screen in any of 4 colours 
for the Dragon/Tandy , and 8 colours for 

the Spectrum. 

*DATA ENTRY AND PROCESSING 

* MENU SELECTION AND CONTROL 

* GAMES PLAYING 

This is a first class program which gives hints 
and tips on how to write programs for the 
pen. Idea l for many educational uses. 

A top quality pen plus a first-class program. 
The best value pen package available. 

Send cheques/P.O. to: 

TROJAN PRODUCTS 
166 Derlwyn, Duman!, Swansea SA2 7PF 
Tel : (0792) 2os..i91 

LJ~@JJ~[N
Micro Computer Software & Accessories 

Computerised card index fi ling system. Choose your own card headings - nine in all. Add 

cards and delete cards. Sort them. search them. amend them. print them. view them. Total 

fields . Flexibility at the touch of a button . 


MST INVOICES & STATEMENTS 

Seeing is believing. The power of this program is too great to be described in detail here. It 

stores up to 50 customer addresses. It prints superb Invoice and Statement pages. A 

separate CREATOR program allows user details to be added - and AMENDED. Variable 

VAT rate calculations. Discount calculations. Carriage costs are automatically incorporated 

to produce an accurate AMOUNT DUE. All this PLUS user-defined footer messages. Even 

poor quality printer paper produces superb invoices and statements. 


MST MAILER/ADDRESS BOOK 

This highly-acclaimed dedicated database prints selected ranges of address and other 

labels by SEARCHKEY or RECORD RANGE. Select addresses by street, by town, by 

region. Screen and printer options. Browse. Records etc. A superb little program. 1.000 

records in all on five files . 


MSTCALC 

The MST-Cale Spreadsheet is designed to replace pen, paper and basic calculator with a 

standard Dragon tape recorder. TV set and printer. Each program comes with a 20-page 

booklet describing MST-Cale and its operation. 

The Spreadsheet enables work to be carried out on 21 rows and 20 columns. 

Numbers relating to headings can be orientated horizontally or vertica lly. They can be 


Ten levels of bracket pairs can be used to establish operator precedence in equations. 
Rows, part-rows, columns, part-columns can be summed or averaged . Equations placed in 
one location can be repeated (replicated) across rows and down columns to save typing-in 
time. Recalculation procedures allow powerful WHAT-If? projections to be carried out at 
the touch of a button. Business data so obtained can be stored on tape or disk. 

MST STOCK CONTROL 
Computerised stock control. Alpha numeric references. Stock description. user-defined 
stock units, cost/sell prices. re-order levels, supplier details. 
1.000 stock items on live files on a single-sided disk. Produces stock evaluation over 

user-selected range of stock. stock lists. re-order reports, screen/printer options. 


MST BUSINESS ACCOUNTS 

Another gem of a program. What won't it do? is a more suitable question than what will it do. 

A unique search faci lity enables all data entry problems wi th a 32-character screen to be, 

overcome. Transaction List , Debtor/creditor Lists. Search/Amend selected customer 

records, Bank Summary, Year- to-date. Manual Bring Forward options make this a superb 

program. Credit/Cash sales and purchases are all neatly linked with Bank Account option to 

allow an up-to-date statement ol your financial status. 


MST HOME ACCOUNTS 
A lovely program. Keep track of your household budget. Menu options include Estimated 
and Actual budgets. up-to-the-minute bank statements. current balance etc. Graphical 
representations of past and present months, printouts of surplus and deficit, and much 
more. 

~:~~~~ -~t~:. s_ho~ l.d. ~-~ . ~~.~e. ~~-y~~l.e . to. ~~T..C~N·S·~~T~N.T~ .. . .. ... ........ .. .................... 	 ... .......... ... '!~-,, ............ Cost effective 

business softwareAddress: ....... .... ... ............ .... .... ... ... ................ .. ... ...................... ... .. ... ... ... ........... .••••••. ........ ....... .. ..••••............................ ..• ... 


Card Number:............. ..... .... ... .... ....... .. ............. ... ..... ........ ................ .Signature:.. ....•••••..•....... .. .....................•••... .. .. for home computers
MST Consultants , Newton Road. Bovey Tracey, Devon TQ13 988. Telephone (0626) B32617 
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Light 
connections 
I AM trying to find out where the 
Xand Yscreen locations are kept. 
I have built a light pen for use 
with the Vic , but do not know how 
to program the Dragon to accept 
inputs from a light pen or even 
how or where to connect the light 
pen to the Dragon . 

C Tuckwood 
19 Holmwood Ave 

Plymstock 
Plymouth 

THE TEXT screen position is 
stored in locations 136/137. To 
get the equivalent print @ posi
1 ion , use peek(136) 
256+peek(137)-1024. 

The graphics x co-ordinate is 
stored in loc 200, and the cur
rent y co-ordinate in loc 202. 
However, without an interface to 
the Dragon 's cartridge port, the 
computer can not use light pens 
which return screen positions, 
only light sensitive ones which 
plug into the joystick ports . 

What's your 
number? 
I AM looking for a ROM address 
in the Dragon . Specifically , I am 
looking for a ROM call subroutine 
that is called by BAS/C's main 
command interpretation loop 
the main loop calls$ ... (in TRS80 
Coco it is $ADC6) , when it is set 
to execute the next command . 

On entry , it is assumed that 
$A6,$A7 is pointing to the next 
BASIC command to be executed, 
and that the A register contains 
the first byte of that command . 
After the ROM call returns , this 
subroutine returns program con
trol to the calling routine with an 
RTS . 

Maarten Van Wamelen 
Neth-Belg 

3 Lijnmetestraat 
Dede/em 

8330 Belgium 

THE ROM address you need to 
use on the Dragon is $84A6 hex, 
or 33958 decimal. This is slight· 
ly different from the Coco 
routine you mention in that the 
"A" register need not be set up 
first. 

Locations 166/167 should be 
set up to point to the start of the 
tokenised command you wish to 
execute. Also, note that the 
Dragon's tokens have different 
values to the CoCo's. 

Read between 
the lines 
I AM the owner of a Dragon 64 , 
Dragon Diskette station and a 
Microline-80 printer. 

When I am using the OS-9 
system and trying to write a letter 
with the Stylograph or the Tutorial 
letter in the Stylograph my spac
ing between the lines is too big 
The distance between the lines is 
10mm and that is too much . I 
have tried all the Print Codes in 
the OS-9 , but with no results . 

Does the Microl ine-80 printer 
not work with the OS-9 system? 
Besides this I have had no prob 
lem with the printer If you have 
any solution to thi s problem , 
please let me know . 

I also own a TRS-80 , Model I, 
Level 11 , with expansion interface 
32K. Is it possible to use the 
Dragon Diskette station on the 
TRS-80 , or do I need any particu
lar connection . I have not used it 
on the TRS-80 , but I can see that 
the Dragon cable fits in the TRS 
80. 

John Hagen 
Lyngfaret 72a 

5071 Loddeljord 
Bergen 
Norway 

IT SOUNDS to me as if your 
printer is leaving a blank line 
between each printed line. This 
is caused by OS-9 outputting 
both a CR and LF code at the end 
of each line. You can get over 
this by altering the dip switches 
in your printer, if possible , or 
alternatively, use the following 
procedure in OS-9: xmode /p 
-1f (to stop autoline feeding) . 

From Stylograph spool the 
output to a file, such as /dO/ 
print, then from OS-9 type: copy 
/dO/print /p. 

To your second question, 
TRS-80 drives can be used with 

the Dragondos or Deltados con
trollers. However, don't try to 
use any other interface, such as 
the Coco disk controller, as 
these will not work. 

I can't get no 
satisfaction 
I HAVE been having trouble get
ting the commands GET and PUT 
to work. I have written a program 
which requires a star to move left 
and right across the screen , but I 
have been unable to achieve this . 
I have enclosed the program and 
would be grateful if you could 
have a look at it and tell me where 
I went wrong . 
10 PMODE 4, 1 :SCREEN 1, 1 :PCLS 
20 A$ = " BM5,5;CO;R5 ;C5;F5E5D5 

R5G5F5L5D5H5G5U5L5E5H5R5 
U5" 

30 DIM B(35,35):DRAW A$ 
40 C= 3:D= 3 
50 GET (C,D) - (C + 35,D+ 35),B 
60 C= C+ 1 
70 PUT (C, D) -(C+ 35,D+ 35),B,PSET 
80 GOTO 50 

J Wilson 
19 Amberley Rd 

Stoke Lodge 
Patch way 

Bristol BS12 6BK 

THE GET and PUT commands 
seem to cause more than their 
fair share of trouble to users 
learning Basic. The problem 
with this program is that the ,G 
is missing in the GET statement. 
This should read: 
GET(C,D)-(C+ 35,D + 35),B,G. 

The manual states that the ,G 
(which instructs full graphical 
detail to be stored) is optional , 
but in practice ii is usually wise 
to include it, else the image 
displayed by PUT can be some
what unpredictable. There is no 
need to GET an image more than 
once , so line 80 can be changed 
lo GOTO 60. 

Don't hang 
up on me 

I SEEM to be having problems 
with the printer port . When I poke 
data to 65281-2 (which appears 
to be the printer port) the system 
"hangs up ". This also occurs 
using LUST. I am using a " Paper 
Tiger " centronics interfaced prin
ter. 

Could you tell me the correct 
address for 1/0 ports (cartridge 
and printer)? Is the printer port a 
6821 PIA " B" port? 

D Coombes 
28 Buckland Gdns 

Galmore 
Hants S04 2SB 

THE PRINTER port is addressed 
as location 65282 only. Poking 
data to location 65281 is likely 
to cause the machine to crash, 
or at least the keyboard to stop 
operating . If the machine hangs 
up when you use LUST then ii 
sounds as if the printer "busy" 
connection is faulty. Try typing 
?PEEK(65314)AND1 , which 
should print a 1 if the printer is 
ready. If you get a zero with the 
printer connected , then the 
"busy" input is not workino. 

The printer port is a 6821 PIA 
"B" port. 

.	Error - what 
error? 
USING THE following short prog
ram to PEEK through the Basic 
ROM , I came across the state
ment " EXTRA IGNORED" at loca
tions 34842 to 34854 . Is this an 
error message? 
10 FOR A =32 768 TO 

49151 :B=PEEK (A) 
20 IF B 731 AND B 127 THEN PRINT 

CHR$ (B) ; 
30 NEXT A 

S Moore 
7 Birch Ave 

Grimsby 
South Humberside 

THE "EXTRA ignored" message 
is generated when too many 
items are entered in an input 
statement. For example, if you 
enter 2,3 (enter) when the input 
command reads INPUT A, this 
message will be displayed. Un
like other errors it is only a 
warning , and the program does 
not stop. 

Unfortunately, this is not men
tioned in the explanation of the 
Input command in the manual, 
or in the errors section. 
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•t• c . Answers to Competition Corner, 
Dragon User, 12-13 Little Newport ComPetI Ion Orner 

Street, London WC2H 7PP. 

Four Dragon 64s 

to be won 


CAN YOU FIND the two whole numbers 
which , when multiplied together will come 
to exactly 1 ,aaa,aaa? Easy? How about 

two squares. i:;y taking 31 rectangles of 
card , each 2 x 1 inches in size, is it 
possible to completely cover these remain-

adding the stipulation that neither number 
must contain any zeros. This makes things 
a bit harder - or even , you may think, 
impossible. That is unless you happen to 
hit upon a novel method of approach 
whereupon the solution becomes simplic
ity itself. 

One million is equivalent to 1 a raised to 
the sixth power - that is 1 a6

. Now, 1 a, as 
well as having factors of 1 a and 1 , also has 
factors of 2 and 5. so, just as 1 a6 equals 
one million so too does (2 • 5) 6 . This can 
also be written as 26 • 56 which works out 
as 64 times 15,625. Thus we arrive at our 
answer to two factors of one million , 
neither containing any zeros. 

Puzzles of this type in which the solution 
is readily apparent but only if you hit upon 
such a lateral method have become known 
by the not inappropriate name of 'aha' 
problems. It was for much the same 
reason that the concealed sunken fences , 
popular with landscape gardeners such as 
Capability Brown and his contemporaries, 
were called 'ha-ha's' mainly due to the 
expression of surprise when encounteed 
for the first time. · 

Here is another 'aha' of the mathematic
al kind. Draw an eight inch square, and 
rule it up into a grid of sixty-four one-inch 
squares. Now cross out two diagonally 
opposite corner squares, so leaving sixty

ing squares with the cards? 
If you were to try to solve this by actual 

experiment, you might find that your first 
few attempts failed . By the time that you 
had had a couple of dozen tries - also 
equally fruitless - you might reasonably 
suppose that the solution was difficult if not 
impossible. But how can it be proved? Of 
the millions of different ways in which the 
cards can be placed is there not one that 
will succeed in covering all the squares? 

The answer is that it is impossible, and 
the solution is beautifully simple. Consider 

Prize 
THIS ISSUE Compusense is giving away 
four Dragon 64s to four lucky winners of 
this competition. 

Rules 
TO WIN a Dragon 64 you must both show 
the answer to the competition and how to 
solve it with the use of a Basic program 
developed on your Dragon. Please do not 
send In a cassette containing the answer. 
As a tiebreaker complete the following 
sentence in 15 words or less. " I would 
like to own a 64 because ..." 

Your entry must arrive at Dragon User 
by the last working day of April. The 

the grid to have alternate squares shaded 
like a chessboard. If this is done the two 
missing squares will be both of the same 
colour, either white or black. Now a 2 x 1 
card can only cover one square of each 
colour however it is placed, and once thirty 
of them have been positioned, the two 
uncovered squares will be of the same 
colour, and so cannot both be covered by 
the remaining card . 

Now let's return to our original problem. 
We have seen how two factors of 1 a6 can 
be found, neither containing any zeros. 
Are there any other powers of ten that can 
be similarly expressed? Ten itself has 
factors of 2 and 5, and one-hundred has 
factors of 4 and 25. In each case these. 
factors are found by simply raising 2 and 5 
to the corresponding power to which we 
have raised the 1 a. The results are shown 
as follows: 
10 '=2' times 5 '= 2 times 5 

102= 2 2 times 52=4 times 25 

103= 23 times 53= 8 times 125 

104=24 times 54= 16 times 625 

105= 25 times 55= 32 times 3125 

106= 2 6 times 56= 64 times 15625 

10 7=27 times 5 7= 128 times 78125 


58Unfortunately is equal to 39a625, 
which , as it contains a zero is not admissi
ble, and so 1 a0 cannot be so factorised. 

This month's competition is to 
determine how many other powers 
to ten have two factors which do 
not contain zeros. 

As a hint, and to save any sleepless 
nights, it has been established by a com
puter in America that all powers of 2 from 
2100 to 257134 contain at least one zero, so 
we need only concern ourselves here with 
powers up to 1aa. 

winners and the solution to the puzzle 
will be published in our July issue. 
Entries will not be acknowledged and we 
cannot enter into correspondence on the 
result. 

January winner 

THE CENTRES of the discs should be 
2.74233253 Inches apart (approximately). 
The 10 winners, who will each receive six 
games from Cable Software, are; A 
Clarke of Wirral, Kevin Desmond of Cork, 
Boris Leblanc of France, Janice Parry of 
Wales, Gordon French of Northampton, J 
Wyver of Woking, I Jolley of Devon, 
Dominic Brodrick of Tewkesbury, J 
Promil of Belgium and C Dacre of Pre
ston. 
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At last the saga

continues . . .
The Guardian of Shedir

is defeated, the Hell
spawned hordes of the Evil
Sage lie at bay. Now
Ringbearer, wielder of the
Four Bright Rings, must
face the greatest
challenge: to return the
Ring Of Darkness to its
creators on the hidden

Q

,_-
planet Ringworld . . . \ A
And somewhere at the
ends of time the forces of
evil are preparing their
revenge.

After one year of
development, Wintersoft
are proud to present the
most sophisticated game
ever created for the
Dragon 32. Written 100% in
machine code, RETURN OF
THE RING is an astounding
multi program blend of
superb high resolution
colour graphics and
advanced routines that
allow you to communicate
with your computer in
complete sentences. You

, will face challenge and
excitement as you and
your Ringworld
companions travel a
mysterious planet and
brave the dangers of an

‘ amazing three-
dimensional forest moon.
An epic adventure
unrivalled for its wealth of
detail and diversity.

May luck travel your
path.

Please note: RETURN OF
THE RING is a complete
adventure. You need not
buy THE RING OF

' DARKNESS to play it.

DEALERS PHONE
01 -367 5720

SPECTRUM 48K
W The Ring of Darkness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.95

I _ _ g ORIC-'l 48K
QM! ' "-§'@F§'.|T§‘P]§9]5:F?_(§ _'_7‘ The Ring of Darkness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.95

\\i; Operation Gremlin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £6.95

_ 30 UPLAND5 PARK ROAD. PRICES |nc|.uo: Par, VAT, AND oun LIFETIME
- ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX,

EN2 7PT

X

__-I-"‘

/1
III II\. 17
E

52!.
j
‘— it1 1

—.__

NTERSOFT
ALSO AVAlLABLE:-
DRAGON 32
Return of the Ring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9 95
The Ring of Darkness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9 95
Dragon Trek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £6.95

GUARANTEE.
SELECTED TITLES AVAILABLE FROM
mnesn BRANCHES or ' \aw
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St. George nowhas two choices!
Red or green will slay the Dragon

L Nylon encased-Steel shafted joystick with ball and socket joint.
L Fast sprung return to centre.
L Graphite wiper linear potentiometers.
L 12 Months Guarantee.
I 7 day Money back Guarantee;

Complete control at your fingertips A
The smooth control of the Voltmace delta sprung return joystick is now available i‘ ~ , it q ,
to Dragon owners. Each joystick has been individually tested before it leaves f jg
our factory, following extensive robot testing to prove the design (we  _.  .‘
tested it more than a million times). This means that not only will your 4 . ” if
joystick be strong, tough and reliable, - U
but it ensures long life, accurate -- 1
control and with the choice of {Q 6
red or green 4'

_. I» -‘rs, . ..> -1. . ,1

fire buttons, . . -Y . .
gives instant
recognition 4....»0¢.¢;sn.»+s.,.j*v?h,,i§.».
between the -" y
left and right V ‘L i ‘ ,4 '
joysticks. 7 if

if you are J
not completely _ Q
satisfied with the , .
delta 3d, return it ,  
to us within seven 0......---~—~-'1"-'7" ‘

. . ‘.0-;_. '..'.'.: ".'l"' " -" 4 . 1- . 4 " ' ‘ , , 1-.-
~ I. ~ n\.' v ~- -,-.-_ , _. , ' . "Y1 ' 1' I r..'..-,' ",1- '-7' , -

.%@ vziti_»j:;\;,;L-,}.‘. 'v.' ,v .V1 '",.,' . ‘I ,<- ‘V 0 ' .
' ' "§'!§i»‘|£,-5"-T""' ' ' I """1»'-1 -.. Y ~>’i.”"". ' . N '1 HM. ‘

days for a full refund. "“" i ' if
-

l ... »..-‘ i‘; Y‘-._‘I7';3, .,- > ll "‘~ u',,'1'I\'J"-£'\
I \ ‘ * I’ “ '. \' v‘ -. _ _. |. .‘i J“I . . . X. .. ~. .. . .

N » - . r
. H, ‘ _ ’ >

E ' 7 g , ‘ ‘.-

. 0 - “-4-. . 0 ’ "
\.\--7". fr~ .3. f

_ 4 — *":"  Dragon dealers come

~ if out of your caverns!V‘~__~_'fl‘44 _,_.-4*-g. _ ,.

More stockists
g '22‘ required in some areas.

7A1 IR‘
Made in England. VOLTMACE LTD

PARK DRIVEDELTA 3d JOYSTICK £10.00
TWO DELTA 3d JOYSTICKS £19.50 K
PLEASE sum; cotouns msqumso
Prices include VAT and P&P. i— H '

- sc1 sen
' Tel: (0402) 094410|‘||llilili"iii’iii :

Callers welcome at the factory—Monday to Friday.
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